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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Derating for electrical, meclani:41 or electromechanical parts is
defined as the practice of reducing the electrical, mechanical or
environmental operating stresses below the maximum levels that the part
is capable of sustaining in order to increase application reliability.

1.1 Objective

The objective of this contract was to develop and document guidelines
for electrical, electronic and electromechanical part derating. These
gaidelinep could be used as standards for evaluating designs or as
specifications to, establish maximum allowable part operating levels for
various, environmental conditions.

1.2 Scope

The defined list of 74 part types in 12 categories for which derating
guidelines were to be developed is shown in Table 1-1. A literature
search was performed to establish existing derating methods and derating
levels for the defined parts list. These data sources were analyzed and
tabulated to determine which part parameters should be derated and the
optimum derated stress levels ior each of the required environmental
conditions. There were 9 unique environments for which optimum derating
was to be established:

1. Ground Benign 6. Airborne Fighter Inhabited

2. Ground Fixed 7. Airborne Fighter Uninhabited

3. Ground Mobile 9. Space Flight

4. Airborne Transport 9. Missile Launch
Inhabited

5. Airborne Transport
Uninhabited

In addition to establishme' nf ýterating guidelines for all of the
defined part categories, ,ritical ail-ication guidelines were to be
included. An application guideline is dý-X'ined as a design rule that
states the limitation of the part in reletion to electrical, mechanical
or environmental parameters or packaging ard installation procedures.
Critical application guidelinos for this report are those design
guidelines recognized as critical for reiiable designs and therefore
merit inclusion with derating guide75.nes.

.1.i
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1.3 Background

All electrical/electronic systems have minimum acceptabie reliability
requirements, even if not formally specifiod. The parts used in a
system are the most critical items for achieving the required
reliability. Experience has shown that most field equipment failures
are due to failed parts. Prior to about 1960 control of parts
reliability was accomplished by use of part specifications and testing
for both the parts and the produced equipment. Part application and
derating was usually left to the discretion of the designer.
Reliability was usually controlled by levying specific Mean Time To
Failure (MTBF) requirements on the equipment. Designers achieve this
HTBF by allocating to a maximum allowable failure rate for the
individual parts.

This method results in two major deficiencies in achieving the maximum
cost effective reliability. First, testing does not duplicate all
operating conditiuns and therefore does not disclose all possible field
failure modes. Second, since MTBF is a function of individual part
failure rates, it is often possible to compute an acceptable MTBF even
if one or more parts are operating at full rated stress levels. A part
operating at the full maximum rating is inherently more unreliable and
is depending upon an unknown safety margin, if any, built into the
device by the manufacturer. Even if a failure due to overstress does
not occur in such a part, the time induced degradation rate is
increased. This may account in part for the common occurrence of
equipment calculated and tested to a specific MTBF which fails to
achieve projected reliability in field usage.

Recognition of these factors has led to the formalization of dera;.ing,
for many programs by levying derating requirements on all designs within
the program. These derating requirements are in addition to those
requiring part specifications to control part quality and part receiving
inspection.

At the present time, there is no recognized Air Force standard devoted
exclusively to part derating for all environmentr. In part, the reason
is due to the relative newness of using derating requirements as a
reliability tool. Another reason is that the establishment of derating
levels is somewhat subjective and derating does not lend itself to
supporting a large body of mathematical analysis as does other areas of
reliabil.ty analysis. Most information relating to specific derating
requirem\ents is contained in internal contractor eo program
documentation and is not released for general publication. This4
contract attempts to summarize and develop into general guidelines that
which is known and established.

i
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SECTION 2

DATA DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Introduction

The primary tasks required by this contract were to select those part
stresses (parameters) most appropriate for derating and those critical
device characteristics requiring application consideration and to
establish recommended stress levels for the selected parameters for the
operating environments specified. There were three major data sources
used:

1. A literature survey of presont derating policies and practices.

2. An analysis of the part failure rate models as defined in
MIL-RDBK-217C Notice 1, "Reliability Prediction of Electronic
Equipment".

3. Personal experience and technical data of device technology,
operating characteristics, failure history and device physics of
failure.'

2.2 Literature Survey

2.2.1 Boeing Technical Library Survey

The literature survey was conducted by the Boeing Company Technical
Library individually for all 74 part types listed in the contract (See
Table 1-1). The following key words were used in addition to the names
and abbreviations of each of the part types,

A. Derating, Derating Parameters, Derating Stress, Derating 9tress

Levels.

B. Failure Rate, Failure Hiul:ory, Failure Modes, Failure Effects.

The search concentrated on literature published in the period from 1970
through 1981. Because of advancements in part technology over the past
decade, data older thoua ten years was de-emphasized.

14
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The primary data basea searched were:

COMPENDEX, January 1970 - present, 817,000 records, monthly updates
(Engineering Index, Inc., New York, NY)

This data base provides abstracted information from the world's
significant engineering and technological literature. The data base
included worldwide coverage of approximately 3,500 journals,
publications of engineering societies and organizations, papers from the
proceedings of conferences and selected government reports and books.

INSPEC, 1969 - present, 1,404,000 citations, monthly updates (The
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy Place, London WS2R OBL,
England)

The Science Abstracts family of abstract journals, indices, and title
bulletins forms the largest English language data base in the fields of
physics, electrotechnology, computers and control. The total nurser of
journals scanned were approximately 2,000.

NTIS, 1964 -- present, 765,000 citations, biweekly updates (National
Technical Information Service, NTIS, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Springfield, VA)

The NTIS data base consisted of government-sponsored research,
development and engineering plus analyses prepared by federal agencies,
their con-ractors or grantees. It is the means through which
unclassified, publicly available, unlimited distribution reports are
made available from such agencies as NASA, DDC, DOE, HEW, HUD, DOT,
Department of ComLerce, and some 240 other units.

Source Data for Discrete Semiconductors (Table 2-3). These sources were
used to compare past derating values for discrete semiconductors.

Bibliography (Section 2.5): These sources were used for all part types.

List of MIL-STDu and MIL-HDBKs (Section 3.2): These sources were used
for all part types.

2.2.2 Boeing Experience AnAlysis Center Survey

The Boeing Experience Analysis Center (EAC) survey consisted of c review
of the following data bases of "lesson learned" experience on aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles:

A. Raw field experience on over 13,000 current military, missile and
avionics carriers representing over 22 million flight hours.

B. Helicopter experience data on 16 helicopter models with a total of
nearly 4 million flying hours.

15



C. Commercial aircraft field experience data na five models
representing over 3000 aircraft and 72 million flight [)ours.

D. Missile data such as Minuteman (LGM-30), Saturn, AGM-28, AGM-69,
AGM-45, AGM-65, AIM-7, AIM-9, ADM-20, Roland, GSRS, and ALCM.

E. Space data on Apollo, Burner II, .tiar Rover, Lunar Orbiter, MVM
"73, Mariner, and IUS.

F. Over 250,000 reports from GIDEP covering environmental tost reports,
manufacturing methods and processes, hi.rel specifications, scientific
technical information, test equipment calibration procedures and ALERTS.

G. Miscellaneous ground and sea systems data on communication systems,
power plants, surface transport, electrical distribution systems, ships
and hydrofoil systems.

2.2.3 Military Documents

The literature survey included a review of all military specifications,
handbooks and standards with infoxmation relating to applications, usage
and derating for all the part types covered by the cont:zact. Those with
significant applicability to this contract are lisltid in Section 3,
Paragraph 3.2 of this document.

2.2.4 Supplemental Information

For each of the part types of the contract, the responsible part
specialist reviewed their personal data files for material applicable to
derating and critical application factors. This information included
books, reports, manufacturer's application notes, part evaluations, part
problem analyses, technical papers and technical articles.

2.2.5 Results Of The Literature Survey

The data search showed that there is not a large body of published
information defining current derating policies and practices. The
primary reason for this is partly due to the lack of a mathematical or
statistical data base for derating such as exists for the reldability
field. Good design practice dictates operating parts below their
maximum ratings and designing for "worst case" conditions results in
automatic derating. This lack oi an analytical base has resulted in the
development of "rules for thumb" for derating which frequently result
from subjective judgment of intuition. Such derivations do not usually
result in published papers or documents.

The primary published sources used in developing the derating guidelines
of this report are listed in the Bibliography of Paragraph 2.5 of this
section. The military specifications, standards and handbooks
applicable to the recommended derating guidelines are listed in
Paragraph 3.2 of Section 3.
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2.3.1 General Methodology Of Data Analysis

Each data source disclosed by the literature survey was analyzed todetermine .....oloin

A. Did the source contain derating information?

B. What part v.ypes were included?

C. For each part type covered, wbat parameters were derated?

D. For each derated parameter, what was the derating level?

E. To what operating environments were the recommended deratings
applied?

F. What special application considerations,ii any, were described by
the source?

These data were then tabulatrid by parameter, derating level and
operating environment. For many of the part types there was either no
data or such minimal data that tabulation was unnecessary.

Transistors and diodes were two part types with a relatively large
amount of established derating data. These data will be used to
demonstrate the general methodology of deriving derating level based on
present derating practice.

2.3.2 Transistor and Diode Data Tabulation

Tables 2-1 and 2-2 are a tabulation of the major jubi.1shed derating data
for transistors and diodes respectively. .able 2-3 identifies the
source documents for this data. The tables indicate the. parameters
derated and the reported maximum allowable values for those parameters.
All listed values are in percent of the maximum rating for the
parameter. For example, ".8" in the I (current) column indicates the
maximum current allowed by that source is 80% of the maximum rated
value.

For tabulation purposes, the table defines the environment for the
source. Almost universally, the present practice is to not distinguish
between• operating conditions within a program. Therefore, a space
deratinv,, document usually levies the same derafung requirement for all
componV~its in the program whether used in the space vehicle or in the
ground support equipment. Exceptions for less critical applications
within a program are usually not defined.

17
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TVVE 2-11 ITVSIS7t DEP'TING DATA

RJFF TWIS
tam~ DNIIRNfT TYPE TI FUR 1 19 Vii' VOL' T YD-7 aT'

,IB. IPOi c' .5 .6 .75
a fTEIDO MA .4 .5 .6 i

WIfLTERED FEr .4 .3 .6 .75

Iii.AL .9 .75 .75 .7is
1 SlETERED

LIG&fTERM

up .6 .8 .8
FU .6 .8 .8

DUAL .6 .8 .8
C SPACE C(IIFLI .6 .8

DIDP .6 .9 B9
Wi' .6 .8 a8
FIT .6 .8 .8

I FI~ffIER-ALL AUL .6

E SPACE ALL. .6 .75 .75

F SPACE op .5 .5 .0
MISSILE LAMC POWiER .5 .5 .7

I SPACE ALL .5 .73 .73
MISSILE LAMC

FUL41t ALL .5 .5 .8
N I"IBA-Tw6POCT

MISSILE LAMNC

Slam AL .75 .7 .9
I KNIGN EUKM .8

FIXED OF FM

i SPACE Aii. .75 .7 .9 EXCEPT R
.9 POER

FUU~IT ALL .4 .75 .75 .9
K INN*-TMftIPDtT .6

tNE0-TRW*WPJR .75

BN.3 .7
hH .93 .8

HERE .8 .7
L DEIGmm .92 Is

MORE Fff .94 .8
FIEDFE .79 .7

WT .89 18



TfKE 2-11 TMIS5DA 3TING MTA (LWKT1ME)

SGUUE TMG
IM~E EKVIRORNT TYP TI FRh I is 'J(L YLT V.T NOTES

N FU.GRT ALL .6 .
UIIIW.T~a

NwK .53 .
NNW .93 .7
11W .95.
nw .53 .
FOP .9 .
PIP .92 .

FLI(WT PEU .53 .
0 U00-TIW6 Flt .83 .7

UN1*WNGW-1I PET 1% .
tuJT .53 .
UJT .79 .7
LU? .69 .9

NWIW/P FUR .6 .7
MHPNFP FUR .7 .8
NPIUFNP FUR .9 .9

NWHFIIP .6 .5 .9 11 M HIGH POWER
a HISSILE Lan~ 'uPIPNP Ah .5 I'.IG75/-t

WT .5 .5 .M5

r OROMDii WHIM .5 .75
FlIED ALL .5

GRmm u.. MU .5 .73 .9
I FLIGHT Ui ALL .6 .75 .0

flrC ALL .6 .75 .9

HWPw A55 .2 .75 LOW POWER
WNI M5 .15 .75 HIGH PER

I GMAE Mii .55 .2 .75
IET.5M .4 C73 OW/SI

FlEr .55 .3 .75 FNRM

I spaC Rm. .59, .5 .5 .75 SIL KY

T OR~DXD41 ml .6 .3 .7

R19BILE LUUN
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MEE 2-11 7WiISTOU MMTIN 5TA (MNTDIJE)

JSORE EW!MNIDqf TYRE T; PUN I is VOLT %ALT VLT KmTE

NWWW .8. .7

WWRC .92 .9

U gwrJmD FEE .83 .7
WDEELTERED FET .% ~ .9

WT .53.
WT .79 .7
IuT .89 .8

V FUMU ALL .6 .75 .9.6 .9.73
D#TWMORT
tIHIW0-TIAIPORT

NPWN/P .3
V GUMUI BENUIG FlEr .6 HEUXIIC

FIXED FEr .5 RMSIC
HOFEE .6 .3 .5

I smi~ MiL .5 .5 .73 .75 .71 .75
HICUME .73

y CRUD BENUIG a.5
FIXED

NMME MaWQI TDRMO1E EMEWMi ARE XSED ON S9EO SF WKITI
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TABLE 2-21 DIMIE DERATING DATA

SOME ENIRORWT TYPE TJ IF I POMER PIV A V UY NU

RECT LU5 L.73 16.50 o.55
WKswL 9.60L9 73.54 1.65

A STE1 REF L35 IL970 8.58 9.7I
IHELTERED RE D,56 6.79O 9L51 .78

TRY 3.55 1.61 L.73 L65

REET 6.51 79 L ,759.65
THAL sm 1 LW 6.L7 9.65

3 91ELTETED REF L51L.73 9.65,
EIT.ERED REG L58 9.73 L,3

THY L.56 6.7•3 .65

RECT 9.68 LBO6 9.DoREn" SM LU .
C SPAC RE]F 0. W 1.91

RED 95. 9A.L3CAP 1.68 L 8

I FIGHTEH.L ALL 3.6 9L'75 L,75

RECT 3,66 1.5 W 9L75 0.56 9.75 115 FOR 175 RATING
1W .67 0.5 Q 9.L6 W ,6 9.76 IN FOR 156 TfTINO

E SPACE REF 1.5 8.50 1.561 131 FOR 2N RATING
"low 1.5 W,

RECT L.56 3.56 P.61
SPAC so LJ N !,L56U. O

F MISSILE IAK REF L.5O L.51
REU L58 3Ll 6.98
TlY L51 L W
YAWl L51 LBe

RECT 11,67 L75 L.75 .65 .175
BY 1.67 L5.5 L56 6 .5 9.73
REF 1.67 L

I SPACE RE 1-357 .51
PHTO 1.57 1 9.56
VARWCT 8.67 L75 1.51 8.75
SOfTX1f 3.67 1.75

RECT 3.09 L9.51 LON
FUKWT SW 1.89 L53 .E

H IWII•ITRmS REF 3.99 N.5.
WlIffa-TRAHS RAM Uri 9.51

MISSILE LAK THY 1.8 1.561 3.I
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TAME 2-21 DIMSE DEMTINO IMTA inDrIUED)

SOUIM EIIRMOIT TYPE. I IF IS MMFJ PlY UM Y NOTES

Boo RD L315 0.10 TRU WLTa MAX
MINREMS~ L~ ES .M5 9.71 1 I PX.8MAX

I FIXED REF 41 T 2b U/j
IM9ILE RED V8?

THY 1.75 M45 9,75

ROOM(5 M,5 713 TIMS YUT .0 MAX
ROM)5 3.53L75 3.dm I PEAK.8MR1

i PAC REF L51 TOR 2f% (ELT/N?
RED LIN1
IVYf 1.75 3.59 L.75

FLIGHT JART%+ 1.4 &7 75 9, 3.53
K INM-TRWD JANU1 3.68 I.7 3.75

COIM701 JA 3.75 3.75 1.75

RETT 3.87bFV
OFIDD RECT 3.77 L77

L BERION Sm 3.87
FIXED 61W 3.77
,1OILt (,V/RE .D LOY09

REF/CF 3.77 L.95

N FLIGHT ALL.Li

REEC/SO L3.7 7 17 L.M CRIT II
EEoIsI L53 L53 LSD3 CRIT III

Furmf REDl L98 CRT I
N IIIHl8-RWN RED L895 CHIT 1I

WNII*S-1N RED L.53 aHI; III
THYf LU LM CRIT I
11ff L76 L.71 CRIT it
THN L34 3.54 CRIT HII

REC/91 3.7 Ell LO L51 LN
0 HISSILEL$AJNOI REF 0.6? L51

REG 3.61 L.51

F m 9 MEt IGNI ALL VS7 LO
FIIED ALL. L51 LM5
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TABLE 2ý-28 alM KMIwrIN DTA (W KIN4JE0

ALL 9.65 V.A. % N
FLIGI"T rLi ALL 8.65 L75 go8 R4TEMY Ualb
SPACE ALL 9.65 3.75 Lm ~ R4~TtW
WmALUDLJ WU. .1, FA 75 1.5 A11-a UICTh
FUM~ 01. ALL. 81.6O .7.1 PARA~ TJizw

ASPACE6AM 9. 7 EA.InL RATED U-421

a umRALL~i AU. I.EC 6,75 & EqMIDTJ*IN

TAL ALL 3. F 4175 3.3 RA-0U152~1~
OMOKALL AtL 1.6 Q L75 fRATU Us 175
FUOIn ALL FA L 1.58 L M RAME T4475h

9RICK AU. 1 .0 R .73 1.36 RATED TJ*,t5
ALLT 1.66 L M 6 FMd.E T*2f

so 1.68 3.20
R RECT . .6615 L3 .2C, 7'*.

REF .66 L.28
RW I -S L.1958
TYll 1.61 L.5 8.21

Wilt 800 Lm
3 5E ECT)IN L,75 US7

su L.56 9.75
RED cae

C9W40XH OF L12 1.73
T MISSILE iUUV PIIE O51 4. 6

OP-12. A L%5 L.55 1.56 1'5AT+
a fllED O-C. C L%6 LW~ 9, % TD"9l(TJ+Ts)

01SW&ERED RIR CL A L15 TDs.59(Ti~sW

R(R Z.CL I.LBO TDW.B(TJ+7S)I
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TABLE 2-21 DIO DE WTIND WITR (alNTINED)

mm CE OAIN~fN TYFE TJ IF IS FpmE Ply RU V NOME

FUWT ALL 3.9 6.75 L75

Gull.ET 1.fl1.5 1.2
U PENUIO REGWEF 1.61 L51 5.38

FIXED MWT 1. 65 L.73 L51 9.75

I UPml ALL 5555L75 N 7
mIc~w L51 1.75

V ORMD ENJIO ALLL5
FIXED

ND1~l ANCTION DfEWERAURE PERTIa NLS BARD ONI MM ITRIMDE
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TABLE 2-3: Derating Data Sources for Discrete Semiconductors

Each data source is followed by a brief description of the equipment
type covered, the MIL-RDBK-217C environment designation, and program
type, military, NASA or commercial.

SOURCE
LETT.ER SOURCE

A NAVSEA 0967-LP-597-l010: Parts Application and Reliability
Information Manual for Navy Electronic Equipment (Naval Sea
Systems Command, November 1975)

Naval electronic equipment: Naval, Sheltered; Naval,
Unsheltered; Military

B NAVSEA 0967-LP-597-1011: Parts Application and Reliability
Manual for Navy Electronic Equipment (Naval Sea Systems
Command, October 1980)

Naval electronic equipment: Naval, Siteltered; Naval,
Unsheltered; Military

C PPL-14: GSFC Preferred Parts List (Goddard Space Flight

Center, June 1978)

Space electronic equipment: Space, Flight; Military

D 53-15-2A: F-16 Parts Derating Policy (USAF, November 1975)

Fighter aircraft electronic equipment: Airborne, Inhabited,
Fighter; Airborne, UWiinhabited, Fighter; Military

E RAC No. 0-06-01-1: Electronic Part Recommended Design
Criteria for Comsec Equipment (October 1980)

Space electronic equipment: Space, Flight; Government

F SAMSO-STD-77-7: Standardizeion and Control of Parts,
Materials and Processes for Missiles and Support Equipment
(Space and Missile Systems OL-anization, Air Force System
Command, August 1977)

Space and missile electronic equipment: Space, Flight;
Missile, Launch; Military
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MII-STD-1547: Parts, Materials and Processes for Space
and Launch Vehicles, Technical Requirements (October 1978)

Spcae electronic equipment: Spcae, Flight; Military

H D232-1032'7-1: Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) Parts
Selection List and Stress Derating Requirements (Boeing
Aerospace Company, June, 1980)

Flight and missile electronic equipment: Airborne,
Inhabited, transport; Airborne, Uninhabited, transport;
Missile., Launch; Military

D328-10023-1: General Support Rocket System (GSRS)
Electrical/Electronic Parts Derating Criteria (Boeing
Aerospace Company, December 1977)

Mobile rocket launcher system: Ground, Benign, Ground,
Fixed, Ground, Mobile; Military

J D290-10020-7: Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) Electrical/
Electronic Parts Derating Criteria (Boeing Aerospace
Company, March 1977)

Spaca electronic system: Space, Flight; Air Force

K D204-10548-1: Airburne Warning and Control System (AWACS)
Derating iAd Application Stress Analysis Procedure-Electrical
and Electronic Parts (Boeing Aerospace Company, September
1972)

Flight communications system: Airborne, Inhabited, transport;
Airborne, Unin'abi~od, Transport; Military

L Morg&nTown Phase I1: Electrical/Electronic Parts Derating
Criteria (Boeing Aerospace Company, June 1978)

Rapid tranr•ist v'3hicle system: Ground, Benign; Ground,
Fixed; Ground, Mobile; Commercial

M D225-12000-2i Compass Cope Electrical/Electronic Equipment
Design Equipment Design Criteria (Boeing Aerospace Company,
June 1975)

Unmanned aircraft, electron systems: Airborne, Uninhabited,
transport: Military
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N D5000 (7_A1, 72A2, 72i1, 72B12): Boeing Design Manual for
Electrical/Electronic Design (Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company, Updated annually)

Aircraft electronic systems: Airborne, Inhabited, Transport;
Airborne, Uninhabited, Transport; Comimercial

0 D232-10024-1: SCAD Electrical/Electronic Parts Application
and Derating Guide for CAE and ,AVE Equipment (Boeing
Aerospace Company, March 1973)

Missile electronic systems: Missile, Launch; Military

P Article: "The X1,eliability of Failure Rates", Microelectronics
and Reliability, Vol, 12, 1973

Telephone syst.ems: Ground, Benign; Ground, Fixed;
Zcummer c ia 1

RDH--376: Reliability Design Handbook (RADC, March 1976)

RADC reliability design manual: All ground, flight,
and space systems; Military

R PPL-12: GSYC Preferred Parts List (Goddard Space Flight

Center, July 1972)

Space electror.tc systems: Space, Flight; NASA

S SPACE ZPP-2061-PPL: Electrical/Electronic Part Derating
Factors (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, November 1974)

Space electronic systems: Space, Flight; NASA

T RIM H-1224: Component Derating Policy for US Roland
Redesigned Equipments (Hughes Aircraft Company, Septembor
1977)

Mobile rocket electronic oystems: Ground, Benign; Ground,
Fixed; Ground, Mobile; Missile, Launch; Military

U AS-4613: Application and Derating Requirement for Electronic
Components, General Specification for (Naval Air Systems
Command, July 1976)

Naval electronic systems: Naval, sheltered; Naval,
Unsheltered; Military



V AWACS Reliability Engineering Procedure No. RE-3: Parts

Derating and Application Stress Analysis Procedure (February
1973)

Flight communications systems: Airborne, Inhabited,

Transport; Airborne, Uninhabited, Transport; Military

W Universal Division and Control Systems. UDACS (Boeing
Aerospace Company, July 1981)

Electrical power systeris: Ground, Benign; Ground Fixed;
Commercial

X GT 750543: Final Report of Rei~earch into Dera.ting and

Reliability Models and Applications of Electrical and

Electronic Components for ESA Spacecraft (Gsneral Technology
Systems Limitsd, December 1976)

Spacecraft electronic systems: Space, Flight; NASA

Y "For The Real. Cost Of A Design, Factor !u P.eliability",
X. Deger and T. C. Jobe (RCA Corp.), Electronics, August

30, 1973, pp 83-88.

Consumer elictronic equipment: Ground, Benign; Ground,
Vfixed; Commercial
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2.3.3 Environmental Evaluation

The derating levels for transistors and diodes were retabulated by

source and environment for each major parameter. The purpose of the

retabulation was to determine if present derating practices relate the

derating stress level to the nine defined operating environments

(Paragraph .0.2)

The tabulation of the transis~Or and diode part types were divided into

groups as defined by the failure rate models of MIL-HDBK-217C. A list

of the groupii is shown in Table 2-4. The operating environments are

abbreviated per MIT-IHDBK-217C and are listed in Table 2-5. The Naval

Sheltered and Untheltered enviroaments are shown for comparison. Tables

2-6 through 2-38 shows the retabulation. The numerical values ehown for

the environmental factors at the bottom of the tables are the MIL-

IIDBK-217C multipliers to the generic failure for the listed operating

environments.

"4:1
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mutE 2-4* DISCETE 5SPiIiCU mRT U PER IfIL-41DK-217

Ow FmS TYF

I T3INSISID9& ISWI'Pp SILICON, GEiWZm
11 TlWSISMhS FET

III TWS9STO5. UNIJUCTOI
IV DIODES, GENERAL PIRJR~SE, SILICON, GERtWII1
V DIMDS WAGTRE EGLTOR (lENER, WAV hIOID
V DIODESI VOLTAGE REMENC3E (TEMP. WINP. PALIMIO

VII NICIkiWE, DETECTOR9, MIIEF

IX WICMIAE TFANSIVOSTUE IrvRYli .

lAK2 2-51 DIE WTING ENIfR1IENTS~ PER MIL-4IVI-217

OF m% rau inusa mi u.in .

ON1 GRWII, tIOILE
AIT AIRPOW, TRANSP'ORTo WI*HUITED
AIF AIRBORIE, TRAWOR~, NIMULTED

RIF IMM,~E FIGHTER, UNWIEIT

ow AIMOW, F*TI~DW INNTE

N9 IM&P RIIELTERED

rJ WAM LHWL 2



IOU 241~TW ~ PR~~O WINDII TOUMRl

SUMI 68 OF WU OF I AWT S F .L NJ W

.6 .6..5
H .5.5 .5

. 6 .,

KI ,4.

:+ /.•+ : + . + . , .6 m .
k .53
1 .56

, /A .9k .6 .6 .6 .6 .R

U .53 .53

5~ Z8 .22854 51

F .6 .

.. 5

W~ 9.5 I.5 6.6 9.4I 6.411 .112 1 9.5UP 6.56.)7567

.6 .66.6 .6 .6 .6

.7 . °3

.93 .5 . .9 ,

MI 3 .3 . 8 s :1 A 3 1.4

UN1 5 25 12 21 2•544 1 49 25 11
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,Ui 2- Iiiii TIN&M FW VI i T I

BWIRWEIMT
MMI 0 W• 1 AIT AIT AIF F B 1. ML W WS

1t .3 .1

1 .75 .75 .75
J .75
K .75 .75
i .6 .6

11i .7 .7

P .75 .757 m. 5 .7. 5 . 7 .7. M s75 v73ml9

.75 .75
.75

AYE LM 1.75 1.73 L73 1.73 L,75 9L7 9.72 .78 09.70 L71

MX .75 .75 .75 .9 .9 .75 .75 .9 .8 .9 .9
IUN .75 .Tr .75 .6 .5 .75 .75 .3 .75 .5 .5

EWIRO
FACTOR 1 5 25 12 21 25 46 1 AN 25 If

TULE 2-91 DEMTIWf LMS FUR DIPAR TWRANISTOIHS ULITAME
(MIL-MIUIK-217 GROUP I)

9DUI 0 O OM UiT AUT tif AIFI S F I. NU NS

A .75 .75
3 .75.71C ,9

F2 .75
A .18 .9
F2 .7 .7

. .3
iI .. .9 .9
12 .7 .7 .7

K .757.7
Li .7 .7 .7
L2 .9 .9 .0
N .,

4i .6 .6
N.2 .7 .7
113 .8 .6a .75

9 .9 .9 .9 .0 .9 .9 .9 .9

3,•,. . . ,, ., .,, ,75 . .2,7
9 .75
T .7 .,7 .7 .7

Ui -6 .6
112 37 .7
U13 .3 .9
v .6 A6

JA .. 75

K 9L750.75 L L.75 .2 3.13 1.89 LOB 3.76 973 9. 72 L.72

S .9 . .0 .9 .9 A1 .9 .9 .9 .10 .9
.7 .7 .7 .6 .6 .8 .9 .7 .7 .6 .6

FAUI 1 5 Z5 12 23 n5 49 1 46 25. 11
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MhIE 2-11: OWINGU QARN

DEE GB OF CI AIT ALIT AIF MF SF IL. NJ NS

A .6 .6
1 .75 .75
v .9 .9
1 .75

AVE8. LS1S75 L60 L69

ml .9 .9 .75 .75 .73
HNI .9 .9 .73 .6 .6

EIWIRD
FACID 1 5 25 12 21 25 Ii 1 48 25 11

MUE 2-111 MEATIND LEVELS FOR FEt TMISI6ORS MVdCION TI1EMRATUfE
(PIIL-HDDK-217 OIlJUP 11)

SME 98 W~ GM fIT UT AIF AF SF IL NJ M!

.6
.5 .I6

.7.5

.5.53

.55

.: .: .6

FAWUR 1 3 Z5 12 ?1 25 14 1 46 25 If

NOEi llf MT~E [1lSE NW JKiTIWN TEJINIRARJRE IN HEAME DIUMIOAM
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1(WLE 2-121 SFh~SSP1 ~~

,a GB9 OF ON AIT AJT AIF U F 6 &L NJ 1N8

E .
,83 83 .0.

94.59. .. 5
L .6 ,6 .6 .6 .6 .. .6 .6

.3

.75.75

(WE 1.62 .Q 0.5W7 IL' 12.5i 9. 3 LEA 1.49) 9. L.6 6•.1

M a .94 A3 1~ .34 .6 .5 .6 .6 .5 .4 .4
.3.3 13 .5 .5 .6 .6 .3 .3 .4 .4

FPUP, 1 5 25 12 20 25 41 1 3 25 ii

MU 2-131 ".F"l UII LEVW. FUR M' ThN$SIStMRS QiHIENT
(fl-L.,tDK-2t7 GROUP II)

U 60I rf (1 AIT (UT AIF U GF It. WU NS

7 .55

.74
.15
.75.7

7.75..7 A.75

.1A5:7'3A 3:3:S 75 7
-ra 1 .75 125 275 25 .7 1 7251
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9(M 60 OF (M Alt nUT AIF 91F SF HL NOi WS

A .75.7
.7 7 .75

.8 .7

1 7..7..72~ :8 .8
.1 1 .7

J2 .3
K .75 .75

N3 .9 .a .75
a .8 .6 . 9. .

.9 ..9 .9 . .9 .75
.75.7 .7 .7 :

U3 .6 J
v .5 .5 .67.

aE &711L713L75172 1.721.93 LU 71.773.7L172 L72
HAI a9 . .9 .9 8 a9 .9 .3 .9 .9 .8
HIN .5 .5 .7 .6 .689 . .7 .7 .6 .6

FCR 1 5725 12 2125 4 1 325 10

TAU 2-151 W[5TING LEMES UR FET TWGI9ThM SJ URGIE ONT
(HIL-HDU(-217 GOW 11)

MWul 9 5 OF UKAlt OffAWF UW IF L NhU
A.6 .6
3 .75.75

1 Ixnm .75

MAX 1933 1.75 .75 .7

MIN :1 .75 .6.
EHYIRO
F0701 1 5725 12 2025 4 1 4325 11
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M Ib 08 OF U niT ALIT RIF F W SF L NIJ NS

C .6
a .6 .6
0 .5 .5 .3

S ~ .,3

K2 .6 .693 Z7 .75
NI .3 .53
N2 .73 .79

N3 .. 9 .09T .6 .6 ,.6,
UL• .5 .53

U2 .79 .79
U3,B ,1 89

V .6 .6
.55

AIE 9.5. 1.55 1. 6 9.63 6.63 9.68 0.6 1,56 9.57 0.74 L.74

MwX .6 .6 .6 .89 .09 .6 .6 .6 .6 .09 .89
HIM .5 .5 .6 .4 .4 .6 .6 .55 .5 .53 .53

VAC1R 1 5 25 12 23 25 Al t 48 25 If

NOWIHE TALe IS NO) N JIUCTION TEXPERfIU IN DBfil r-EE .4TI6lTE

TP,..E 2-171 CERATING LEVELS FDR UJT TO'N8ITU9 PIr.R
(NIL-IW)OU-217 3IFOUP I11)

ENVIRONEN
ooiCE 00 OF WI AlT :UT RIF ALF SF NL NJ 19

E .6

LI .9 .79 .57.
H' :.5 .5 .. 9
H .

* .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6
• .2

.3 .3 .3 . 3X ,5
y .15 .75

W L,67 L.67 6. 65 L,5 1.51 9.68 L,60 L,48 .45

WiX .89 .89 .89 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .5
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2.3.4 Results of Data Tabulation

These retabulations are summarized in Tables 2-39 through 2-43 by group
and environment for each parameter. A detailed examination of these
surmaries clearly shows that present practice does not define the
recommended derated stress level for ! parameter on the basis of the
operating environment. While there is considerable consistency in the
level of derating for a specific prrameter, a comparison of the derated
stress level to the environment indicates that environment, is not a
definitive variable in estdblishing the recommended stress level.
Present derating practice essentially recommends the following derating
for any environment:

DERATED STRESS
?ARAKETER LEVEL FROM MAX RATING

Junction Temperature (deg C) .64
Power .53
Current .71
Voltage .75
Surge Current .76

The lack of environmental variation can be partially explained by the
fact that almost all the derating data sources were derating for a
single specific environment. An additional factor is the prevalence of
intuitive analy&is in the selection of derating levels and consequent
differing interpretations of how much derating is really necessary for a
given operating condition.

This does not mean that operating environment should be ignored in
developing derating requirements. Since the failure rate increases with
the extremity of the operating environment, derating can compensate for
environmental effects by operating the par:r under stress conditions
which will result in a lower failure. This can be showu by examining
the effect of stress on the predicted failure rate. However, protection
of the parts from the operating environments is a design problem and
does not dictate thb necessary derating from the device absolute maximum
rating.
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2.4 Failure Rate Model Analysis

2.4.1 Failure Rate Prediction for Discrete Semiconductors

To determine if derating can be developed from an analysis of the
failure rate model of a device, the failure rate prediction method for
general purpose silicon transistors will be examined (reference
MIL-IIDBK-217C). The general failure rate model for transistors and
diodes is:

Xp b (7Ex Ax Qx Rx•C) Failures/b106 hours

The failure rate model consists of a base failure rate, which is
multiplied by various ITconstants which depend on type, usage and
environment. For NPN/PNP birolar silicon or germanium transistors the
multiplication factors are defined as:

'T E Environment

IT A Application

I W Quality

IT R Power Rating

?TS? Voltage Stress

CIT Complexity

The equation for the base failure rate*, Ab , is:

e 273 + TM+ (+T)S P
X- A e ( 2 3 + TCAT7S) TM

where
A is a failure rate scaling factor

is the natural logarithm base, 2.718
,1L and P are shaping parameters

T is the operating temperature in degrees C, ambient or case as
applicable
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AT is the difference between the typical maximum allowable
temperature with no junction current or power and the typical
maximum allowable temperature with full rated junction current
and power.

S is the stress ratio of operating electrical stress to rated
electrical stress.

The values of the constants depend on the transistor/diode type and
group. The resulting base failure rates are functions of temperature
and electrical stress. The equation is based on typical maximum
junction temperatures of 100 degrees C for germanium (70 degrees C for
microwave types), 175 degrees C for silicon (150 degrees C for microwave
types) and 125 degrees C for opto-electronic devices as well as a value
of 25 degrees C for the maximum temperature at which full rated
operation is permitted. If device temperature ratings are different
from these values, the values of S and T for entering the equation are
adjusted by procedures defined in MIL-HDBK-217C.

Calculated curves for NPN transistors are shown in Figure 2-1. The
curves cover failure rates up to the full rated conditions. If a
particular operating condition of S and T results in a failure rate
higher than the maximums shown by the curves, the device is
over-stressed and should not be operated under those conditions. A
similar set of curves ray be plotted for each discrete transistor and
diode type including thyristors and opto-electronic devices.

2.4.2 Variation of Failure Rate with Stress Ratio

If the temperature is held constant and the change in failure rate with
changes in stress is plotted, a curve such as is shown in Figure 2-2
results. This curve is typical of this type of computation for discrete
semiconductors. The abscissa represents Stress Ratio which for NPN
transistors is operatiP er divided by the maximum rated power. The
ordinate represents the •nt change in failure rate compared to
operation at a stress ratio of 1. For example, operation at 90% of
rated power results in a failure rate that is 32% less than the failure
rate for operation at full rated power.

The curve shows that there is a continual reduction in the predicted
failure rate with stress reduction to the 10% stress level, However,
experience has shown that derating should be limited to 50% because the
gain in failure rate reduction is not significant, in most cases, for
the design penalities incurred when derating greater than 50% is
imposed.

A
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2.4.3 Selection of Derating Levels

As previously deecribed, extreme derating to the 50% point can result in
difficult and costly designs. For highly critical applications this
may be necessary, however for many non critical applications it would
not be justified. An obvious example would be ground support test
equipment. Since the curves show considerable failure rate improvement
with miniminal derating it would appear to be completely viable to
establish multiple derating levels based on the criticality of the
application.

As previously described for semiconductors the maximum derating point
should be 50%. For the minimum derating point extensive design history
indicates that 75% derating presents almost no design penalities while
offering considerable improvement in the predicted failure rate. In
addition, it is obvious that allowing a 90% operating stress level would
not normally be considered good design practice because of the proximity
to the absolute maximum rating.

The selection of the maximum and minimum derating points and the
approximate midpoint of 65% results in an acceptable selection of
derating levels for differing requirements and is conoistent with the
literature survey of present derating practices.

2.4.4 Conversion of Derating Levels

The primary failure forcing function for semicoýAuctors is junction
temperature. Since the dominant failure mechanisms are associated wich
the device junction temperature, it is advisable to express the derating
levels in terms of junction temperature. The method for translating the
selected derated stress levels of 75%, 65%, and 50% into junction
temperature was as follows.

Figure 2-3 shows the specification absolute maximurm derating curve for
the military preferred rectifier type iN4148. The stress ratio for
general purpose diodes is operating forward current divided by the
maximum rated forward current. The maximum rating for this part is 1.0
amperes forward current ur to an ambient temperature of 25 deg C. Above
25 deg C the current is derated linearly to zero at 175 deg C. The
slope of this curve depends on the physical constants of the device and
is approximately equal to the reciprocal of the thermal resistance. In
practical terms, it is assumed that the junction temperature at every
point on the curve is equal to the maximum rating oi 175 deg C.
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Note that in general~, low power parta havo. their maximum temperature
ratings specified in tewums of ambient temperature (TA) and high power
4XtJi ire! 3pe~cif Led in terms of rcase temperature (TC). In some cases,

utaxiimum ratings art given for both TA and TC. The div:sion point
betw~een low power and high pover is arbitrary and not exactly defined.
MIL-STD-701, vh~.ch lists military preferred semi(conduc tor s, defivies low
power as 5 watt-& or less anid high power as greater than S watts.

The derating stress ration of 75%, 65%, a-rd 50% are drawn on the graphs
of Figure 2-'3, maintaining identiaLes slopes to the maximum rating
Curlwe1, 14inc~e tit zero forwatr4 current, the ambient and junction
temperatures are esva1., this tesults in vaximume allowable junction

1,vp(-eraturos of 112.75i deg C for Level 1, 138.75 deg C for Level 11, and
156.25 de-g C for Level 1.11 streess ratios. Thim process was repeated for
the mximum rating curvors of the other highest usage Military preferred
trammistors1 , Table 2-44 anC, diodes, Table 2-45. Table 2-46 shows the
re commerided maximuim a llowabl e junction tempexatures for disc ete
stmwicondLc torsa These sele-cted temperaturesa are aoikowhat lower than
that. indicated by the above d-escribod analysi~s technique. hi a is due
tou the exeepti~onally high. temperature a indicated and that in most cases
the selected. temperatures dQ riot represent a difficult design
conkstrai-at,

2 .4 .5 Analyniis of Selected Junction Teznperatuzr.ý Limits

An cwnalysiaiu of the selected derating levels (iticluding temperati-re) was
cooducted by analysis of resulting failure rate an calculated per,
MIL-IHDBK- 217C. A table of the calculated values is shown in Table
2--47. For purposes of this analysis, the failure rates were calculated
beyond the limits allowed by MXIIA1DfK-217C. On the *.able are marked the
selected der~ted stress~es, the resulting failure rate (ci~rcled) anqi a
line the stress rat io/ temperature trade off ne~ede- to maintain that:
failure ratio (a line). This data is then plotted in Figure 2-4. Thic
curve is not a rigorous analysis. Its purpose is to illustrate the
relative derating effect on failure rate. Note the following:

1. Large reliability gain with little derating (Level III which are not
difficult: to achieve in diesign),

2. Reliability gain rate decreases below Level I dereat~ing, further
derating would be unrealistic and difficult to achieve.

3. The selected intermediate derating Level (Level II) is still in the
region of sharp gai~ns in reliability. Achieuement of the deratinp,, will
require significant: design effort but still would not 1,e a overwhielining
burder (i.e. +- 1.25 deg C and 0.65 stress ratio).

4. Note the plotted temperature bar at each derating level; Thin shows
that large temperature changes are required to trade off against the
stress ratio.,,4
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W': 2-413 AWME N1%X' JITIDN iE 1REWH• FMI T16IMI9 1UA1M10 WF
,,. EX AWM•i tF lTH MWIIlM RATINDS

nIDIO DERIED IHAWI M TEMP
UEICRI TIMW TENW MFVT M)I2 Ami LVIM LEYEL LEYE
tW MAI TYPE TYM TIEP DIP (WRTTS) I 21 111

M94IA( UTt TA z5 175 U. I99 1225I= 137.5i
20% it 111 25 m.35 112.50 138.75 15.25
2N918 KNf iT 25 206 & 3 112.51 13L 75 155.25
mu NPNIII.L TC I 25 2 2.12 W12,51 13L 75 15,25
2N22t.A MIN TA 25 200 3.i 112,5 138.L7 IS.2
2 2a" WNf it 25 *IN 1.9 112.51 131LIS 156. 2S

23a MIN TU 25 211 1.2 112.!113 .75 11S.25
ý mA NPNI/(.HP 'IC 25 2N6 L.1 112.51 138.75 156.4
mm IW T 25 21 1.2 112.50 13975 155.25
2am8 TA 25 2WJ L94 112.N 1L875 I.25
WM7 NFN ic 25 211 6.3 112. U 13LM 515.23
30"A "I 2r 210 3.6 112.51 1L.75 1%.21
"2I3991A RV m 25 2f6 1.3 112.58 138 .3 1%.23
WM2929 NPI/DFL TC 25 296 1.25 112,.5 13L8.75 1.25
21M19 NPW i. 25 206 5.1 112. 58 131L ? 1M.25
2N3251A PNP TC 25 201 1.2 112.51 138.75 15•.25
mm " T.C 25 216 51, 112.5118.75 156.2,
2NM WN C m 296 35.1 112.N1 18.V5 15.25

24X it P It 25 29H 5.3 112.50 138.75 255.25
2W3135 WN TA 25 29 1.6 112.51 13 .75 156.25
2N3165 PIt TA is 2913 95 112.51 138.75 1•,23
NMI82 FEY TA 25 216 L.3 112.51 138.75 255.2
=a359 PW It 25 2N . 112.51 138.75 25.25

2405% FET TA 25 200 L35 112.51 138.7 1%5.23

PI~EWW 211.498 139.31 1m.A7

315 IN TA 21 29 &61 112.58 138 75 1I5.25
293715 WNf iT W 200 03.1 159.1 la5w6 175.06

29379 Pli TA 25 2W8 U 112.51 138.75 256.25
MM NF itC 2i 26 6LI I12.N IF& 1275.6

3997W W TA 25 211 2.0 112,501138.75155.25
2N93997 NFl it 1N 200 o.Ia 15LO la 1651 75.16

am, WNf TA 25 200 Vo,6 112.51 138.75155.25
AM39 WN m 1to 2N6 113.0 159.1 165.16 175.16

2mm6 l6N it 2z 218 30.1 112.51 138.79 155.25
mmI Nf it 116 2H6 171.6 136.00 155.1N 175.08

NID)E TA IS AMBDIENT TUM AK~ui

TC I CASE, TOiERIRU(F
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TMU 2-451 ALLUMILE rAXIMl JUKTOfl MMIK EFORDIME EMTDG LRES

PERATD MXIIU lar
GEIEIC DICK MB? KMRT MI "M LEVEL LeaE LEM#U
Fr NO M~ TYF TEMP TEN MINDi I it III

1M121 REF TA 25 175 2531MW IN. 0 2m.53137.53
tN335 EF TA 25 175 5 "w11 118.9 51225 IVA
IWA3038E TA 25 175 5411 mw U122.m5m137.53
1N77 Fe iT 55 175 Ism 115.93 133.a 145.11
90M8 RU TA 25 175 1I 1U. 122.5m 3 137.53
ow8~ l it 111m 151 12 A 125A1 132.53 137.53
MM R TA 25 17n 4111M1 tIlL 122. 137.53
IMOMIADhl TA 25 175 2 MA 10.0U LM2.5 13MA5
WNA1-1 ow TA 25 175 2311 1M.1 122.1m 137.51
INA1WI- OW TA 25 291 153 MA 112.58 138.75 IM.25
WNSWSA hF TA 56 175 M mw1 112.58 131.!g 143.75
1N619 Fm! TA 25 175 M11 1M.1 122.5MA 137.23
1*934 Am TA 25 175 2.25 W 103.0 122.5 137.53
IN 7I WCT, FR TA 55 175 3 A 11S.U 135.9 N 46AM
INMI Alm TA 55 175 2 A 115A9 133.1 1 45.93
1NS81 KT.Fl TA 33 175 3 A 115.11 133.9a 145.9
1I%14 RM TA 1to 175 .75 A 137.53 14L.73 1M.23

u~ IwE 08.31 129.75 RIM.3

1N1190 ERM Mt 153 175 35 A 162.M3 156.25 158,73
IN12323 UT IC MA3 293 12 A 125A9 132.58 197.53
1IN=5 GOI TA 153 175 3 A (PK) 162.53 16L 25 158.75
1)299 FEC TC 134 173 lINA MA.9 175,90 153.53

(WEIWI $WMRO 117.10 13%91 148.M~

NMITE 7A 16 AMIIDEN TOMTfE~fJ

IC 18 CME TWEMITih
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TABLE 2-46: DERATED MAXIMUM JUNCTION T1&PERATURE

I I
MAXIMUM MAXIMUM ALLOWAB.E Tj (deg C) I

RATED .------------ ..----------.-1------..--------.---.I
Tj LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL

(deg C) I Ii rrIII
-------------------- ----------*------ ---I---------*

200 115 140 160
-------- I-----------I-------- - - -.----------

175 100 125 145
I------------- --------- I-----------I--.-----

150 MAXIMUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
RATED RATED IMTED

or MINUS MINUS MINUS
LOWER 65 40 20
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TABLE 2-47: MDERWI FAILLRE NMI FOR BIUICON NPN 7'WEI9TOIS

M RRT10
TOY , .2 .3 .35 .4 .45 .5 .5 . .65 . .7 .75 .8 .I .9 .95 1.3

* .162 . 1• 64 ,1 .0 15 .•06 .U6 .01B 1 0 .119 .019 .112 .013 .BI4 .916 .119
5 .0 ,0NA .064 A15 M5 .516 .X6A .118 AN8 .118 .019 Bit .112 .315 .615 .81 9 .52I

12 ,INK . .334 .50 .95 AM 16 .1ON .16 INS6 ,.19 .811 *R12 .13 .115 .117 .121 .A23
M . 104 .1114 5 ISIS I16 .,16 .W IUS .65 .809 .15M .812 .113 .11 .116 .919 .122 .313
r4 .104 .11 .95 .006 .116 6 ,9 . 10 8 ,INS .109 .111 .312 .114 .116 .118 .21 .•24 AB1
25 .154 .814 .005 .906 .1O6 8 0 IS .109 .111 .812 .113 .815 .117 , .13A .128 .134
X .6M .09 .93% .006 AN1 IN(1 I3M .019 .112 .113 .814 .016 .519 An AS .526 .31 -.39
35 .09I .185 .AN .M66 .009 .INS .19, .311 .112 .514 .021 .818 .21 ,4 64
45 AM .165 .W6 .10 .9 A9 .11 .012 .113 .115 .017 .02 .2 ,M 2 .: 3 .6742 .35
45 . ,55 .06 .3 .8 .109 IS, .112 .313 .014 .116 .519 .022 .03 .531 [ .033A .16
5 .105 .016 .00 .008 .5 .311 .J12 .614 .116 .118 .21 .•24 .529 . ..12 .1W7 .3M255 .05 AS9 .908 An9 .511 .112 .113 .515 .117 .821 .023 M92 .34 [.3M2 .3 .M14 .161
6* .536 AS6 .39 .009 .5112 .313 .314 .016 .119 .52 AN2 .0111 1 ,5 .967 .19 .133
65 .3 .118 .103 .811 .512 .114 .516 IRS .821 .624 .1 . .Z4 .161 .862 .117 .175
75 ,19 .U .511 .112 .113 .915 .917 ,95 . 321 .523 An 34 .142 ,55 .5174 .154 .152 I19M
15 .16 .09 .31? 91S .114 .I1 .919 .322 .126 .331 .139 AS-" .167 1591 .133 .2 9 3
6 .910 .1159 .12 .14 .016 .118 .921 .24 .829 .513 .146 .061 .052 .117 .175 .277 A4S

15 .W9 .511 .913 .215 .111 An .923 .120 .134 AM52 .035 M1 .11 .152 •2•3.9 .692
.1 ,039 .112 .114 .16 .119 ,e22 ,426 0331 ISM I IN .067 .092 .133 M'e . 3n.557 1.r55•

L5 .5 w .012 .316 .911 .1214 .929 W .514S . .32 .117 .175 6 .8 .952 1.684
MFVLI 3.5111 .113 .017 In2 .I2M .028 04 . 12 .5 .374 .114 .152 IV9 [391 .692 1.=2 2.796
IM5 .312 .114 .919 .92 .9%i .831 .039 1EWO .867 .592 .133 M253f= .567 1.958 2.150 4.3on
111 .112 .016 .A21 4824 A32 .536 .046 .P1 95 1 .117 .175 2n7j .468 .852 1.684 3.664rItiWr
115 .61'.17 .823 .92 9 .M5O ..k 1 842 I= 14 .1Il .152 .235 ,95 692 1.329 2.76 & 526 V.125
128 .114 JAS .2 .3J01 I .6 .6 13 .29 .329 .57 1.150 2.110 4.859 12.142MISS

LEVEL II M IN .521 .039 .• 86 .646 ,I6 4 , , 117 .175 7. AM . 0268 . 1.84 3.664 9.879 .2 7.273

'1W 3.664 ,.7 
2,.2

1IX .517 .123 .93 4 ISM . .874 .15 152 .2% 139 .692 1.320 2.7%5 6.526 17. 125 31.255
13 , ,1 .8T26 .5 .167 .92 .133 .213 1 AI 1.559 2.1'm 4.8591 33M
1t8 .:21 .V52 M A96 3 .09 .117 .i 7 .7 .4GB .852 1. G94 3.4 8.7124M296 76.273

LEE rI).?3 .3JU A55~ .074 .161 .157, .23617. .692 1.329 2.7956 17.1US551.259

155 86 1 .n .133 W:2- ,567 .57 1.5 2 8 4.._9_LT1235 3,6133 .52 "n 4 .811 M .117 .1 'M .27f M46 2052 1.684 3.664 8.087 244.2M 7M273
INW .14 .95 .114 .152 .2& _-.0 1.328 7.796F.526 17.123151.255

lAX 16553 1357 Im I w.251r m5r 1.55 2.15 4.-Jl2.43.
1'M .Sb .512 IT5 S Z.5j.6 .(W 1.684 3,7WA1,824.29675M2M3

RATED--till5 .567 .133 .32 7 1.3 B .IB 9 2 94. M 7 1
TEMP 105 ID2 .175 .48 .832 1.6 &W 3 . M 2k2%679.273

1IS .16 06 .69" 1.3" , 2.7 S. 5 M5 17.125 51.255

116 .913 .329 1.958 2.158 4.35 14.242 35.00F23 .1?5 .46Q 1. F84 3. W SM4S L81 12.297273

MOEU 1. 41 FRIUM9 MITJ MiE F(ILUM~ PER HILI WO MRE
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Figure 2-4: NPN Transistor Generic Failure Versus Stress Ratio
by Derating Level and Derated Temperature
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1.6 Recommendations

Thn following recommendations concera further work considered desirable
for the subject of deoating.

2.6.1 Expansion of Literature Survey

As descrited in Section 2.2, a great deal of present derating practice
is containa ir internal user documentation and not released for general
publication. Acquistion of this type of data requires more time and
on-site personil coordination than was allowable by the initial effort
thif. contract Tepresentated. An update to the material in this document
could include sach an effort.

For many of the part types specified to be derated by this contract,
there was little o: no derating data disclosed by the Uiterature search.
There were two main reasons for this lack of data. First some of the
part types are very seldom used in design and therefore have never
merited the effort of formalized derating requirements. Secondly, other
part types are extremely sophiscated and specialized in their usage.
Usually such part types have highly interdependent parameters which do
not permit the independent derating of individual parameters.

Fxpansion of the literature survey would explore in detail the icillowing
areas: tubes, lasers, rotating devices, connectors (coaxial), quartz
crystals, vibrators, SAW devices, fiber optic devices, microwave
transistors and diodes, hybrids, microprocessors, memories and custom
LSI devices.

2.6.2 Semiconductor Derating Curves

The ierating curve from MIL-S-19500 for absolute maximum rating was used
to relate the velected end points over the total application range (see
Figure 2-3). Here parallel curves have been drawn connecting the
selected end points. A brief review of these combined deratings suggest
an over derating when conditions prevaii between the end points. A
study is needed to generate the proper shape of these curves which gives
sufficient derating with consideration to design difficulities.
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SECTION 3

GENERAL DERATING REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Scope

3.1.1 General

This section and the following sections present reliability d~rating
guidelines for electrical, electronic and electromechanical parts.
These requirements ate intended for use by all organizations involved in
the design, use or evaluation of electrical, electronic or
electromechanical equipment and systems. The guidelines are iatended
for citation in whole or in part in contracts, task statements,
specifications or statements of work for such equipment.

3.1.2 Necessity for Derating

It has been proven by experience and part failure rate models that
derating (operating parts at less than their maximum ratings) is
necessary for reliable operation. It can be shown that there is an
improvement in the predicted failure rate for a part as the operating
stresses are decreased. This failu=e rate reduction continues to a
point vhere further stress reduetion results in insufficent further
reliability gains.

3.1.3 Limitations of Derating

The derating levels recommended in the following sections are guidelines
only and should not be considered as absolute values. Derating always
represents a compromise between size, weight, cost and failure rate.
Generally, size, weight, and cost increase with increases in derating.
Excessive derating can result in no part existing to perform the
function. Also, the exceseive derating can result in unnecessary
increases in parts count and consequently of the overall circuit

predicted failure rate.

For most applications, the recommended guidelines will not result in
significant size, weight or cost penalities. A careful analysis of the
design to establish all the trade offs should be performed for those
cases where it may be advicable to exceed the recommended guidelines.
Minor deviations from the guidelines usually have small effect on the
predicted failure rate. 4.

3.2 Referenced Documents

The following documents applicable to the material herein and should be
consulted for supplemental information pertaining to the application and
usage of electrical, electronic and electromechanical parts.
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SPECIFICATIONS

MILITARY

MIL-C-20 - Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic Dielectric
(Temperature Compensating), General Specification
for

MIL-T-27 - Transformers and Inductore (Audio, Power, and
High Power Pulse), General Specification for

MIL-C-3098 - Crystal Units, Quartz, General Specification for
MIL-S-4040 - Solenoids, Electrical, General Specification for
MIL-E-5400 - Electronic Equipment, Airborne, General

Specification for
MIL-S-8334 - Switches, Toggle, Positive Break, General

Specification for
MIL-E-8189 - Electronic Equipment, Missiles, Booster and

Allied Vehicles, General Specification for
MIL-C-15305 - Coils, Fixed and Variable, Radiofrequency,

General Specification for
MIL-S-19500 - Semiconductor Devices, General Specification for
MIL-C-19978 - Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic Dielectric

(Hermetically Sealed) General Specification for
MIL-T-21038 - Transformers, Pulse, Low Power, General

Specification for
MIL-C-23269 - Capacitors, Fixed, Glass Dielectric, Established

Reliability, General Specification for
MIL-M-38510 - Microcircuits, General Specification for
MIL-C-39001 - Capacitors, Yixed Mica Dielectric, Established

Reliability, Geueral Specification for
MIL-C-3O003 - Capacitors, Fixed, Electrolytic, Tantalum, Solid-

Electrolyte, Established Reliability, General
Specification for

MIL-R-39005 - Resistors, Fixed, Wire-Wound (Accurate),
Established Reliability, General Specification
for

MIL-C-39006 - Capacitors, Fixed, Electrolytic (Nonsolid
Electrolyte), Tantalum, Established Reliability,
General Specification for

MIL-R-39007 - Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound (Power Type),
Established Reliability, General Specification
for

MIL-R-39008 - Resistors, Fixed, Composition (Insulated),
Established Reliability, General Specification
for

MIL-R-39009 - Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound, Chassis Mount,
Established Reliability, General Specification
for
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MIL-C-39010 - Coils, Fixed, Radiofrequency, MoldeC, Est:ablished
Reliability, General Specification for

MIL-C-39014 - Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic Dielectric,
Established Reliability, General Specifications
for

MIL-R-39015 - Resistors, Variable, Wirewound, Established
Reliability, General Specification for

MIL-R-39016 - Relays, Electromagnetic, Established Reliability,
General Specifi'.ation for

MIL-R-39017 - Resistors, Fixed Film (Insulated), Established
Reliability, General Specification for

MIL-C-39022 - Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized Plastic,
Established Reliability, General Specification for

MIL-R-39035 - Resistors, Variable, Non-wirewound, Established
Reliability, General Specification for

MIL-R-55182 - Resistors, Fixed Film, Established Reliability,
General Specificction for

STANDARDS

MILITARY

DOD-STD-1686 - Electrostatiz Discharge Control Program for
Protection of Electrical and Electronic PFrts,
Assemblies and Equipment (Excluding Electrically
Initiated Explosive Devices)

MIL-STD-198 - Capacitors, Selection and Use of
MIL-STD-199 - Resistors, Selection and Use of
MIL-STD-202 - Test Methods for Electronic and Electrical Component

Parts
MIL-STD-454 - Standard General Requirements of Electronic Equipment
MIL-STD-701 - Lists of Standard Semiconductor Devices
MIL-STD-721 - Definitions of Effectiveness Terms for

Reliability, Maintainability, Hisau Factors,
and Safety

MIL-STD-749 - Preparation and Submission of Data for Approval
of Nonstandard Parts

MIL-STD-785 - Reliability Program for Systems and Equipment,
Development and Production

MIL-STD-1131 - Storage Shell Life and Reforming Procedures for
Aluminum Electrolytic Fixed Capacitors

MIL-STD-1132 - Switches and Associated Hardware, Selection and
Use of

MIL-STD-1346 - Relays, Selection and Use of
MIL-STD-1498 - Circuit Breakers, Selection and Use of
MIL-STD-1562 - Lists of Standard Microcircuits j
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HAN•tDBOOK S

MILITARY

DOD-HDBK-2630 - Electroststic Discharge Control. Handbook for
Protection of Electrical and Electronic Parts,
Assemblies and Equipment (Excluding Electrically
Initiated Explosive Devices)

MIL-HDBK-175 - Microelectronic Device Data Handbook
MIL-HIPK-217 - Reliability Stress and Failure Rate Data for

Electronic Equipment

3.3 Def initions

The terms and definitions used herein shall be interpreted in accordance
with the definitions of MIL-STD-721 except as otherwise noted.

3.3.1 Derating

The use of parts in such a manner that the applied stresses are less

than the maximum ratings.

3.3.2 Rating

For a specific parameter, the rating is the maximum value (stress) the
part is designed to withstand. Rating is normally used for describing a
stress such as temperature, power, and voltage or current which
increasea failure rate as the stress is increased.

3.3.3 Stress

Electrical, mechanical or environmental forces applied to a part which
can affect failure rate.

3.3.4 Stress Ratio

The operating stress divided by the maximum rated stress.

3.3.5 Application

The method in which a part is used. This usually directly affects the
predicted failure rate. Application factors include all the electrical,
mechanical, and environmental characteristics of the parts operating
environment. A critical application factor is a particular operating
characteristic of the part which critically affects the failure rate and
therefore is valid for inclusion with derating guidelines. For example,
MIL-KDBK-217C lists three major application factors for bipolar
transistors; linear amplification, switching, and low noise or RF usage.
The generic failure rate multipliers for these three applications are
0.7, 1.5, and 15.
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3.4 General Requirements

3.4.1 Eq%%ipment Derating Levels

For many part types there is a range of acceptable derating levels

between the minimum derating point and the point of over derating. The
optimum derating is normally considered to occur at or below the point
oi stress where a rapid increase in failure rate occurs for a small
increase iu stres%. Three recommended derating levels are selected on
the basis of the criticality of the application.

3.4.1.1 Derating Level I (Maximum Derating)

Equipment whose failure would aubatantially jeopardize the life of
personnel, or aeriously Jeopardizýe the operational mission or for which
repair* are unfeasible or economically unjustified.

Level I derating is judged to be those stress levels below which further
reliability gain is negligible or where further derating will create
unacceptably difficult design problems. 1his is inteaded for the most
critical applications where t.: 4associated design difficulity can be
justified by the reliability requirement.

3.4.1.2 Dersting Level IT

Equipment whose failare would degrade the operational mispion or would
resuit in unjustifiable repair costs,

Level IT derating is considered to be still in the range where
reliability gains are rapid as stress is decreased. However, achieving
designs with these reductions in allcwed stress, is significantly more
difficult than at Level 1II.

3.4.1.3 Derating Level III

Equipment of lesser criticality than Levels I or TI. Equipment whose
failure does not jeopardize the operational mission or which can be
quickly and economically repaired.

Level III deraýing is that stress level reduction which creates minor
design difficulties and yet generatea the largest incremental
reliability gain. The large reliability gain ia realized because the
effects of stress increase dramatically as the absolute maximum rating
is approached.

3.4.2 Equipment Environments

Generally, the followirg criticality levels apply, as minimum, for the
listed operational environments:

7 5
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ENVIRONMENT LEVEL

Ground IUI
Flight II
Space 1.
Missile Launch i;

3.4.3 Part Quality Levels

Derating cannot be used to compensattk for usiug parts of a lower quality
than necessary to meet usage reliability requirements. The quality
level of a part has a direct effect on the predicted failure r-ate.
Electrical testing of all parts in a lot is not guaranteed for
commercial or JAH level military partt; Yetr hieh reliability
applications only fully tested and screened parts (including burn.in)
should be used, in addition to applicatioin of the appropiate deratiug
levels.

3.4.4 Specific Derating Guidelines

Derating guidelines for specific part types are detailed in the
following sections. The order of liUting is in approximate order by
popularity or criticality.

SECTION NO. PART TYPE

4 Ficrocir cuits
5 Transistors
6 Diodes
7 Thyristors
a Optical Semiconductors
9 Resistors

10 Capacitors
1H Inductors
12 Relays
13 Switches
14 Connectors
15 Rotating Dev i~ces
16 Lamps
17 Circuit Brea~kers
18 Fuses
19 Quartz Crystals
20 Tubes
21 Lasers
22 Vibral ors
23 Surface Wave Acoustical Devices
24 Fiber Optic Components
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SECTION 4

MICROCIRCUIT DERATING GUIDELINES

4.1. General

For purpoaes of derating, microcircuits may be classified as digital and
lineaz since the stress factors of voltage and current are distinctive.
Another useful subdivision is bipolar alid MOS. Further subdivision of
functional types and constructi3n types can be made but their
distinctiveuess in derating is not significant.

Microcircuits can be generally characterized as a group of transistors,
diodes, resistors, and capacitors (circuit elements), formed through
diffusion processes in the surface of a silicon chip. The surface
dimensions of elements are in the range of millimeters or less while the
vertical dimensions are in submicron. This structure geometry leads to
power dissipations in extremely small volumes in the chip surface with
the heat spreading downward to the package bottom and then to the
external environment. This near point source of heat and one direction
of heat flow can create very high temperatures at the active junctions
and high thermal gradients in the region of the junction. The junction
thermal time constnnt can be in the low microseconds and the junction
temperature can track pulsed power down to that rate. The effective
junction width is quite narrow and leads to high electric field
intensity within the silicon. However, the applied junction voltage is
not generally under the control of the user and thus is not considered
in derating. An exception is linear devices (input and output
circuitry), when derated voltage can substantially aid device life time.
This susceptibility is due to the generally sensitive input circuitry
and the high power output sections. Note that power deratings are
directed toward reducing temperatures at those high power elements where
concentrated high temperatures exist.

The circuit elements are interconuected by surface metallizatioun,
possibly multilayer with crossovers, where conductor widths are
generally submillimeter with similar separations between conductors. The
separations between cross overs are closer and are insulated by solid
diffused materials. Current densities often will be in the range of 10E5
amps per cmE2 cross section of conductor. While the applied electric
field strength and the current density are designed to be within the
capability of these interconnect materials, the existence of '

manufacturing defects of electro-chemical reactions, and metal migration
over long periods of time can lead to failure in the interconnect
system.

7.
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In general, a perfect semiconductor device is considered to have
virtually unlimited life under normal operating conditions. However,
chemical reactions of contaminating materials, solid state reactions to
extraordinary voltage and current stress will, over time, cause changes
which may cause the circuit to malfunction. These reactions are most
strongly accelerated by increased temperature. A brief list of typical
defects leading to device failure is given:

o Microcracki in silicon chips
o Undesired chemicals in the enclosed atmosphere (i.e. water,

sulfur, chlorine, etc.)
o Incomplete metallization (over oxide steps and on conductor

surface)
o Solid state defects in junction regions
o Thin insulation (or holes) between conductors (cross overs or

capacitors)
o Poor wire bonds subject to metallurgical changes.

This brief list is hardly exhaustive but merely illustrates the
need to derate those stresses which when coupled with defects can
cause device failure.

The selected derating levels in this section are based upon analysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationsh:i.ps of stress and reliability. Generally the specified
derating ýihould be achievable with design constraints consistant with
the enhanced reliability. Waivers -o the specified derating should be
considered on an item by item basib -pther than broad changes to whole
part categories.

4.2 Application Guidelines

1. All possible considerations should be given toward maintenance of
minimum junction temperatures. Note that all heat travels to the bottom
of the package and heat removal is most effective in this area. The
minimum power practical should be applied to the part and consideration
to external capacitance will reduce the associated current transients.
Power dissipation can rise rapidly as the operating frequency' approaches
the maximum rated frequency. The device specification usually will
characterize this parameter. The specified DC power for these device
types has little meaning for high frequency operation.

Most microcircuits utilize a gold-silicon eutectic die mount method
which results in low thermal resistance to the package subdtrate. To be
avoided, where possible, are parts using high thermal resistance methods
of die mount (i.e. glass, epoxy or intermediate insulating substrates).
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2. Most modern microcircuits are subject to electrostatic discharge
damage (there is a wide variation of sensitivity). Requiring special
precautions are MOB devices and other high input impedance types which
are especinlly susceptible to electro static discharge (ESD). Since thin
damage may be lat;ent, leading to failures after application, reasonableprecautions should be taken to avoid exposureto this hazard.

3. Careful precaution in circuit design is required to avoi6 application
of reverse voltages on device leads. A coaimon source is transient
overshoots from fast, high current switching. Occurrence of such
overshoots will lead to extremely high cuxre*, flow with its atteudent
internal damage. The design should not switch faster than the function
requires since this high speed increases device suseeptibilitj' to
failure. Also, use of faster dgvices thas the circuit requir'ýs
introduces all those attendant i.aknesses and tener~lly increases power
dissipation.

4. On bipolar digital devices, supply voltage deviation from the
specified nominal will reduce noise =argin as seen externally and will
shift internal bias poirns which when couplei with t•-a"al effec:ts can
cause erratic performance. This rupply voltage sibility in eepecially
difficult duridtg transient excursions when very high currents wiil flow
from the supply, The supply voltage tranzients will be both pisitive and
negative. This effect is also presenz in linear devices buv is aormally
expected and design precautions are &n obvioug -equire-ment.

5. A certain amount of parameter shift can be anticipated ovir the life
of a microcircuit. While this vill not prodice a catastropic failu1re, it
may cause the associated circuit to malfuuction . Design margins should
be used to assure proper circuit function with the indicated change:

Bipolar Digital

Input leakage current; iG00 %
Fan-out; -20 %
Frequency; -10 %

Linear

Gain; -20 %
Offget voltages(1); +50 %
Offeet currents; +50 % or +5 nA

(whicher'er is greater)

(1) Low offset devices may have changes in the order of as much as 300%o
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4.3 Derating Guidelines

4.3.1 Linear Micro-ircui- Deratirg Guidelines (See Table 1-l)
(Den.rated fro' n'oc~ravient specification maximum values)

A. Supply Voltag-: Derate from the aboolute mawzimum.

B,, Input Voltae P Derate from the abosolute maximum.

C. Outihut Current: Derate from maximum performance value.

D. Junction Temperature: Derate per Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1: LIN:4AR DERATING

i LEVEM
I I--.....-.',-.------- ----------------

I PARAMETER I I1 I III
- I--- -- ---------- I -------

I SUPPLY VOLTAGE 1 0.70 (M) 0.80 1 0.80
I-..--------.-----II-.---------- I

INPUT VOLTAGE 1 0.60 0.70 I 0.70
- -------- -------- *----**'-- -I---------

M OU'C'PUT CURRTINT 0.70 0.80 0.80
-,--------------- ----I ------- ----------
SMAX JUNCT. TEMP 80 95 10n5

I 'Gc) I C

(i) Des.gning below 70% of the supply voltage may operate the device
below the rec( mended operating voltage.
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4.3.2 Voltage Regulator Derati.ng Guidelines (See Table 4-2)

(Derated form procurement specification maximum values)

A. Supply Voltage: Derate from the absolute maximum.

B. Input Voltage: Derate from the absolute maximum.

C. Differential Voltage Access Regulator: Derate from the absolute
maximum (Note: The di.fferential voltage should always be lI0M of the
specified minimum required for proper regulation).

D. Output Current: Derate from the absolute maximum.

E. Junction Temperature: Derate per Table 4-2.

TABLE 4-2: VOLTAGE REGULATOR DERATING

I LEVEL
-- --------------------------------

PARAMETER I I II I III
------------ -----------------
SUPPLY VOLTAGE/INPUT 0.70 0.80 0.80
VOLTAGE/DIFFERENTIAL
VOLTAGE ACROSS
THE REGULATOR

I-----------------I------~-- --------- I.--- -*--- i
OUTPUT CURRENT 0'.10 0.75 0.80
--------------------- ----------.-.--- ----------- I
MAX JUNCT. TEMP 80 95 105

(dog C)
------------------ --------------------------------

81I
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4.3.3 Bipolar Digital Derating Guidelines (See Table 4-3)
(Derated from procurement specification maximum values)

A. Supply Voltage: Tighten tolerance from nominal value

B. Frequency: Derate from absolute maximum

C. Output Current (source and sink): Derate from absolute maximum

D. Junction Temperature: Derate from Table 4-3

TABLE 4-3: BIPOLAR DIGITAL DERATING

LEVEL
II----------I------------------

PARAMETER I I II I III
-- I-.-------------------- ----------- I

SUPPLY VOLTAGE +/-3% +/-5% I ER
TOLERANCE ISPECIFICATIONI

--------------------------I ---.-----I --- ----I ----."------I
I FREQUENCY 0.80 0.90 0 .9i I

---------------------I ------ -I-------I-- ------- -I
I OUTPUT CURRENT (1) 0.80 0.90 0.90
----------------- --------- ---------I---- ----I----------I
MAX JUNCT. TEMP 85 100 I 115I (DEG C) I

(1) Reducing fan-otit may increase part count, which in turn increases
equipment failure rate. Where obvious, adjustment shoald be allowed to
prevent this occurrence.
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4.3.4 V'OS and CMOS Derating GuidelineH (See Table 4-4)
(Derated from procurement specification maximum values)

A. Supply Voltage: Derate irom maximum

B. Output Current: Derate from maximum

C. Frequency: Derate from maximum specified for the applied supply
voltage

D. Junction Temperature: Derate from Table 4-4

TABLE 4-4: MOS AND CMOS DERATING

I I LVEVEL
PARAMETER - - -----------

I I Ix I TII

SUPPLY VOLTAGE
(from absolute 0.7 (1) 0.8 I 0,8
maximum) I

OUTPUT CURRENT
(Buffer & Flip-Flop 0118 0.9 0.9
only) (% of max,
IOL only)
-I-------------- ----l----------I.,fW
FREQUENCY

I (% of max at supply 0.8 0.8 019
I voltage)
- --------------- ----

MAXIMUM JUNCTION
TEMPERATURE 85 1,100 I 110

I (deg C)

(1) Derating to 70% for supply volta4i may cauve operatA'.on of Lhe deviae
below the recommended operating voltage.
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4.3.5 Complex Microcircuits

Note that no division has been made along the lines of circuit
complexity (i.e. Small Scale I-Leeration, SSI versus Large Scale
Integration, LSI) or along the lines of circuit function (5..e.
Microprocessor, memory or hybrid subsystems). The recommended decrease
in stress level (derating) is related to the technology used to
construct the active circuitry on the chip (i.e. bipolar versus MOS).
Thus the appropriate derating tables of Section 4 should be used.
Complex devices may represent a high failure risk on d per package basis
and may merit more derating for that re,.a:on. Howeve-L, other than
temperature, it is difficult to derate the voltage or current or
frequency of complex devices since they are truly a subsystem and
generally have a narrow parameter range over which they will p-ioperly
operate.

Review of pablished past practice shows these complex device types to be
derated exactly the same as simple microcircuits of like t~ehnology.
However, due to the large pnrtion of circuitry within a single package
"it ic recommended that special effort be made to reduce the temperature
below that recommended for that technology. The required packaging and
heat sinik effort will be less relative to tiiat associated with a like
amount of circuitry scattered through more devices (less complex). Thus
the relative ).,iiiability gain is greater for the required depign
conwtraints. Note that temperature is the strongest single degrtding
stress and this effort can also compensate for the general ioiability to
derate the other stress factor&.
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SECTION 5

TRANSISTOR DEUATING GUIDELINES

5.1 General

Transistors can be divided into four major categories:

A. Bipolar (NPN/PNP, Silicon or Germanium)

'. Field Effect (N-Channel, P-Channal, HOS, GaS)

C. Unijunction

D. Microwave

Phototr&nsis*ors and other radiation sensitive types are t..iered in
Section 8 Optical Semiconductors. Transistor chi-s should be derated
the same ^n for hybrid microcircuits, Sectiou 4.

Like all semiconductors, high temperature operation is the most
destructive stress for transistors. The maximum junction temperature is
always controlled foi: a specific device. Control is usually
accomplished by specifying the maximum ambient or case temperature at
which full rated power or current can be carried. From this
power/temperature J.oint, the reduction in power with incr.asing
temperature is defined by supplying the thermal resistance o03 a power
curve. The end point of this maximum rating is zero power at full rated
junction temperature.

Voltage breakdown is the oth'.r major failure forcing function which is
to be derated for ti.Ansistors. Also, power transistors are subject to
failure by the second breakdown phenomena even when operated within the
voltage/current ratings, therefore, the defined Safe Oparating Area to
also derated.

The aclected derating levels in this sectioy1 are based uuon analysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationships of 3tress and reliability. Generally the specified
derating should be achievable with desian constraints consistapt wit.h
the enhanced reliability. Waivers to the specified derating should be
considered on nu item by item, basis rather than broad changes to whole
part categorieo.
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5.2 Application Guidelin.au

A. Allow as a minimum for the following degradation in the list:.d
parameters over the service life of the design:

1. Gain (screened devices) +/- 10%
2. Gain (unscreened devices) +/- 20%
3. Leakage Current + 100%
4. Switching Times + 20%
5. Saturation Voltage +/- 15%

Note: Unscreened devices may be in the infant mortality region and
exhibit greater gain variations than shown in "typical" ratings.

B. Power transistors are subject to failure by thermal fatigue when
exposed to many temperature cycles. Thermal cycling is a normal result
of on-off operation. For maximum reliability, observe the case
temperature change limits shown in Figure 5-1. For example, a device
which is being operated at 50% of rated power dissapation and is
expected te have 50,000 on-off cycles during its useful life should not
exceed a 50 deg C case temperature change from minimum to maximum.

C. The sum of the anticipated transient voltage peaks and the operating
voltage peakw should not exceed the recommended derated voltage limits.

D. Avoid use of faster de~vices than the design requireu since faster
devices compromise other parameters and are more susceptible to

secondary breakdown.

E. Do not use germanium devices for new designs.

5.3 Transistor Perating Guidelines

A. Derate power as shown in Table 5-1., Application of the powor

dirating to the maximum ratings is described in paragraph 5.3.1.

B. Derate junction temperature as shown in Table 5-2.

C. Derate voltage as cholva in Table 5-

D. For device~s with def ined Sio1e Operating Area (SOA) curves, derate as
shown in Table 5-4 and dencribed in Varagrup'.1 5.3.2.
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TABLE 5-1: POWER. DERATING

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL
POWER DISSIPATION (PT)

----------------------------------------------- I
LEVELI I LEVEL II I LEVEL III

- ------- ------------------ ---------------I
0'•50 I 0.65 I 0.80

MAXIMUM I MAXIMUM I MAXIM
I ATED I RATED I RATED

TABLE 5-2: JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DERATING

MAXIMUM MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TJ (DEG C)
RATED ..--------------------------

TJ LEVEL LEVEL I LEVEL
(DEG C) II I I III: I

200 115 140 I 160
S."'I-.---------1- *- --------- --------
175 100 125 I 145

------------- -------- -i----- ----
150 MAXIMUM MAXIMUM I MAX14UM

OR IRATED MINUSI RATED MINUS I RATEID MNUSI
LOWER 65 40 20 I

TABLE 5-3: VOLTAGE DERATING

SMAXIMUM ALLOfABLE VOLTAGE
-------------------------------------------------------- I

I ' IVF;L ' I LEVEL II I LEVEL III

0.6 I 0.7 0 U.8
MNXIMUM I MAXIMUM I MAXIMUM

I RATED I RATED R RATED
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TABLE 5-4: SAFE OPERATING AREA OERATING

RTECOMMEKDED MAXIMUMS

DERATING ILEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
,PARAMETER I II III

ICOLLECTOR -- 0.7 VCE 0.8 VCE 0.9 VCE1EMITTER VOLTAGEI

I ------------ I -- I-- ----- I-- --
1COLLECTOR 1 0.6 ic MAXi 0.7 IC MAX 1 0.8 IC MAX

5.3.1 Application of Power Derating Guidelines

The power ratings for transistors are expressed by specifying the total
power dissipation and the temperature range over which this amount of
po-'ver can be dissipated. For low power transistors, the maximum power
range is novmally between the temperature range of -55 deg C to 2.5 deg
C.. For power devices, this temperature range (for full rated po,.er)
usually is extended on the high temperature Bide. Some power. devices
have an upper limit for full rated power as high as 150 deg C. For all
transistor types, the power rating is reduced as the temperature is
increased above the upper temperature limit (defined as the temperature
derating point) until zero power rating is reached at maximum rated
junction temperature, Typical examples of these maximum rated power
curves are shown in Figures 5-2 through 5-6 ani are labeled "Absolute
Maximum Rating". The jiinction temperature at every point is considered
equal to the wnximum rated junction temperature which is equal to the
temperature at the zero power point.The slope of the maximuam rating
curves above i;he maximum temperature where full rated power may bo
dissiated is appcoximately equal to the reciprocal of the thermal
rnsiiitance and i• dependent on the physical constants of the device.

Figures 5-2 atd 5-3 show the derating recommendations applied to
military preferred low power, switching, NPN transistor type 2N2222A.
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M$ABSLUE MAXIMUM
.37 RATING

.26

0 25s.1012.5 0

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE -TA

Figure 5-2: Ambient Temperature Derating for Transistor
Type 2N2222A (Con~tinued)
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Figure 5-3: Case Temperature Derating For NPN '•
Transistor Type 2N2222A
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Figures 5-4 through 5-6 show. the reco.•mndiPd derating levels apfliod to
military preferred power, NPN transistor type 2N3997. These derating
curves illustrate a conflict that can occur between the power and
junction temperature derating for a part with a very high tempnrature
derating point. Figure 5-4, derates type 2N3997 n1eing theý sp•cification
ambient temperature rating. Since the temperature derating point of 2%;
deg C is the same as for the 2N2222A, the curvs are identi.al except
for the difference in power level. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 derate the same
transistor by using the specified case temperature deratitng which has a
very high temperature derating point of 100 deg C. Figure 5-5 derates
the part by using the power derating recommendations of 75%, 65%, and
50% and plotting to determine the resultant junction temperatures. It

is apparent that the recommended junction temperatures are exceeded.
Figure 5-6 deratis the part by using the recommended maximum junction
temperatures and plotting to determine the allowable power diseiipation.
It is apparent that this results in an overderating of the part, with
the allowable power excessively restricted.

When such a conflirft exists for a specific candidate part, the designex:
must compromise between junction temperature and power dissipation to
derive the most reliable achievable design. Junction temperature iu the
failure forcing stress function and therefore uncertainties should be
resolved in favor of the lower junction temperature.

5.3.2 Safe Operatiug Area Derating

The specifications for high power transistors usually include a defined
safe operating area (SOA) graph to insure operation without second
breakdown effects and failures. Figure 5-7 shows a typical SOA curve
for DC operating and Figure 5-8 shows a typical sOA curve for pulsed
operation. Safe Operating Area dcrating is performed by determining the
maximum rated current and voltage for a specified operating condition
and applying the derating criteria of Table 5-4. ligure 5-9 shows the
applicatitcn of derating to a typical SOA curve.

5.3.3 Microwave Transistor Derating Limitations

In general, low frequency transistors offer alukost the same electrical
characteristics at various power levels which allows considerable design
latitude for derating. Usually this is not true for microwave types.
Microwaveý design involves distributed constants and t0erefore the
transistor, package, parasitics, interconu'-ctions, and other components
must be considered as a single unit. This prevents consideration of
derating as a separate variable.

With microwave transistora, the design may require exceeding the voltage
and power derating limits recommended for low frequency designs; however
the junction temperature derating limits defined in Table 5-I should be
observed.
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n se the failure rate model and prediction methods for microwave
transistors defined in NIL-HDBK-217C to evaluate candidate d'tsignu for
maximum reliability.
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SECTION 6

DIODE DR&TING GUIDELINS

611 General Deratiug

As for 411. other semiconductors&, high temperatur operation is the most
destructive stress for diodes. "aperaturc accelerates the reaction
rates of those phenomena which degrade %(usicouductors and renders the
device more susceptible to eamage from other stresses i.o. voltage and
current flqw). Reducing junction temperature itud jicLtioa voltage
st:-esa is the purpose of diodt derating. In addition to tempekatuve the
prilacy failure forcing functiong for derating (as defined bj the
failure rate model of NIL-RDBK-217C) is avertge forward current for
rect,,fiers and switching diodes and power for most microwave and special
types. Other impurtut selection parameters for popular types are u,'ge
current ratings ýnr rectifierg anA reverse %ecovery timas for fast
recovery rectifiers and switching aiodes. '.here are many types of
spezalized diodes with unique parameters for special appli'sat•ous such
as current regulators and most microwave typec.

The selected dorating levels in this section are based upon analysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationships of itreso and reliability. Genevally the specified
derating should be achie',able with design consuraints consistant with
the enhanced reliability. Wfoivers to the specified derating should be
considered on an item by item ban..s rather than broad changea to whý,e
part categories.

6.2 Application Guidelines g
A. Alloa for the following parameter de&radation from the initial
linits over the life of the design.

1. Forward Voltage Drop 3./- 10%
2. Roeverse Leakage + 104%
3. PEegulator Diode Voltczee ~ -2
4. Reco.yery and Switching Times + 20%

B. Germa-aium diodes are not recewmended for uie for new de•gins.

C. Use only metallurgic,411y bonded diodes except for microwave types
wbere this type of bonding may not be available,

D. Use only hermetically sealed types.

E. Do not overspecify speed g,•. forwar4 voltage es cther
charact.bristics may suffer, affecting reliability.

S!
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6.3 Diode Derating Guidelines

A. ?or vll diodes derste jnction temperacure to the l.zits shown in

Table 6-1.

B. For all diodes except for regulator &nd reference types derate
reverse voltage to the limitz shown in Table 6-2.

C. For all diodes der&te for'ird current per Table 6-3 oz power per

Table 6-4 ae applicable. The parameter to be deratad will be the
maximum current or power stress as listed by the novice specification.
For example, the derating parimeters for rectifiers is average f3rward
current, and for ragulator and reference diodes and most microwave
types, the deratiug parameter i6 power.

D. Dcrate only ambient temperature for reference diodes.

E. F~r special types which do not fall in one of the pyevious
categories, derate junction temperature to the limits of Tablo 6,-1 ank
the maximum volugse strose to the limite uf Table 6-2.

F. Derate peak sunge and transient currents and peak transiewt voltages
to the specified current and voltage limits of Tablen 6-2 and A-3.

T&BLS 6-1; JUNCTION TE.4PERATURE DERATING (AlIL DIODES)

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE JUZCLTION T EDA1URB I
H AXIMU4 (DEG C)

I TJ I LEVEL I LJ'VEL I LEVEL I
(DEGiIIIu m C)I.II .LumIIg iI I II III

200 11.5 140 160

175 100 125 145

150 MMAXIMti MAXIMUM I AXI
OR IATjD MINUS RATED MIWJS RATED MINU-3

:• 100

it~
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TABLE 6--2: VOLTAGE DERATIvG (ALL DIODES EXCEPT
REGULATORS AND UM MCE TIMY)

"VAKIMUMA #AJJOWA3L. OPERIUNG VOLTAGE
SI(VOLTS)

LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL II

0.6 OF RATED I 0.7 OF RATED 0 0.8 OF RATEDSREVERSE VOLTAGE REVERSE VOLTAGE R EVERSE VOLTAGE

TABLE 6-3: CURRENT DEAJTING (ALL DIODES AS APPLICABLE)

1MAXIMUM AVMELAGE FORWARD QUARENT
- -.-.. ..... .-- -

LEVEL, I LEWELII LEVEL IlI
1 mmimnin minrziinum I uiniim inm uinmumt~ri4 I inimzmm ammimnmzmm

o.5C I 0.65 1 0.80
KILMXMM I MXIMM Ixmu MAxLflIUH

I RATED I RATED RATED

TABKE 6-4-: POWER DERAIING (ALL DIODES AS APPLIIABLCO)

STI----- AXIMUM ALLOWABLE ¶OTOL=
I POWER DISSIPATION (PT)VEVEL I LEVEL II EVEL III

I o.5o 0 .65 0 .90
M AxKINtM I MAXIMn,, MAzXIMUM

. RATED RATE•D RATED,

j1 0! .. t



6.3.1 Application of Derating Guidelines

The maximum ratings for diodes are usually specifieL m.n current or
power. For example: rectifiers are rated by maximum allovw~ble average
forward current and regulators/reference diodes by maximuu allowable
total power dissipation. The temperature range over which the maximum
current or power rating is applicable is also specified. For all
devices, the low temperature limit is usualiy -65 or -55 degrees C. The
high temperature limit for low power or current devices is normally 25
leg C while for high power or current dicdes it varies and can be as
high as 150 deg C. For all devices, Z'e maximum rating is reduced for
temperatures above the full rating/high temperature limit until zero
current or vower is reached at the point of the maximum rated junction
temperature for the device. Examples of the maximum ratings curves are
shown in Figt,.ra 6-1 through 6-5 inclusive and are labeled, "Absolute
Maximum Rating". Note that the junction temperature at every point on
the -maximum rating cuýLve is c:nsidered equal Lo the maximum rated
junction temperature for the device.

The slope of the maximum ratings curve above the maximum temperature
where full rated current or powcr ýmay be dissipated is approxia.itely
equal to the reciprocal of the thermal resistance and is dependent on
the physical constants of the device. Therefore, the slopes of the
recommended derating curves will be identical. 'the method for'
establishing the derating for a specific diode consists of beginning at
the ordinatb of the maximum rating plot and the recommended derated
current or power level and plotting a. curve to the zero power point on
the abcissa while maintaining the same slopes as the maximum rating
curve,

Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3 show the deratiug recommcndations applied to
military preferred switching diodes, rectilier diodes and voltage
regulator diodes. Note that the curve reaches the zero current or power
point below the maximum allowable jurvc'Aioa tempertura recommendations.

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 shows the recommended deraiug levels applied to
military preferred rectifier diode types 141202A through 1N1206A. These
deraLing curves illustrate a conflict that can occur between the current
or power and junctiva temperature derating for a part with a very high
temperature derating point. Figure 6-4, Zeratep the diodes by using tIe,
current derating recommendations, Using these criterl.a the junction
temperature derating limits are axceeded, Figure 6-5 shows a plot where
the same diodes are derated by applying the junction temperature limite
and plotting back to the ordinate to determine the allowable average
forward current. Note that only the Level XII liwit of 160 deg C can be
plotted and that for all three Levels the devices aýe overderated with
excessive limite applied to tho allowable derated forward current. Vor
these cases, the designer mut compromise hettreen Junction temperature
and current or power dissipation to derivw; the zost reliable design.

1
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Junction temperature is the failure forcing stress function and
therefore uncertaintieq should be resolved in favor of the lower
junction temperature.

6.3.2 Microwave Diode Derating Limitations

in general, low frequency diodes offer almost the same electrical
chl.racteristics at various power levels which allows considerable design
latitude for derating.' This is not usually true for microwaive types.
Microwave design involves distributed constants and therefore the diode,
pa(ckage, parasitics, interconnections, and other components must be
considered as a single unit. This often prevents consideration of
derating as a separate variable.

While the design may require exceeding the recommended voltage, current,
and power derating limits recommended for low frequency designs, the
junction temperature limits defined in Table 6-1 should be 'ibserved.
Use the failure rate model and prediction methods for microwave diodes
defined in M4IL-IDBK-217C to evaluate candidate designs for maximum
reliability.

10
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SECTION 7

THYRISTOR DERATING GUIDELINES

7.1 General

This section covers derating of rectifier devices which have additional
junctions for controlling device turn-on, turn-off or both. The most
common thyristor, sometimes called a silicor controlled rectifier (SCR),
is a four layer (PNPN) semiconductor device. With voltage applied
between anode and cathode, the device is normally non-conducting in
either direccLiv. 'nhe 6uy•l...-..A . . n cha AnroDriate_ .
current dtive will trigger conduction between the cathode and anode.
The cathode-anode voltage must be of a suific.,ent magnitude to maintain
forward current above a minimum level known as the holding current.
Once conduction is initiated, only a reduction of the forward current
below the holding current can cause conduction to cease. Another class
ca thyristo:s, commonly known as triacs, has two gate elements which can
both start and stop current flow through the rectifier. Of lesser
usage, are light activated SCRs in which conductien is initiated by
radiation.

The chief failure forcing functions for thyristors are excessive
junction temperature (a function of forward current) and voltage
breakdown.

The gelectý,d derating levels in this section are based upon analysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationships of stress and roliability. Generally 'the specified
derating snould be achievable with design constraints consistant with
the enhanced reliability. Waiverc to the specifled derating should be
considered on an item by item basis rather than broad changes to whole
part categories.

7.2 Application Guidelines

A., Allow as a minimum, the following degradation in the listed
parameters over the service life of the design:

1. Forward voltage drop +/- 10%
2. Leakage Currents + 10,0
3. Switching times 20Z

B. Design for "hard" gate turn-on (gate voltage and current well above
minimum levels). Marginal or slow gate drive can cause device failure.

C. Gate transient pulses or noise can cause unwanted triggering and
wust be suppeessed. Also fast (high dv/dt) anode voltage application
can cause unwented device turn-on.

109
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D. Insure that for all "on" conditions the anode current is well above
the minimum holding current level and for all "off" conditions the anode
current is reduced well below the minimum specified holding current.

E. Never allow the gate to become more negative witb respect to the

anode than is allowed by the ratings as device damage will occur.

F. Voltages in excess of the forward and reverse blocking voltages can
cause the device to break into unwanted conduction. Insure thLt "ofz"
atate voltages plus worst case transients do not exceed the rated
blocking voltages.

C.......... £ 4uz Yror protection Lhe I t rating of the fuse
must be Less t'sn the I2 t of the thyristor.

7.3 Thyristor Derating Guidelines

A. Derate thyristor maximum junction temperatures to the limits shown
in Table 7-1.

B. Derate thyristor voltages to the limits of Table 7-2.

C. Derate thyristor average forward currents to the limits o2 Table
7-3.

The method for applying the derating is the same as described for diodes
in Section 6. Figure 7-1 siiows the maximum rating curves lor thyristor
type 2N2324A as shown in specification MIL-S-19500/276A. Level II
derating for the DC case is specified on this Figure.

TABLE 7-1: JUNICTION TEMPERATUM DERAT1NG

MAXIMUM MAkIMUM ALLOWABLE TJ (DEG C)
RATED - ---------------------------------

TJ LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
(DEG C) I I Ii I II

200 115 140 I 1600 II . . . . . .
- -- I------------- - -- ---------- - -------- -

I 175 100 I 125 I 145
S.-----------.--------

S150 MAXIMUM MAXIMUM I MAXIMUM
OR RATED MINUS RATED MINUS I RATED MINUS

LOWER 65 40 20

2I
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TABLE 7-2; VOLTAGE DERATING

LEVEL VOLTAGE I DESIGN MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
PARAMETER I (VOLTS)

-------------------------------I--------------------
I VDM, VRRM I 0.6 MAXIMUM RATED

LI j~x va MHAI111 RATED
------- I---------------------------

III VDM, VRSM I 0.8 HAXIMUM RATED

TABdLE 7-3: FORWARD CURREFT DEBATING

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE FORWARD CURRENT
I- ------------------------------------------ I

LEVEL I I LEVEl. •I I LEVEL IIII almllmlmiminmmn I •m mmulll~~l m~•m~ls~m

0.50 I 0.65 I 0.80
"I !XIKUM IMAXIMUM I MAXIMUM

RATED I RATED I RATED

a
I

II

K
111 1

_____________________ ~ ~ 1~9V ~ PhsmmmPIysimMSmUt
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Thyristor Type 2N2324A
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3ECTION 8

OPTICAL SEMIUONDUCTOR DEMATING GUIDELINEB

8I General

There are thipe major classes of optical vemiconductore. Those whicL
emit iadiation, those which collekr radiation, and combinations of the
two. rne major type of emitters are light emitting diodea (LM~s) which
are used for lamps and displays. The major collectox types &re
optimized for visible light and include photodiodes, phototrancistorw,
and light activated silicon controlled rectifiers. The most aouwcn
combinational deVice is the optical isolator which contains a litht
emitting diode coupleýd with a collector, photo diode or phctotranaistor,
and sometimes includes amplifying element".

Generally, optical semeconductors are dafined by the same earnmeters,
(power, voltage, and current) as non optical devices with the addition
of parameters defining the optical characteristics such as peek and
domitant wavelength And axial lu:rinous intensity of the radiation which
is usually visible light.

In common with all other semitonductor, excessive junction temperature
anJ junction voltage are Lhe uajor failure forcing stress functions.
Junction temperature is dependent on the current through the junction
which is controlled by derating the operating current Or powere

The jelected derating levels in this saction are based upon review po
limited historical applic'..ions and/or upoa engineering judgement to
balance the increased reliability 4gainrst che relative constraints
placed upon design freedom. The device complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied aLLc6ss and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Some
flexability should be used in application of specific values of
alerating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded off
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e,. Level i to Level ii),

8.2 Application Guidelines

A. A current limiti,.g must be iucorporated as part of the drive
circuitry for LEDs. Thi3 is usually a series resistor.

B. Half or full-wave rectified ac sine wave is Lot recommended for LED
drive current. If rectified ac ip used to drive LEDs the peak value of
the current must uever exceed the allowable dc current maximnm.

C. When operating a LED it' the pulsed mode, the peak junction
temperature, not the average, deter-mines the time average power
dissipation ald light output.

i I1
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D. Some LEDs can be operated at cur:.'nt levels significAntly below

(down to 50%) the maximum ratings without noti'%eable visual changv iu
light o,,tput. This value is dependent upon the sL-"ific LED uuder

consideration.

E. The dominant wavelength L. a quartitetive measure of tv.3 color of an
LED.

F. Tu maintain opto isolator common mode rejetiou, ,pt3.aixe circuit
board layout to r, duce coupling by stray capacitance.

G. Many opto isolators ircorporate very kigh gain circuitry
(darlingtoD) and require external bypassing to prevent damagirg internal
oscillation.

H. 1.llow for 15% degradation in opto isolator current transfer ratio
(CTR) over the cervice life of the deaign. This degradation is
especially p:evalent at low drive curient. The input drive current
should be well above the turn-oa point.

8.2 Optical Semiconductor Derating Guidelines

For all optical semiconductor devices derate juncLion temperature as
shown in Table 8-i.

Optical semiconductors, in general, are rated nt lower temperatures than
other semiconductors. As a result it may be necessary for a specific
design to exceed the recommended guidelines for maximum junction
temperature. Since the desired radiation characteristics are dependent
on operating voltage and current, general derating is not being
recommended for these parameters. All design options should be analyzed
using the failure rate prediction methods of MIL-HDBK-217 to determine
the opimum reliability in an achievable design.

TABLE 8-1: JUNCTION TEMPERATURE DERATING

1 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE JUNCTION TE14PERATURE (TJ)
MAXIMUM , (deg C)

RATED
I TJ LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL
I (deg C) III II II

200 110 135 150
I--------------I-------------I--------- ---I -----------

175 100 120 140
------------ I------------ ---- ---- ------------

150 4M.'I1MUM MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
OR RATED MIroUS RATED MINUS IRATED MINUS

LOWER 60 50 25
-------- ------- - -'--------------------------------- ---------
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SECTION 9

SSISTOR DIETING GUIDELINES

9.0 Introduction

SThai section suppliO aesit dratinF curves and applinlation guidelines fhr
fixed and variahla, resistoto. The resistor typen, that will be covered

iu this sectiov are defitted by- the following Military Spenifications:

i T•j?E SUBSECTION -

COMPOSITION, FIXED 9 .1Ji

MIL-k-39008 Resistozs, Fixed, Com~osition (Insulated), Establ-ished

lieliability (ER), f.,tyle RCR)

FILM, FIZED 9 .2

MIL-R-22684 Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, (5R,>e RL)

MIL-R-39017 Resistors, Fixed, Film, Insulated, ER, (6tyle RLR)

MIL-R-55182 Resistors, Fixed, Film, ER, (Style RNR)

MIL-R-55342 Resistors, Fixed, Film, Chip, ER, (Style RM)

NrTWGA-R, r. IL11. FIXED 9.1.3

HIL-1-83401 Resistor Network, Fixed, Film, (Style RZ)

WIREWOUN•T FIXED 9.1.4

KML-R-26 kesistors, Fixed, Wirewound (Power Type), (Style RW)

MIL-R-18546 Resiotors, Fixed, Wirewound (Power Type, Chassis
Mounted), (Style RE)

HIL-R-39005 Rosieturs, Fixed, Wirewound (Accurate), ER,

(Style RBR) T )

MIL-R-39007 Resistors, Fixed, Wirewound (Power Type), fR, (S~yle
RwR)

MIL-R-39009 Resistovs, Fixed, Wirewound (Poý,,er Type, Chaisis
i ~Mov.•.,ted), Et, (Style PER)

NON-WI&EWOUND, VARIABLE 9 .2 .1

MIL-R-94 Resistors, Variable, Compositionf, (Style RV) I
MIL-R-22097 Resistors, Variable, Nou-wir4wounId (Lead Screw

Actuated), (Style RJ)
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MIL-R-39023 Resistors, 'variable, Non-wirewcund, Precision,
(StyleRQ)

MIL-R-39035 Resistors, Variable, Cermet, or Carbon uilm (Le.d Screw
Actuated) ER, (Style RJR)

WIREWOUND , VARIABLE 9.2.2

MIL-R-19 Pasistors, Variable, Wirewound (Low Operating
Temperature), 'Style RA)

MIL-R-22 Resistors, Variable, Wirevound (Pow-er Type), (Style RE)
MIL-R-12934 Resistors, Variable, Wizewound, Precision, (Style RR)
M•L-R-27208 Resistors, Variable, Wirewound (Lead Screw Actuated),

(Style RT?
MIL-R-39002 Resistors, Vaviable, Wirswourd, Semi-Precision,

(Style RX)
MIL-R-39015 Resistorn, Variable, Wirewound (Lead Screw Actuated),

ER, (Style RTR)

THERMISTOR 9.3

MIL-T-23648 Thermistor (Thermally Sensitive Rcsistor), Insulated,
(Style RTH)

Whenever two specifications define the samc type resistor with the same
temperature limits, the specifications t)e listed on the same derating
curve; such as, MIL-R-22684 and MIL-R-39017 in Figure 9.1-4.

8201ON 9.1

FIXED RFI' ýTOR GENERAL DZRATING CONSIDERATIONS

The principal t.res• parameters in derating fixed resistors is the "hot
spot temperature" (sum of the ambieut temperature and the temper~ture
due to the dissipated power). Therefore, decreasing the ambient
temperature and/or the power di.ssipatiou factor will extend the
lifetime.

All derating curves will reduce both ambient temperature as well as
power.

The selected derating levels in this section are based upon analysis of
a large historical Vody of user data and upon well understood
relationships of streas and reliabil'ty. Generally the specified
derating should be achiiavable with design constraints consistant with
the enhanced reliability. Waivers to the specified deratiug should be
considered on an item by item basis rather than broad changes to whole
part categories.
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SECTION 9.1.1

FIXED COMPOSITIDN RESISTOR DEBATING

9.1.1.1 General

The fixed compouition resistor is defined by MIL-R-39008 ýRCR). This
type nf resistor is small, inexpensive, and has good reliability when
properly used. They do have poor resistance stability, high noise
characteristic and appreciable voltage and temperature coefficients.

The resistance element consists of a mixturA of carbon, insulating
material, and suitable binders, eitLer molded together or appli'cd as a
thin layer of conducting material on an i-sulated form. These resistors
are covered by a molded jacket which is primarily irtended ti provide an
idequace moisture barriez for the resistance element, as well as
mechanical protection and strength for wire 1ads.

9.1,1.2 Application Guidelines

A. The voltage and power dissipations limits must not be overlooked.
The resistance has a negative coeLeiceut for both temperature and
voltage and are very susceptible to burn-out. (See Figure 9.1-1 and
MIL-STD-199 for applicable limits for voltage 'imitatiops.)

B. Exposure to humitity may cause surface leakage paths which lower
resistauce or absorption of moisture which may increase the resistauce.

C. Resistor charcteristics caun be permanently damaged by exposure of
the resistive material to temperatures above 130 deg C.

9.1.1.3 Derating Guidelines

Ambient temperature and pover are the principal derating stress
parametera for fixed composition resistors. The recommended derating
for the three application Levels are given ir Figure 9.1-2.
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SECTLON 9.1.2

FIXED FILM RESISTCP DEUATING

.9.1.2.1 General

Fixed film resistors are defined by MIL-R-22634, MIL-R-39017,
MIL-R-55182, and MIL-R-55342. This type is intended for high frequency
applications and where high stability and clcse resistance tolerance is
required.

For MIL-R-22684 (RL) and MIL-R-39017 (RLR) resistors, the resistance
element consists of a film-type resistance element (tin oxide, metal
glaze, etc.) which has been formed on a substrate by on- of several
processes depending uron the manufacturer. The element is spiraled to
achieve ranges in resistance value and, after lead attachment the
eiement is coated to protect it from moisture or ot!ier detrimental
environmental conditions.

For MIL-R-55182 (RNR) resistor, the resistance element consists of a
metal film elewent on a ceramic substrate. The element is formed by the
condensation of a heated metal under -vacuum conditions. Followiug
spiralling to increase the available rebistance values aud the
attachment of leads, the element is proteacted from environmental
conditions by an enclosure.

The resistance element of 14IL-R-55342 (RM) consists of a film element oa
a ceramic substrate. The element i- formed either by deposition of a
vaporized metal or the printing of a metal and glass combination paste
which has then been fired at a high tomperature. Resistance elements
are generally rectangular in shape and calibrated to the proper
resistance value by trimming the element by abrasion or a laser beam.

For detailed application and design guidelines, consult MIL-STD-199.

9.1.2.2 Application Guidelines

The application guidelines are defined for. each Military type part.

A. For I.L-R-22684 and MIL-R-39017 type parts:

1. The uaximum continuous working voltage, specified for each style
should not be exc•-de4, reg•irdless of the calcu".ated rated voltage on
the basis of power rating.

2. Noibe outpvt is r ncontrolled by the specification, but is contiidered
a negligible quantity.
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3. For MIL-R-39017 (onlw the resistance value will change; 2% (average)
per year (additive in subsequent years) under normal storage conditions.
(25 deg +/- 10 deg C and humidity </- 90%).

4. The effective DC resistance will change when used at frequencies
above 50 MHz (see Figure 9.1-3).

B. For MIL-R-55182 type parts:

1. The effective DC resistance for most values will remain fairly
constant up to 100 MHz and decr-ase at hi•Qbx f~equercies. The larger
resistance values are affected more by the high frequencies.

2. The tighter (0.1%) tolerance film resistors are susceptible to
electrostatic damage (see Appendix C, DOD-STD-1686; DOD-IIDBK-2630).

3. Peak power dissipation should not exceed four times the maximum
rating of the resistor under any condition.

4. The design should be able to tolerate a +/- 2% shift in resistance
to assure long life reliability.

C. For MIL-R-55342 type parts:

1. Film resistors with small dimensions and high sheet resistivity
material may be subject to significant changes in resistance values
(normally lower) and to changes in temperaturrv4 coefficients due to a
static discharge.

2. The effective recistance values will be reduced when used at
frequenzies of 200 MHz or above because of shunt capacitance between the
resistance elements and the connecting circuits.

9.1.2.3 Derating Guidelines

Ambient temperature and poaer are the principal derating stress
parameters tor fixed film resistors. The recommended derating curves
fur the three Levels are given for each defined resistor type.

The derating curves for MIL-YR-22684 and MIL-R-39017 types are given in
Figure 9.1-4.I *i'

¶ ~] The derating curves for MIL-R-55182 types at 70 deg C and 125 deg C
(ambient temperature) are given in Figure 9.1-5 and Figu-e 9.1-6,
respectively.

The derating curves for MIL-R-55342 types are given in Figure 9,1-7.
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SECTION 9.1.3

FIXED NEWORK FILM RESISTOR DERATIEG

9.1.3.1 General

The fixe4 netlwork film resistors are defined by MIL-R-83401 (RZ). These
resistora a)ro fixed resistors in a resistor network configuration having
a film resistance element and in a dual-in-liun, single-in-line, or flat
pack cunfiguration. They are stable with respect to time, tp'mperature,
and humidity. These resistors are desigued for use in critical
circuitry where stability, long life, reliable operation and accuracy
are of prize importance. They are particularly desirable for
miuiaturization and for ease of assembly.

The resistance elemont consists of & film element on a ceramic
betLba e. The element is formed either by deposi-ion of a vaporized

wLetal or the printing of a metal and glass combination paste which has
then beau £ired at a high tam;,,rture. Resistance elements are
generally rectangular in shape and calibrated to the proper resistance
volue by trivz-Lug the element by ibratuion or a laser becm. After
calibration, the reoistance elemert is protected by an enclosure or
coating o iuulating, moisture-resistant material (usuallj epoxy or a
silicone).

j 9.1.3.32 ApplieutL,.ou Guidelines

A. Xazist voltagea are apecifiei because of the very imall spacing
betw•on tho revistance elem(r.cs and the corwactirn circuits. The
maximum voltage for each uetew)rk type -!s listed in MlL-R-33401 or

B. T'he MIL spec or vanufacturer listing gives two power ratings for the
resistor aetworh. They are individual element and total network package
pow4 ratings. The meximum power r!tings is basei on continuous,
full-load operation at 70 deg C. if operated above 71) deg C, the
resiators must be derated per Figure 9.1-8.

9.1,3.3 Derating Guidelines

Ambient temperature &ad power are the principal derating stresu
parameters for fixed network film resistors which is defined by
MIL-R-8340i. The recommeuded deratiug fir the three Levels are given in
Figure 9.1-4.
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SEVTION 9,1.4

F7XED WIUEWOUND RESISTOR DERATING

9.1.4.1 General

The fixed wirewound -.oesistors are defineJ by MIL-R-26, MIL-R-18546,
MIL-R-390051, MIL-R-39007, and MIL-R-39009.

.*The fixed wirewound resistor have high stability, medium temperature
coefficeint, high reliability and negligible voltage coefficient
characteristics and are normally unsuitable for usage above 50 KRz.

The construction of MIL-R-26 (RW) and MIL-R-39007 (MwR) type resistors
employs A measured length of resistance wire or ribbon wound in a
precise manner. The continuous length of wire is wound on a ceramic
core or tube and attached to end terminations. The element is enclosed
by inorganic vitreous or a silicone r'oating to protect iL. from
detrimental euvironment conditions.

The coastruction of MIL-R-18546 (RE) and MIL-R-39009 (RER) type
resistors are similar to MIL-R-26 as shown above. The continuous length
of wire, the finished resistor element and element and termination caps
are sealed by a cuating material. The coated element is inserted in a
finned aluminum alloy hoasing which oompletes the Aealing of the element
from detrimental environments and provide6 a radiator and a heat sink
for heat dissipation.

The resistance element of XIL-R-39005 (RBR) consists of a precisely
measured length of resiotance wire, wound on a bobbin or core. The
resistance wire is an alloy metal without joints, welds, or bonds$
except for splicing at end terminals. In order to minimiza inductance,
resist.rs are wound reverse ox bifilar. The elemeut assembly is
protected by an enclosure of moisture-r'sistant insulating material
which covers the resictance elnent including connections andterminatio~s. *,!

9.1.4.2 Application Guidelines

The applicazion guidelines are defined for each Military type part,

A. For MIL-R-26 type parts:

1. The use of a wire size less than 0.001 inch nominal dia-tetei if ,lot
recommended fcr Levels I and II.

2. ResisLtors used in equipment should not exceed the rated operating
tempertture under any condition (i.e. high altitude, all enclosure in
place, max power dissipation).
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3. When mounted in rows or banks, the sraviua of the resistors should
be such that none of the resistors in tho row o- bank will exceod the
maximum hot-spot temperature.

4. Where high voltages are prosent betwcen resistor circuits and the
grouuded surface on which resistors are mounted, a secondary insulation
capable of withstanding the voltage should be provided between resistors
and mountings or between mountinas and ground. I
B. For 1IL-1-18546 and MIL-k-39009 type parts:

1. The use of BY and RER resisto's with a wire cize less than 0.001
inch nvminal diameter shall not be permitted for !Aevels I & I1.

2. RER resistors can reliably withstand pulse voltages of much greater
amplitude than permitted for steady state operation. Figure 9.1-9
illustratis the permissible pulse power applicable to the various power
ratings. Tbhse cuives must be derated if there is any steady atate
power applied. The itdicated pulse power should be derated the same
percentages as shown iu the nixt section for Levels I, II, and 1II.

C. For MIL-R-39005 type parts:

1. Voltages in excess of the voltage ratinga should not be used because
it may cause insulation breakdown between the windings.

2. A secondary insulation between the resistor and its mounting, or
between the mounting and &rouaded surface shiould be used whLre high
voltages (250 volts or greater) are present between resistor circuit and
the %rounded surface.

3. Care should Le used when stldering lower resistance values and
tighter tolerance res&'stors to avoid caLusing increased contact
ras istance.

4. Lead length effects should be considered when using low resistance

values and tight tolerance resistors (90.% ox iega,)t

5. Wire size of less than 0.001 inch diamete, is not recowendeA.

D. For MIT-R-39007 type parts:

1. Resistors used in equipment shoulA kot exceed the rated operating
temperatur3 under any coudition (i.e. hIoIh altitude, all of the
enclosures in place, the ux power dietspatiou, etc.).

2. When mounted in rows or banks, the spaciKng of the resirtor& should
be such that nmne of tba resistora in the row or bank will exceed the
maximum hot-spot temperature.
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-05 MAXIMUM PEAK IMPRESSED VOLTAGE-
RER 40/RER 60 - 300 VOLTS
RER 45/RER 65 - 310 VOLTS
RER 50/RER 10 - 400 .VOLTSI' 04 •RER 55/RER 75 -1100"VOL1TS .;

- 1 02 -

24
10,

-- _

.0001 .001 .01 .1 1.0 10.0 100.0I PULSE WIDTH IN SECONDS

E_.le for use of the pulse rating curves:

1. Given:
aý Ambient temperature at pdrt location during operation" 550C,

Circuit requires nonre-'etitive pulse of 50 volts, Pw 130 msec.
Required resistance value - 46.4 oh.ms; level equipment.

2. Fine: Resistor type meetinr, pulse and power derating criteria.

3. ývlution:
A' Pulse power (P) - E2/R w 502/46.4 - 54 watts.

Pj lot intersection of 0.2 second and 54 watts on Figure 9.1-9.
RER6O (5 watts) meets Pulse c Iteria.
However, from Figure 9.1-12, note that In this cas., thL 0
permissible stress ratio is .5 of the maximum rating at 25 C.
Accodilngly, use RER65 (10 watts derated to 5 watts).

Figure 9.1-9, Iulse Ratings for RER Resistnrs
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3. The use of a wire size of 0.001 inch norcinal diameter is not
recommended for Levels I and 11. "

4. RWR resistors can reliably withstand pulse voltages of much grcater
.amplitude than permitted for steady state operation. Figure 9.1-10
shows the permisuible pulse power applic&ble to the various power
raiings. These curveo must be derated if there is any steady state
dower applied. The indicated pulse power should bc derated the same
percentage as shown in the next section for Levele I, II, and III.

9.1.4.3 Derating Guideliues

Ambient temperature and power are the principal deriting stress
parameters for fixed w.irewound resistors. The recommotnded derating
curves for the the threa Levels are given for each MIL defia'id reoistor
type.

The darating curves for MIL-R-26 types are given in Figure 9.1-11.

The derating curves for MIL-R-18546 and MIL-R-3900 9 types are given in
Figure ,.1-12. The chasris-nrea i& another critical paraweter for
MIL-K-39009 typos. With a reduct.'.on in tke chassis-area, the power must
be derated per Vigurc 9.1-13.

The doratina curvcs foý: MIL-R-39005 types are given in Fig4re 9.1-14.

The derating curves for MIL-g-39007 types are tivan in Figure 9.1-b5,
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MAXIMUM PEAK IMPRESSED VOLTACE

10_____ RWR 81:- 140 Volts

RWR 80 - 220 Volts
RWR 89 - 220 Volts
RWR 71 - 4460 Volts

-0 RWR 74 - 500 volts
RWR F4 - 600 Volts
RWR 78 -1 100 Volts

10 -

i20

10

.ooci .001 .01 .1 1 100
PULSE WIDTH IN SE~CONDS

t'xamplc- fc-. use of the pulse ratitig curves:
1. Gi'ien:

P ~bient temperature at part location during operation - 750 C.aCiv'ruit requires noitrepatitive pulse of 100 volts, Pw -10 mscc.
C Required resistance value -9.09 ohmis; le~vel equiprant.

,2 inO: Resistor -type meeting Pul~se and power deratiny' criteria.
3. Solution: E/ 102/99auowts

bý Pot intersection vif .O! second and 1100 watts on Figure 9.1-1.U.
c Observe that a type RWR74 (5 watt) w~ets pulsa criteria.
d However. from Figure .- 5,note that in this case, the0

permissible stress ratio is .5 of the maximum rating at 25 C.
Accordingly use RAM7 (_0 watts derated to 5 watts).

ii Figure 9.1-10: Pulse Ratings for RWR Resistors
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RER5O,RER7O:

a5 .4 1 610 2 34f07a01

EXAWE: tyls RR45RER6 hae apoor rtingof 0 Wttsw REtid On R'6 chzi

of a sqar Inhs In free~ ai or no chassis. th stle a rated0

N at 6 Tt.I he chassis drtlgc.vs at( b Is reued on t oe f 10 pow aer inchs. athen

t4e wattage rating ii reduced to 8.2 watts. Th's new value is thenderated according to Figure

Figure 9.1-13: Chassis-area Derating Curves
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SECTION~ 9.2

VMITABLE K1XSlSTOR G~ENEAL DHR&TIVG CON31DUATION

The principal. streas parameter in derat-ng variable re.&I stars is the sum

of the ambient temperature and the t;emperature r'%se from tha power
dissipated equaling the "thot-spot" tempar:ature. ueoc~, lowering the
maximum ambieut temperrture and J.erating the : e reduces the
"hot-spot" temperature In addition, derating, poveK ý:educes the cvrzznt
through the enutact and prevents its wearrQut~, Vie to~tal current
(bleeder and element) cannot exceed that current~ indicar.0 by the rateci
power. The wattage rating is decveased by t 'at pvcpott;Y'u which is
ramoved froum the circuit.

The selected deratiug lcvels in this eectiou are basad upon analysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationships of stress and -reliability, Genevally the specified
derating should be achievaible with deoign constraints consistant with
the enhanced reliability. Waivers to the specifi.ed derating should be

conideedon an ituinby item basi.s rather than broad changeg to whole
part categoriea,
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SECTION 9.2.1

VARIABLE NON-WIREWIOUND RESISTOR DERATING

9.2.1.1 General

The variable uon-wirewound resistors are defined by MIL-R-%•,
NIL-R-22097, MIL-R-39023, -%ad MIL-R-39035. Ihe properties of this
resistor group are determined by the resistive element being either a
compocition, carbon or metal film, c~rmet or conductive plastic. The

conducting element also detamines the maximum operating temperature and
power racings.

MIL-R-94 (AV) resistors have a composition resistive element shaped in
an arc with a ccntact, controlled by a shaft, to give a linear change in
resistance. The construction nf the element is one of two typee; a
molded type which is a one-piece unit containing the reoistance
matexial, terminals, face plate, and the bushing, or a composition-film
type. constructed by spraying or painting a film of carbon rxesistance
material onto the surface of a prepared form.

MIL-R-22097 (RJ) resistors have an element of metal, 0ermet type or
carbon film deposited upon a ceramic or glass base. Dependiag tipon
style, the element is rectangular or shaped in an arc and the sltding
contact maintains continuous 'oontact when traversinC the element in a
straight line or circular motion.

MIL-R-39023 (RQ) resistors have a resistance element consistixv of
carbon, cermet, or conductive plastic deposited cn a plastic insulating
bas . The moving contact is insulated from the operating shatt and
maintains continuous electrical travel throughout the entire mechanical
travel.

MIL-R-39035 (RJR) resistors have an element of continuous resistive
material '(cermet, metal film, etc.) on a rectangular or arc shaped core..
depending upon the style. The sliding contact trave.sses the element in
a circular or straight line.

All the above structures are housed in an enclosure to protect the
conducting element and connections from enviro~nental conditions.

For detailed application and design guidel:'neo, cousult MIL-STD-199.
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9.2.1.2 Application Guikdelines

Teapplication guidelines are dfndfor eahMilitary type part.

A. For MIL-R-94 type parts:

1. Tfhe watt~ge rating for these resistors are based on opezation at 70
deg C, mounted on a 16 gauge steel plate, 4 inches square. Thi.s
mounting technique sho'uld be Lakoui into consideration dihen the wattage
is applied d-4.-Ang spec-i 'ic applications.

2. All properties of composition resistor may chanage whet a soldering
iror, is applied directly to tervainals' for a lon- p,'-iod cf time. Heat
sinking during solder operation should be considered.

2. These variable resistors should not be used at potentials to ground
,%,reater than 500V peak or 200V 'geak for aircraft equipmernt, uuless
supplementary insulation is provided.

4. The noise level is quite high for this type re8;1stoz. But, thco
the~iuAl and mechanical noise levEl will normally 'Aecr-'ase over the lie

B. Vo- MIL-R-22O97 aaid MIL-R--39O35i type parts:

1. "Me wattage ratings of these resistor% Lre based on operation at 85
do& C when mounted on 1116 inch thick, glias base,. epoxy laminate. The..
wattage rating is a~plicable when the entire resistance element is
engaged in the circuit. W~hen ontly a portion is engaged, t~ie wattage is
reduced directly i.t~ the same pzopovtioa as the resistance.

26 Where voltages higher than 250V rais are present between the resistor4
circuit tuid grouad surface, a secondary insilatic-i to witbs-.aad this 1
condition 8bould be provided..'K

3., When stacking resistors, the wattage must be reduced to compensate
for the added t~mperature rise.

4. Vhu rasistanrc-tem'-.erature charactouistic must be considered when .O
opcr..tion may encounter a tiim;'.ýrature rise due to neighboring components
and1/or ambient to-mperature rise.

C. For MIL'-R-39023 type par'o:-

1. The wattage rating of these recistors, are based on opnatien ot '70
deg C, mounted on a 4-inach square 0.250~ inch thick al~loy alum~nusi panel..
This mounting technique should be L~ken into cunoidur~tiou wl~en the

watt~aqe ia applied dLring specific applicetion.
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2., The resiatance-temperature characteristics must be considered when
op'ýratioa ray encounter a temnpera~ture rise due to neighboring comp,'nents
eand/or amsblent temperature rise. These characteristics are defined :in

MIL-R-39023.

9.2.1.3 iDuratiug GuideliniesI

Awibient tempersture and power are thL. principal derstiag stress
pa-cauntere fox variable rion-wirewound resistore. The recomanended
derating curves for the three Levels are given for each :1IL defined
resistor type.

The deratiuS curves far MIL-x-94 types are given in Figure 9.2-1.

The~ dt-ating curvus for LXXL-9~-22097 and M4IL-R'-39035 types are given in
Figure 9.2-2.

The derating curves for BMIL-11-39023 typ~s are given in Figure 9.2-3.

This derai~ng only covers Levels II and III. This type is not
recommended for use in Level I due to contact resistance variation and a
failure rate higher thau the fi-ed resistor replacements.
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SECTION 9.2.2

VARIABLE WIR~WOUND RESISTOR DEBATING

9.2.2.1 General

The variable wirewound resisturs are defined by MIL-R-19, MIL-R-22,
HIL-R~-12934, MIL-R-27208, MIL-R-39002, and 141L-R-39015. Based upon
construction and power rat:.nig, these resisters are divided into kiv
groups: MIL-R-19, 141L-R-22, and riIt-R-39O02 form, the lsrger power
ratings, and 141L-R-272ugo MIL-R-12934, and MIL-R-390i5 c-mprise the
lower power trimming unlits. All units are used basically as rheostcts
ox voltage dividers.

HIL-R-19 (BA). MIL-R-22 (RP'), and MIL-R-3900k (RK) resi'~tors have a
resibtance element of continuous lengtk., wire, wound on an insulating
strip or core and shaped in a a rc so that a contact bears uniformly on
the resistance element when adjusted by a control. shaft. Various
functions .2:e available. The contact is insulated from the operating
shaft and the resistor hoesing. The housing provides mechanical and
wnvirownentcl1 protection of the element. MIL-R-39002 is otructured with
more precisiou to provide improved linearity.

HIL-R-272(?8 (IT) anci MIL-R-39lJ15 (RTR) resistors have an element of
continuous-length wire, wound linearly or. a rectangular or arc-shaped
core, depending upon the st'~le. The sliding contact traverses the
elcinent. in a c'irc"lar or straight line, again dependent upon style. Th 'e
el~emcnt is prctected from detrimeatal environmental condiLions by a
housing or entlosure. The lead screw head is insulated from Lhe
electrical portion oE the resistor. HIL-R-12934 is similar exccept i.or
addition of a haiically wound resistance elew*~nt.

?or detailed application and design guidelines, ccnsult HIL-STD-199.

9.2.,2.2 kpplication Guide~lines

The application guidcl-ives are de~iued for ?zch Military type part.

A. For '11IL-R-19 type parrr:

1. T4he wattage ratia~s of these resistors are based on oporation of 40
dog C, nwoucted an 16 gauge -teel plate, 4 inches sq~iare. This mounting
tzchnique should be taken into considerat~ion when the wattage is applied
during specific appiica*tio-.s.

2. For linear types, the cor~tinuous Wattage rating is directly

propox:tioual to the amoirnt of resistance element in the circu~it,
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3. For taper type. th,. maximum permissible current for the
higb-resistance sections ir 0.745 W,'R and for the low- resistance
sections is 2.24 W/R.

B. For MtL-r-22 type parts:

1. The wattage rat.,Llgs of these resistors are based on operation at 25
deg C, mounted on 1.2-inch square steel panel, 0.063 inch thick (4-inch
square X 0.50 inch for RP05 and RM06). This mounting technique should
be taken into consideration when the wattage is applied during specific
Ipplications.

2. operation of these resistors at =mbiei.z temperatures greater than
124 deg C can damage the resistor.

3. These resistors should not be used at Potentials aba:ve ground
g'.7ater than 5007 (250V for styles RP05 and RP06) ,IrleDS 3-11wpI--rt8vV
insulation is used.

4. WMen resistors are required to opporate in DC circuitr having
potentials in excess of 40V, cate should be exercised in specifying an
electrical off position.

C. For MiL-E-12934 type parts:

1. The wattage ratiag of these resistors are based on operation at 35
deg C, mounted or 4-inch squre, 0.250 inch thick alloy aluminum. This
mounting technique should be taker into consideration when a wattage is
dissipated during specific applications.

2. The re•istance-tem'er4tu-e charactezistl must bj considered when
operation m'ty encounter a temperature rise due to .ei.ghboring components
and/or ambient temperature rise. This characteristic is listed in
MIL-R-12934.

D. For MIL-R-27208 and MIL-R'-39015 t.,'pe parts:

1. The wattage ra#,ings of these resistors are based on operation at 85
deg C wien mounted on a 1/16 inch thick, glass base, epoxy laminate.
This wattage rating is applicable when the antire resistance elemenL is
engag A in the circuit. When resistance is reduced, th,. wattc3e rating
will reduce by the same proportic,.

2. When voltages higher than 250V rms is present betveen tie resistor
circuit and the grounded surfaL., a secondary insulation to withsta 'd *1
this condition should be provided.

3. Stacking resistors will cause an addeCi rise in tempezature. This
rise u-xt he considered in determining the total application
temperature.
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4. The resistance-temperature charaL.teriatic must be considered when
operation may encounter a temperature rise due to neighboring component..s
and/or ambient temperature rise.

5. Use of a wire sizL of less than 0.O0l inch dipmeter is not
recommended.

E. For MIL-R-39002type parts:

1. The wattage rating of these resistors are based on operation at 85
deg C, mounted on a 4-inch square, 0.05-inch thick, steel panel, This
mounting technique should be taken into consideration when the wattage
is applied during the specific applications.

2. The resistance-tempezature characteristic mustý be considered when
operation may encounter a temperature rise due to neighboring components
and/or ambient temperature rise.

3. When voltages higher than 250V rms are present between the recistor
circuit and the grounded surface, a necondary insulas.Aon to withstund
thin condition should be provided.

4. Whea only a po.4ion of the resistance element is engaged, the
wattage rating must be reduced by the same proportion as the 'eastnce,

,.2.2.3 Der~ting Guidelines

Ambient temperature and power aza the principcl derating stress
parameter for variable wirewound rezistors. The recommended deratius
eurves for the three Levels are given for rach MIL defined resistor
types.

The derating curves Zor MIL-R-19 type4 are given in Figure 9.2-4.

The derating curves fur MIL-R-22 typv are given in Figure 9.2-5. Siace
the resistor ij unenclosed, it can be effected by enviroamental
conditions (such as moisture). Therefore, it is aot recommended for
Lavels I & Il.

The aerating curve for MIL-K-12934 is given for L, eln II and 11I in
2 Fij~are 9.2-6. TV.,i Lype is not recommended for Level 1. due to contact
resistanco vvriation and a failu;ze rrfte: higher than tLe fixed resistor
replacementD.

The dezaiing curves for 17-1R-27208 !nd NIL-R-?9015 types are aiven in
rigure 9.2-7.

Th.e derrt-'g for -.- R-39002 types are only given fo- Level II and III
and are located in Figure 9.2-3. Th-; type it not rer..mmended foi" Level
I due to cont•,ct resistAnce variatiun and a failure rate higher than th-
fixed resistor replacements.
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SECTION 9.3

THERMISTOR, (THERMALLY SENSITIVE RESISTOR), INSULATED DERATING

9.3.1 General

The principal stress parameter in derating thermistors, are the embient
-temperature and the rated power.

The thermistor types are defined by MIL-T-23648 (RIM). The thermistor
is a mixture of metal oxides fired at high temperatures to produce a
sintered resistive element having an e:Ltremely high negative or positive
temperature coefficients of resistance. The largE temverature
coefficients produce resistance ratios (values at 25 deg C colapared to
values at 125 deg C) of 0.5, 19.8, and 29.4.

The selected derating levels in this section arc "Jased upon avalysis of
a large historical body of user data and upon well understood
relationships of stress and reliability. Generally the specified
derating should be achievable wiLh design coustraiuts counistant with
the enhanced reliability. Waivers to the specified derating ohould be
conoidered on an item by item basis rather than broad changes to whole
part categories.

9.3.2 Application Guidelines

A. Operation of thermistor above the maximum "hot spot" temperature
will produce permanent resistance chauges.. In extrnme caaesa, this can
cause thermal runaway.

B. Use a cutrent limiting resistor to prevent the negative coefficient
type from going into thermal runaway.

C. Never exceed the maximum current or power rating, even for short
time periods.

D. Never move a thermistor (self-heat mode) into a lower thermal
conducting medium or environment without careful analysis in order to
prevent thermal runaway conditions.

E. Accurate 4heriistors (+/- 1%) should not h., operatod beyond the
specifieed test points given by the Mil-spec or manufacturer's listings.

9.3 .3 Derating Guidelines

The principal derating stress parameters for thermistor, are the ambient
temperature and the rated power. The reco.iwended deratiug for the
ambient temperature is 15 deg C below the maximum limits and the power,
is '4o be 50% of the rated (see Figure 9.3-1). These derttings will
apply for all threc Levels,
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SECTIOIL 10

CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.1 Introduction

Tli. sentior covers the derating and application guidelines for fixed
and variable capacitors. The capacitor types, selected are from
HIL-HDBY-217C with the elimination of those types inactive for new
design or where no suppliers are defined for the following Military
specifications:

YPE SUBSECTION

PAPER/PLASTIC FILM 10.2

MIL-C-11693 Capacitors, Fixed, Paper, Metallized Paper, Metallized
Plastic, RFI Feed-Thru, Established Reliability and
Non-Established Reliability (Style CZR and CZ)

MIL-C-19978 Capacitors, Fixed, Plastic (or Paper-Plastic,)
Established and Non-Established Reliability, (Style
CQR and CQ)

MIL-C-39022' Capacitors, Fixed, Metallized, Paper-Plactic Film or
Plastic Film Dielectric, Established Reliability,
(Style CHR)

MIL-C-55514 Capacitors, Plastic, Metallized Plastic, Established
Reliability, (Style CFR)

MIL-C-83421 CapariLors, Super-Metallized Plastic, Established
Reliability, (Style CRH)

MICA 10.3

MIL-C-10950 Capacitors, Fixed., Mica, Button Style, (Style CB)
MIL-C-39001 Capacitors, Fixed, Mica, Established Reliability,

(Style CMR)

GLASS 10.4

MIL-C-23269 Capacitors, Pixed, Glasa., Established Reliability,
(Style CYR)

* CERLMIC We.5

HIL-C-20 Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic (Temperature
Compensating), (Style CCR)

MIL-C-11015 Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic (General Purpose), (Style
CK)
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TYPE SUBSECTION

MIL-C-39014 Capacitors, Fixed, Ceramic (General Purpose),

Established Reliability, (Style CKR)

ELECTROLYTIC 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, And 10.9

MIL-C-62 Capacitors, Fixed, Electrolytic (DC, Aluminum, Dry
Electrolyte, Polarized), (Style CE)

MIL-C-39003 Capacitors, Fixed, Electrolyti.c, Tantalum, Solid
Electrolyte, Established Reliability, (Style CSA)

MIL-C-39306 Capacitors, Fixed Electrolytic, Tantalum, Non-solid
Electrolyte, Established Reli~bility, (Styl-* CLR)

MIL-',-39018 Capacitors, Fixed, Electrol.ytic, Aluminum Oxide,
(style Cu)

VARIABLE CAPACITORS 10.10 And 10.11

SNIL-C-81 Capacitors, Va~riable, Ceramic, (Style CV) ,
MIL-C-14409 Capacitors, Variable, Piston Type, Tubular Trimmner,

(Style PC)

SWherever two or more specifications could be shown by one et ofSdarating graphs, the specifications are listed together, sunh as i

MIL-C-1095U and MIL-C-39001 (see Figure 10.3-1).

Derating is that reduction o£ sirras factors necessary to signifcantly
extend the operational life. For capacitors, the factors are curreut,
DC and/or AC voltage, and temperature (including the capacitcT's case

temperature rise from AC loading). There are two fundamental relation&
governing the derating of capacitors. The first relates voltage as

S, ~follows :
Voltage DC Derated - Voltage DC (applied) + Peak AC voltage (applied).

The second relation is the total temperature of the cnpacitor being the
sum of the ambient temperature and the rise in case temperature from the
AC load. Methods of determining case temperature rise are outlined in
MIL-STD-198.

Hleat is generated in a capacitor by two mechanisms: (1) loss produced by
leakage current through the dielectric and (2) loss due to the
equivalent series resistance (ESR). ERR represents a combination of the
effects of electrode resistance, electrolyte resistance, lead
resistance, electrode eddy currents, and dielectric hysteresis.
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i.
That portion of heat generated by leakage current may usually be

neglected since the temperature rise resulting therefrom seldom exceedL
two or three degrees* ESR, however, contributes subatantially to

heating when an AC component is present, cad this temperature rise
consitutes an important limitation in cap, citer application.

The maximum allowable AC componant is that value which results in a case
temperature rnsa above ambient such that the maximum temperature rating
of the part is not exceeded.

Temperature capability is specification controlled at both high and low
limits. The high-temperature limit may be exeeded only at the risk of
degradation or thermal runaway. When energized after a period of
storage or deactivation at temperature near the low limit, the nonsolid
electrolyte types (MIL-C-39006) will exhibit a sizeable loss of
capacitance until they warm up. If thit-re is a substantial AC component 1
heating from the increased losses at low temperature will quickly
restore the lost capacitance when the circuit is energized.

Dissipation factor (DF) is specified in capacitor specificatioas because L
it is more readily measureable than power factor, which is the
characteristic of more iuterest to the designer. Frequency and
capacitance are, of course, cowpcnunt6 of DF.

DC losses are specifiod in terms of leakage current (UL) for
electrolytic capacitors and insulotion resistance for non-electrolytic
types. All capacitors have positive 7L - temperature characteristics.
Polarity has a negligible effect on IL of non-electrolytic and nonpolar
electrolytic capacitors while polar electrolytic& exhibit diode
characteristics with respect to forward and reverse IL.

There is littl.e evidence that age has any s-rious effact on leakage
current although specifications allow 25% increase for nonsolid
electrolytics, 50% for solid tantalum and 85% for ceramics at 10,000
hours life. Leakage current vs voltage is approximately linear beIc..
breakdown levels for all cypes.

Stray capacitance and recistance to case are acgligible except for very
low values of capacitance in matal cases, and except for foil ' .
elctrolytics with floating cases (MIL-C-39005) which have an
indeterminate resittauce from cathode to case. Nonpolar types have an
indeterminate resistance from both terminals to case.

Ripple and pulse currents affect temperature rise and consequently
influence failure rate. Criteria for pulse current limits is not
available in the specification or literature; the manufacturer's
recommendations should be -equested in the case of application
requiremeats in excess of limits listed in the individual [
specifications.
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The effects of voltage, temperature and, ripple current are predictable
but little information is available on the effect of voltage transients
on failure rate.

Eailure modes of capacitors may include shorts, opens, grounds to case,
low capacitance, high capacitance, high dissipation factor, noisiness,
leakage of electrolyte, and mechanical failure.

Noise in capacitors may be caused by scintillation, clearing, defects in
bonds, and movement of electrodes caused by electrostatic force (audible
noise).

rhe selected derating levels in thie section are based upon analysis of
a large historical body ot user data and upon well underotood
celationships of stress and reliability. Generally the specified
derating should be achievable with design constraints consistant with
:he enhanced reliability. Waivers to the specified deratiug should be
conasiered on an item by item basis rather than broad changes to whole
part categories.
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SEC'ION 10.2

FIXED (PIAER/PLASTIC) FILM CAPACITCR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.2.1 Geneal

The fixed paper-plastic film capacitors are defined by MIL-C-I1693,
MIL-C- 19978, MIL-C-39022, MIL-C-55514. and MIL-C-83421. This group, oi,.
capacitors his 'igh insulation resistance, low dielectric abs6rption or
low loss factor over wide temperature ranges with the &C component of
impressed voltage ranging from small to more than 50 percent of the DC'
voltage rating., .

MIL-C-11693 (CZ and CZR) is a paper' and -metallized paper di~lectric,
radio inference reduction feed-through capacitor. Thi% type of
construction is essentially a three-terminal network in which the case
COnStitutes a common or group terminal. This constructi0"n,"wk{.h 'is

analogous toiA coaxiil cablo, requires 'a center conductor to cqrry ratod
line current, and a capacitor sectioti disposed concentrically arouru the
center conductor 9o that the path of RF currents flowing between thq
center conductor 4nd the casq is symmetrical.

Caeain defects in feed-through-capacitor cot.'.ruction mey cause' th'e
insertion-loss-characteristic to depart from the ideal. For example,
resistance in the foils, or in the solder connections at the edges of
the foils, may slow the rate of insertion-loss rise below that for the
ideal capacitor and level out the curve in the high-frequency region. A
downward slope in the insettion-loss curve at high frequency, beyond 100
megahertz (MHz), is usually indicative of incomplete or asymmetrical
foil-to-ground connectio- s.

Since a feed-through capacitor uwust carry all of the line current
through its center conductor, it is rated not only in terms of the
caprcitance ard the voltage it has to withstand, but also in terms of
the current it can safely carry to the load.

MIL-C-19978 (CQ and CQR) defines an established reliability, plastic (or
paper- plastic) dielectric, fixed capacitors, hermetically sealed in
metal cases. These capacitors have high insulation resistanace, low
dielectric absorption, or low loss factor over wide temperature ranges
with the AC component of the impressed voltage leing small with respect
to the DC voltage rating. These capacitors have foil electrodes with
the thin paper plastic dielectric wound into cylindrical form. The foil
extends beyond the body to reduce indup.tance and provide terminations.
Sprayed metal is used to bond the foil to scldered leads. The unit is
sealed hermetically in metal cases.
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The major dielectrics Pre as foliows:

Polyethylene terephthalate (characteristic M capacitors):
Charicteristic M capacitors are intended for high-temp~::turR
applications similar to those served by heraietically,-s&,.ied paper
capacitors, but where high insulation resistance at the upper
temperature limits is required.

Paper and polyethylene terephthalate (characteristic K capacitors):
Characteristic K capacitors are intended for applications where high
insulation resistance is necessary.

Polycaibonate (characteristic Q capacito-s): CharacteristicQ
capacitors are intended for applications where utinimum capacitance
changes with temperature are required; these capacitors are especially
suitable for use in tuned and precision timing circuits.

1iIL-C-39022 (CHR) defines an established reliability, metallized
dielectric (paper-plastic or plastic) fihed capacitozs, hermetically
sealed in-metal cases. The electrodes of metalý.ized dielectric
capacitors arc formed by vapor deposition of aluminum or zinc on paper
or plastic film, masked to provide insulation at one edgc and exposed
metal at the other. Pairs of metallized films (or papers) are wound
into a roll which i- connected to leads by metal spraying the ends and
soldering, The rolls are enclosed in cylindrical metal cases and the
leads are brought ot to opposite ends through glass seals.

Metallized construction offers two advantages over foil constructilon for
low voltage ratings. The vapor deposited metal is only 1 X 10E-6 inch
thick compared to 250 x l0E-6 inch for foil, yielding considerable
improvement in voluue efficiency. The thinnvr electrode also makes it
feasible to eliminate failure sites by using "clearing" techniques
during fabrication. However, the thinner electrodes impose a limitation
on current-carxyin3 capacity and cause a slightly high•er dissipation
factor than that obtained with foil construction.

MI4L-C-35514 (CFR) is ýhe same type of capacitor as the MIL-C-39022
except the capacitor has a nonmetal case. The structure is similar with!•i ~the metallized plastic dielectrcic. If used in, moisture environments, •

J.. the units should be encapsulated,,

The ma~or aielectrics are:

Polyethylene terephthalate: These capacitors are intended for high-
temperature applications similar to those served by hermetically-
sealed paper capacitors, but where high insulRtion resistance at the
"upper temperature limits is reouired-
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Polycarboriate: These capacitors are inter-ded forc appi.cations where
taiinimum capacitance changes with temperature ar- required; they are
espccially suitable for use in tuned and preci )n timing circuits.

These capaciturs are designed for use in circuit applications
reqjiiring high insulation resistance, low dielectric absorptIon, or:
iow loss factor over wide temperature ranges, and whete the AG
component of the impressed voltage is small with respect to the DC
voltage rating.

MIL-C-83421 (CRH) is an es'-ablished reliability, supermetallizcd plastic
film dielectric, fixed capacitor having DC and AC ratings, hermeticilly
seal~d in metal cases. They are similar in construction to M'IL-C-309022.
An imipregnant is used to reduce momentary breakdowns and a Dr. burn-ina is
zcoaducted to remove defects requiring "clearing". Them.e capaciturs have
high insulation resistance, controlled 'Low dielectric absorption with a
high stability temperature characteristic and low losses. Maximum DC
rated voltages vary frow 30 to 400 volts.

1M,%2 Application and Deeating Guidelines

The application guidelines aro def ined for each mij.itary type part.

A. For MiIL-C-1l693 type parts:I

1. The derating c-i'-ea sre shown in Figure 10.2-1. Both temperature
and. voltage are -aced for the three Levels. Line current is derated
80 pe.,centL of the ra~ed valuG.

2. The ideal location for the feed-through capaLoLtor in any euppression.1 system is ac the point of exit of the wiring frow a chassis or housing
surroundilng, the source of int~erference.

3. Selection of the optimum feed-~through capacitance for any giver,

application usually necessi.tates a1 compromise between capacitance
sufficiently large to providi: good insertion loss at thL loweSt PRF to be
suppressed, atid capacitance niot, so large as to cause appreciable loading
at 60 Hertz or other power ftqquenciea. Cenerally, ior the most
practical suppresaii-n purposes, the rango oZ capacitance values is from
0.01, t~o 2.0 microfarads (uF) inclusive.

4 Additional, application data is found in MIL-SrD-198.
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B. For MIL-C-19978 type parts:

1. The de'rating curves for these capacitors are shown in Figure 10.2-2.
Both temperature and voltage are derated for the three Levels.

2. These capacitors may be used where an AC compouent is present
provided that (1) the sum of the DC voltage and the peak AC voltage does
not exceed the DC voltage rating or (2) the peak AC voltage dops not
exceed 20 percent of the DC voltage rating at 60 Hz, 15 percent at IM0
Hz; or I percent at 10,000 Hz. Where heavy transient or pulse ctirrentu
are encountered, the requirements of MIL-C-19978 are not su.ficient to
guarantee satisfactory performance, and due allowance mus' therefore be
made in the selecLion of a capacitor.

3. For addditional data, refer to MlL-STD-198.

C. For MIL-C-39022 type parts;

L. The derating curvis for this capacitor are shown in Figure 10.2-3.
Both temperature and voltage are derated for units with maximum
temperatures of 85 and 125 deg C for the three Levels.

2. These caprcitors may be used where an AC component is present
provided chat (1) the sum of the DC voltage and the peak AC voltagG does
not exceed the DC voltage rating, and (2) the AC voltage does not exceed
20 percent of the DC voltage rating.

3. For additional application data, see MIL-STD-Ul8.

D. For MIIL-C-55514 type parts:

1. The derating curves are shown in Figure 10.2-4. Both temperat. e
and voltage are derated for the three Levels except that the capacitor
is not used for space appli"ý%tion where degassing is not permitted.

2. These capacitors may be ,sed where an AC component is present
provided that (1) the sum of the DC voltage and the peak AC voltage does
not exceed the DC voltage rating or (2) the peak AC voltage does not
exceed 20 percent of the DC voltage rating at 60 Hzt 15 percenL at 120
Hz; or I percent at 10,000 Hz. Where heavy transient or pulse currents
are encountered, the reqirements of MIL-C-55514 are not sufficient toIt0

guarantee satisfactory performance, and due allowance must therefore be
made in the selecti.on of a capacitor.

3. For additional application data, see MIL-STD-198.
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E. For MIL-C-83421 type parts:

1. The derating curves for this capacitor are given in Figure 10.2-5.
Both temperaturu and voltage are derated for the three Levels.

2. The AC ratings of voltage and urrent controlled by MIL-C- 83421,
cannot be exeeded.

3. For additonal application data refer to MIL-C-39022 in MIL-STD-198
since this standard does not include MIL-C-83421.
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SECTION 10.3

FIXED MICA CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELIGIES

10.3.1 General

MIL-C-39001 and MIL-C-10950 define the fixed n.ica capacitor. This
capacitor approaches the ideal component by having a low di ssipation
factor (high Q)r high temperature stability and high insulation
resistance. They have good frequency stability up to 560 megahertz.
They are used where close impedance limits are essential with respect to
temperature, frequency, and aging.

MIL-C-39001 (CMR) is constructed with muscovite mica. It has a
dielectric coustant between 6.5 and 8.5 and can be split into thin
sheets; it ýs nonporous and does not readily absorb moisture.
Protection from moistura is provided to obtain high-capacitance
stability and low losses. The two technique-R used to form the
capacitors covered in this section are by stacking the mica sheets
thro-igh Lhe 9ýlvered-mica process or by use of tin-lead foil to separate
the mica sheets.

Terminals are attached to the mica stacks by the use of pressure clips
which have been solder-coated for maiuimum mechanical strength.

The molded case is made of a polyester material which also exhibits high
insulation resistance and high resistance to moisture absorption and,
transmission. The molded case also iwrarts rigidity to the capacitor in
the event the capacitor is subjected to vibration or shock.

The HIL-C-10950 (CB) capaciters are composed of a stack of silvered-mica
shoaets connected Ln parallel. This assembly is enclosed in a metal case
w'/th a high potential terminal connected through the center of the
stack. The other terminal is formed by this metal case ca.nected at all
points arounid the outer edge of the electroies. This design permits the
current to fan out in a 360-degrees pattern from the center terminal
providing the shortest RF current path between the center terminal and
chassis. The interaal inductance iL thus kept small. The use of
relatively heavy and short terminals results in winiwum external
inductance associated permanently with the capacitor. The units are
then welded and hermetically glass sealed with the etceltion of style
CB50, which is resin sealed.
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10.3.2 Application and Derating Guidelines

The application guidelines are defi.ned for each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-39001 and MIL-C-10950 type parts:

1. The derating curves are shown in Figure 10.3-1i Both temperature
and voltage are derated for the three Levels.

2. Due to the inherent characteristics ot the dielectric (i.e., high
insulation resistance and high breakdown voltage, low power factor, iow i
inductance, and low dielectric absorption), these mica capacitors are
small and have good stability and high reliability.

3. MIL-C-39001 is an establiahed reliability specification with failure
rates available to 3 level (0.01 percent per thousand hours). 'They will
experience failures at a rate depending almost exclusively upon the
manner in which they are used; e.•g, (1) with the temperature remaining
constant, the capacitor life is inversely proportional to the 8th power
of the applied DC voltage, or (2) with the DC voltage remaining
constnt, life decreases approximately 50 percent for every 10 deg C
rise in temperature. These capacitors have a life expectancy of 50,000
hours at rated conditioas.

4. MIL-C-10950 (only)

Capacitors are very stable with time and have high reliability in
circuits where ambient conditijas can be closely controlled to reduce k
failure from silver-ion migration. Silver-ion migration can occur in a
few hours when silvered-mica capacitors are simultaneously exposed to DC
voltage stresses, humidity, and high temperatures. For additional"application data, refer to MtL-STD-198.
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SECTION 10,4n

1ZIXI) GLJAýS CAPACyTOaR D)UEAATING GUIDF3 L•IUS

M11.-C-23269 (CYR) specificAtion Lefines thz 2"ed, glass dielectric
capacitor, . ts liV.e O-e mica capacitor, is ideal by having A lew.'i

dissipaticn fact.r (higb (•;, high insulation resi3tance (low leakage)

and high temparatura Lt•. ility, They are very stable with frequency up

to 500 wiahertz.

Glass-dielectric i.apcitors are composed of alternate layers of gl,aas

r•.bbon and the electroda material. After assembly, the una.ts are sealed

togethdr by high temperature and presoure to form A rugged vionolithic

block, Since tha termina) leads are fused to the glass zase, the seal

caunut b: broken w~thout destroying the capacitor.

10.412 £ppjrzMa~ion A',dd Derating Guidelines

The appliration gu'deliues are defined for each vibtary type part.

A. Vor MIL-C-23269 t,pe parts:

1. The dersting curveG zve shown in Figure 10.4-i with both temperatuxe

and volt"'^ o dra-ed for the three Levels.

2. Ycr additionsl application data, refer to Mf'U-STD-198.
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SECTION 10.5

FIXED CERAMIC CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.5.1 General

MIL-C-39014 (CKR) defines an established reliabilityý general purpose
ceramic capacitors. MIL-C-I1015 (CK) is the non-established reliability
unit. These capacitors are characteristically small physical size, high
insulation resistance but with comparatively large capacitance values.
The necessary large dielectric constant is subject to changes caused by
temperature, voltage, frequency, and self aging.

This ceramic capacitor consists of a ceramic diilectric on which a thin
metallic film, usually silver, has beer. fired at very high temperatures.
Terminal leads are attached to the electrodes by a pressure contact or
by solderi,.g. Ceramic capacitors are encapsulated to protect the
dielectric from the environment and to electrically insulate the
capacitor. The disk types are covered by 'an insulating resin, plastic,
or creamic; the thin-plated subminiature types may be dipped, molded, or
preformed cases. The feed-through units are made of ceramic tubes
modified for their required mounting. Because the constituent materials
have molecular polar moments, the dielectric constant of some mixes
reach hundreds (even thousands), of times the value of paper, mica, and
plastic films. This results in ceramico having the largest
cipacitauce-to-size ratios of all high-resistance dielectrics.

MIL-C-20 (CCR) defines an established reliability ceramic capacitor
having controlled temperature characteristics. Control of capacitance
change with temperature requires use of ceramics with different
compositons producing low to high dielectric constants. The low
dielectric constants (less than 10) produce very stable properties. As
the dielectric constant increases, the temperature coefficienc of
capacitance decreases to negative values. Physically, the most common

types of temperature-compensating, ceramic-dielectxic capacitors aie
small monolithic tubular and rectangular types c.overed by insulating
resin, plastic, or ceramic.

i0.5.2 Application and Derating Guidelines !I

The application guidelines are defined for each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-20, HIL-C-I11015, and MIL-C-39014 type part6:

1. The derating curves for MIL-C-39014, MIL-C-20 and MIL-C- 11015 are '
shown in Figure .0.5-1. Both temperature and voltage are derated for
units raced at 125 and 150 deg C.
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2. Car- id be used in soldering the leads. Exce:ssive heat may
damage tx, encanpulation and weaken the electrode to terminal lead
contactu'. Sudden changes in temperature such as those experienced ir
slIdering, can crack the e tapsulation or the ceramic dielectric. Leads
should not be bent ch.. the case nor should any strain be impo3ed on
the capacitor body to avoid fracturing the encapsulation or ceramic

3. '.t i4 n ot intended that the casQ insulation be subjected to
sustained voY.tage in excess of 150 percent of the DC rated voltage of
Che car.citor. S17-lementary insulation should be ?ro-ided where the
case may come in contact with higher voltage.

4. When the silver electrodes in the ceramic capacitor are exposed to
high humidities and high DC potentials, jilver ioD migration may take
place and snort circuit capacitors after relatively short periods of
time, Excessive moi-ture during periods of storage should be avoided
since the encapsulation material may absorb moisture and silver ionI ~migrution =ay occur when the capacitors are later put into service.
5. For additoual application data for each capacitor, refer to
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SECTION 10.6

FIXED, A*UMINUM ELECTROLYTIC (DRY), CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.6.1 General

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors defined by HIL-C-62 (CE) provide the
smallest volume, mass, and coit per microfarad of any type of capacitor
with the exception of the tantalum electrolytic caparitor.

These capacitors are generally used where low frequency, pulsating, DC
signal components are to be filtered out, These capacitors are designed
for applications where accuracy of capacitance is relatively
unimportant.

The capacitor consists of aluminum foil rolled onto a porous spacer.
The foils are approximately 0.003 to 0.005 inch thick. The spacer is
impregnated with an electrolyte and separates the anode and cathode.
The electrolyte is usually an aquec-s solution of ammonium borate, boric
arcid, and glycol.

The metal cases are provided with an insulating sleeve which has an
insulation resistance of at least 100 megohms. It should be noted that
the insulation resistance refers to the sleeve and not to the resistance
between the terminals and the case.

10.6.2 Application and Derating Guidelines

The application guidelines are defined for each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-.67 type part:

1. The derating curves for MIL-C-62 are given it Figure 10.6-1. Both
temperature and voltage are derated for Level 11.

2. These capacitors are not suitable for airborne equipment
applications since they ehould not be subjected to low barometric
pressure and low temperatures at high altitudes. Tbe aluminum
electrolytic capacitors can be derated only for a short period since
derating for any length of tiae may result in the necessity -or
re-forming. Even though they have vents desigued to openl at dangerous
pressures, explosions can occur because of gas preusure or a spark
ignition of free oxygen and hydiogei liberaLed at the electrodes.
Provisions should be made ,o protect surrounding Parts.
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3. The thickness of the oxide film which is formed both initally on the
foil and during the forming operations on the completed capacitor
ceterminep the maximum peak or surge voltage which may be applied. For
maximum reliability &nd long life, the DC rated voltage should not be
more than approximately 80 percent of full rating so that surges can oe
kept within the full-rated voltage. The time of surge- voltage
application should not be more than 30 seconds every 10 minutes.

4. These capacitors should be used only in DC circuits with polarity
properly observed. Ii AC components are present, the sum of the peak AC
voltage plus the applied DC voltage must not exceed the DC rating. The
peak AC value should also be less thau the applied DC voltage in order
that polarity may be maintained even on negative peaks. Capacitors
which have been subjected to voltage reversal should be discarded.

5. When these capacitors are used for inpvt-filtering purposes, the rms
ripple (at +85 deg C and 120 Hz' should not exceed the value calculated
from the following equation:

Ir - k 'C

Where Ir w Maximum rms ripple current in milliamperes.
k w Value as specified in Lach slash sheet of MIL-C-62 4
C w Nominal capacitance in microfarads.

When operated at a frequency different from 120 H{z or at a
temperature different from +85 deg C, the valwt obtained from
the equation should be multiplied by the appropri.ate value
supplied by eaCIh slash sheet of MIL-C-62.

6. For dditional application datd, refer to 14IL-STD-198.
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SECTION 10.7

FIXED ELECTROLYTIC (ALUMINUM OXIDE), ER, CAPACITOR DLRATING GU1DEMJ)M.

10.7.1 General

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors defined by MIL-C-3901 are
intended for use in filter, coupling, and by-pass applicat',o:as whura

large capacitance values are required in small cases and whero Qxcossu0
of capacitanze cver the nominal value can be tolerat.d.

Aluminum electrolytic capacitors provide the smalloaL volume, mass, and
coat per microfarad of any type of capacitor wit0 thu '.xceptin ot 1ýh1,
tantalum electrolytic capacitor.

The capacitor consists of aluminum foil rolled onto a porous apace. V'ho
foil is approximately 0.003 to 0.005 inch thi•,ký The rpamir L.
impregnated with an electrolyte and separates L.,o anode and cAtboda,ý
The electrolyte is usually An aqueous solution (if ammouium btlYr'ite,
boric, acid, aad glycol. Advanceoents in the maxw.ifactu'e of altminu•
electrolytic capacitors have made possible an increased f.oil rurit,,ý,
isproved oxide system, and an increase in etch raLiou. tlh,'r
contributing factor& are an improved capacitor seal aa(,i the davwtopmm1ot;
of an electtulyte with a non-aqeous, non-acid base.

* The metal cases are p-'ovided with an insulating uloave which h1al an
insulation resistance of at least 100 megohms.

It should be noted that the inaulatioD resistance refers to the siluve

and not to tho resistance between the te~eina'is and the caueu

10.7.2 Application and Devating Guideliros

The application guidelices are dtfi-aei ior each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-39018 type parts:

1. The de0atiU6 curve& are givtr. i& VFeure 10.7-1. Both §eratVu-'
and voltage are derated for Level I1U. All a•lycs, havin~g muxiuk
cpevating temporat'reu uf 85, 10. antd 125 dog C, are dorated 20 degre•s
for long life,

2. For polarized capacitors, the apq~ied A0 peak voltage chould navor
exceed the applied DC voltale; the wum of the applied AC peak and DC
voltages should never exceed the rated DC wcrking voltage,
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3. The thickness of the oxide film which is formed both initially on
the foil and dtiring the forming opertioins on the completed capacitor
determines the maxivrum peak or aurge voltage which may applied. FPo
"maximuum reliability and long life, the DC Yated voltage ahould not be
more than approximately 80 percent oi full rating so that surges can be
kept within the full-rated voltage. The time of surge- voltage
application should not be more than 30 seconds every 10 minutes.

4,, The surge voltAgr is the maximum vn&t'-,a to whir,. the cApacitor
rhould be subjected under any condition. This includes transients and! p-Ak vilppla at the highest line voltag,ý.

5. Tihese capacitors are nonhermetically sealed And are not recommended
for airbornc equipmant applications since they should not be subjecte4
to lou baromotriz press-re and low temperaturea at high altitudeo..

\,Theje aiomintm electrolytic capacitors can be derated only for a short
1ervId since derating for any length oL time may result ia the aecessity
for re-fiorming. Even though tiey have vents d3signed to open at
d&\i&oroua pressures, explouions can occur because of gas prescure or 4
spark ighition 'f free oxygen and hydrogen liberated at Lha electrndes.
Provisiuna uhould he made to protect surrounding partv.
6. Ri1.plo currert ratings are provided i.a each slash chest of
MIL-C-39018 for capacitor stylcs and are based upo" a 10 ý;greo rise in

temperature.

f. ?or additional application data, refer to ML-STDi98.

II
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SECTION 10.8

FIXED, ELECTROLYTIC (SOLID ELECTROLYTE), TANTALU1., ER, CAPACITOR

10.8.1DERATI1NG GUIDELINES

10.8.1 General

These electrolytic capocitors defined by NMtL-C-39003 (MS) are the most
stable and most reliable electrolytic ^vailiule, osving a longer life
charucteristic thar, any of the other electrolyt~ic c'apc-itors. Because of
their 1p.%ssive alectrolyte being solid and dry, these capacitors are not
temperature-ser.Bitive; they have a lower capacitance-temperature
characteristic~ than any of the other electrolytic capacitors.

Yihe,,ue capacitors are available as pculari~cd ard noupolarized types.
Polarizeýi types should have their c~ases at the sanu.t potential. as the
n'igat4~ve lead; thay should be used only iu )CcirLuitP With polarity
ou'served. INonpolarized types shoul4I be i,'sed whbre reversal of potential

occuriu.

A porous tantalum pellet or wire servuG as the anuide of a solid tantalum
capacitor. The surfacea of the an.oie 'are electrotbeLicnI~ly coun'erted to
an oxide of tantalum which servjs as the die~ectric. The~e st~rfacea are
coated with an oxide seviconductor which i3' the working electvolyt~e in
solid~ 'om This oxi~a semicunductor establishes con"Ict with all of
the coraplex surfaces of Lhe anoei~zec p~jllet aL6 is capable of healing
imperfectiotus of the tantalem oxide dielectric film.

10.8.2 Application and Derating Guid..inus

The applicction guidelines are defir~ed fur eachb military type part.

A, For' MIXV-C'-39003 type parts:

1. The deratina curv'3s for tbiese capacitors arc shown in iigure 1C.8-1.
Yoth temperature aud voltage a,-e derated fov Levels I, il and 111.

circuit imedourt. Increaced reliability zsy be ot3ndby derating

2.L ilr rh e tepe,3r anfdto tmeaue applied volac ndicesigcru t iu ed ancs
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3. DC leakage current increases whcn either voltage or timpe1?ature is
increased; the rate of increase iq greater at the higher values of
voltage and temperature. A point can be reached where the DC leakage
current will avalanche and attain proportions that will permanently
damage the capacitor By increasing the circuit impedance, the leakage

i current is reduced. In high impendance circuits, momentary breakdowns
S(if present) will self-heal. It is reco~mwended that a minimum circuit

Simpedanue of 3 ohms per applied volt be utilized to attain improved
reliability.

4. These cupacitors are not operated with reverse ripple current. They
are capable oi withstanding peak DC voltages in the reverse direction
equal to 15% of their LC rating at +25 deg C; 10% at +55 deg C; 5% at
+85 deg C; and 1% at +125 deg C.

5. Vor additional application data, refer to MIL-STD-198 including
graphs for ripple voltage ratings as funwtions of tsmper~tl'rC and

i frequency.
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SECTION 10.9

FIIXED, ELECTROLYTIC (NONSOLID ELECTROYTE), TANTALUM, ER. CAPACITOR
DEPATING GUIDELINES

10.9.1 General 4,

The properties of MIL-C-39006 (CLR) capacitors are determined by the two
basic types of tantalum (foil and sintered slug) employed in their
construction.

Foil Types - The foil types are the most versatile of all electrolytic
capacitors. They are available in plain or etched foil and in polarized
or nonDolarized construction, which makes them suitable for many
applications. The foil types are limited by their great variation of
characteristics and design tolerances.

Polarized (Styles CLR25 and CLR 35) - The polarized foil types are
essentially used where low-frequency pulsating DC components are to be
bypassed or filtered out and for other uses in electronic equipment
where large capacitance values are required and comparatively wide
capacitance tolerances can be tolerated.

Nonpolarized (Styles CLR27 and CLR37) - The nonpolarized types are
primarily suitable for AC applications or where DC voltage reversals
occur. Examples of these usas are in (1) tuned low-frequency circuits,
'2) phasing of low voltage AC motors, (3) computer circuits where
reversal of DC voltage eccurs, and (4) servo systems.

Sintered Slug Type (Styles CLR65 and CLR79) - These capacitors are
limited to low voltage applications. Their primary use is in low 0
voltage power supply filtering circuits. Their low leakage current
(lovest of all the tantalum cypes) is not appreciable below +35 deg C
and at ordinary operating temperatures is comparable to good quality
paper capacitors, yet they are much smaller in size. 1.
The structures uf the fuil and sintered slug capacitors are as follows:

Foil Types - These capacitors consist of a tantalum foil, acting as the
anode, which is electromechanically treated to form a layer of tantalum
oxide, dielectric. Porous space material is used to form a conveitional
cylindrical capacitor section with axial tantalum wires on either end.
The section is impregnated with a suitable electrolyte (usually a weak
acid or base) and then sealed in a suitable container. Solderable leads
are welded to the tantalum leads,
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Sintered-Slug Types -These capacitors coaaist of a 4iaitered-slug,
acting aG the anode, which is electrochemically treated to form a layet
of tantalum oxide dielectric. The slug is placed I.n a suitable caae
(silver coated inside or for Style CLR79 a tantalý.tr case jith no silver
applied) with a liquid electrolyte, such as sulphuric acid or -ltb.iam
chloride. The caunis then hermetically scaled.

10.9.2 Application and Derating Guideliace

The application guidelines are defined-for each military' type part.

A. For MIL-C-39006 type parts:

1. The derating curveb are given in Figure 10.9-1 for the threc licils .
Both temperature and voltage are dterated.

2. Because the more staM.e tantalum oxide Ei'.m is leze subject to
dissolving the surrounding electrolyte than the 1-ilm in an aluminum
capacitor, the shelf life of the tantalum unit is much l.onger, anid less
re-forming is required. After storage for long periods, the re-formil2ig
current is low and the time is comparatively aliaort; It vay be 6zpaeted
to take less than 10 minutes. Thsse propertioo 4e affected~ by tha
storage temperature to a sigaificant degree, being excellent at
temperatures from -55~ deg to +25 deg C; good at +65 deg, C; and

relatively poor at +85 deg C.
Some Style CLR25 capacitowo may exhibit c~pacitance change and
dissipatior fact&ur changes vheu exposed to low DC bias lhvals 0Q to 241
volts DO). Care should be exercisad when appl4cationavrequird "hace
voltage levels.

3. Although polarized styles may ta rated for reveree voltags,. it; is
recotwmeude~d that no re'-ersal is permitted. Reversan volts1;&P produce
large currents and removal of silver into sOlution. These actions Are
accumulative in bLeaking down the disla'rtritc film by lozalizkd heatiLW
and fill-InG pin holes with silver deposits.

4. Curves for controtling AC ripple voltagea azid c%,rrvats are provt.drd
iii MIL-STTŽ-).98 These ratingN ua~nct be enzceedod,

5. F'or ikdditioiitl applicotico data, refer to M4IL-STD-1.98.
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SECTION 10.10

VARIABLE (PISTON TYPE, TUBULAR TRIMMER) CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.10.1 General

These capacitors defined by MIL-C-14409 (PC) are small-sized, sealed,
tubular trimmer, variable capacitors designed for use where fine tuning
adjustments are periodically required during the life of Lhe equipment.
Normally they are used for trimming and coupling in such circuits as
intermediate frequency, radio-frequency, oscillator, phase shifter, ane
discriminator stages.

Styles PC25 and PC26 capacitors are constructed of a series of
concentric circular meti. bands which interleaf and are variable by
adjustment of the relative depth of the interface. All other style
capacitors are constructed oZ glass- or quartz-dielectric cylinders and
metal tuning pistoas. A portion of the cylinder is plated with metal to
form the stator and the metal piston, controlled by a tuning screw, acts
as the rotor for these variable capacitors. The overlap of the stator
and rotor determines the capacitance. The self-contained piston within
the dielectric cylinder functions as a low inductance coaxial assembly.

10.10.2 Application and Derating Guidelines

The application guidelines are defined for each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-14409 type parts:

1. The derating curves for these capacitors are given in Figure 10.10-1
for the three Levels.

2. For additional application data, refer to MIL-STD-198.

3. There are no application precautions perculiar to this device type
over and above that discussed ..n the general section.
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SECTION 10.11

VARIABLE, CERAMIC, CAPACITOR DERATING GUIDELINES

10.11.1 General

These capacitors defined by MIL-C-81 (CV) are small-sized trimmer
capacitors designed for use where fine tuning adjustments are
periodically required during the life of the equipment. Normally they
qre used for trimmiung and coupling in such circuits as intermediate
frequency, radio-frequency, oscillator, phase shifter, and dis%.riminator
stages. Because of their low mass, these units are relatively stable
against shock and vibration which tend to cause changes in capacitance.
Where a higher order of stability is required, air trimmers should be
used.

Each unit consists of a single stator and a single rotor for each
section, made oe ceramic maaterial impregnated with transformer or
silicone oil. Pure silver is fired and burnished on the top of the base
of the stator in a half-moon pattern. The rotor, usually of titanium
dioxide, ha- pure silver conta,'t points. The contact surfaces of both
the stator and rotor are ground and lapped flat, thus eliminaLing air
space variations with temperature.

The principle of operation is similar to that of an air-dielectric
tuning capacitor where the overlap of the stator and rotor deturr.ines
the capacitance; in ichese units, the ceramic dielectric replaces the air
dielectric. Rotors may be rotated continuously: full capacitance change

occurs during each rotation. The approximate maximum capacitance poin,
is indicated on tile capacitor.

Since the tetaperatute sensitivity is noLnlinear over the capacitance

range and varies greatly between units, these capacitors should not be
designed into circuits as temperature compensating units.

10.1 .2 Application Lrcd Derating Guidelines

The application guidelines are defined for each military type part.

A. For MIL-C-81 type parts:

1. The derating cuives are shown in Figure 10.11-1. Both temperature
and voltage are derated for the three Levels.

2. For additional application data, refer to MIL-STD-198.

3. There are no application precautions for this device type over and

above that discussed in the general section.
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100 MIL SPECIFICATION OR MANUFACTURER LIMITS-MAX RATING

RATED

VOLTAGE,

DC
75

50 LEVELS II AND III

30 LEVEL I

25

0 --A

-55 0 25 50 75 85

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, ( 0C)

Figure 10.11-1: Derating Curves for Capacitors, Variable,
Ceramic Dielectric Defined by MIL-C-81
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SECTION 11

INDUCTIVE DEVICEP DERATING GUIDELINES

11.1 General

Inductive device6 create a magnLtic field derived from the physical

construction of the device and its electrical input. These devices
include low and high frequency fixed coils, variable coils, audio and
radio frequency trahnsformers, power transformers, and low and high power
,mlse transformer,ý.

Coils, the s.1miliesr- of tihe inductive devices, are constructed with an

insulat,,d *,irL coil wound on a suitable support form which may or may
not be indu'tý:i,,c mat•rial. The inductance can be fixed or varied
depending ui'on the physical construction. There are several types of

transformers utilizing miltiple coil windings with methods ot coupling
the magnetic field of the coils thru the physical relationship and the
field-flux-coupling magnetic cores.

These consLruction features ýenerally lead to closely spaced, multiple
layered wraps of insulated wire over forms which may or may not be

active in the device operation. This construction characteristic leads
to heat generation deep within the wire coil and in the magnetic core.
Large voltage differentials can exist between closely spaced elements
seperated by a very thin insulation layer. Also, due to the
multiplicity of coil wraps and a desire to constrain size and weight
the coil wire size Lends to be marginal :or the device current rating.
All these construction elements are susceptable co insulation break down
due to heat allowing electrical shorting between adjacent elemerts.
Also, overheating can be caused by excessive currents (IR heating) or
improper frequency of operation (core saturation or eddy cullent heating

in the core).

The selected dprati.ng levels in this section are based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upon ejigineering judge!metnt LO

balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed upon design freedom. The device complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stresmi. and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate deiating levels. Some

flexability should be used in application of specific values of
derating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded off
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).

Ii
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11.2 Appl•cation Guidelines

A. Increased temperature degrad-s the insulation of the devices which,
in turn, decreases the reliability and life span of the device.

B. Winding voltage is kept at the nominal value to prevent insulation
break down.

C. Operation at a lower than designed frequency range results in

overheating and possible core saturation, thus det.reasL.ig the life span.

11.3 Inductive Devices Derading Guidelines

The principal stress parameter for inductive devices is the operating
hot spot temperature. The reliability of inductivc. deviý.eu is a
function of cperating hot spot temperature as it relates to the
insulation capability , operating currents, in-rush transients, and
dielectric stresj. The method of computix.g the hot-spot temperature is
given in MIL-IIDBK-217C.

The critical parameters for inductive devi(.eu are listed as follows:

A. Wind'ng voltages are fixed and are not derated to improve
reliability.

B. Frequency operation at lower than the designed frequency range will
result in overheating and possible core saturation. Therefore,
frequency cannot be derated to improv reliability.

C. The derated values for hot-spot temperature, maximum ctirrent, inrush
transients, and dielectric stress are derated as shown in Table 11-1.
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SECTION 12

RELAY DERATIN' GUIDELINES

12.) General

The principal derating stress parameters for relays are the continuous

contact current, coil operating voltage, coil drop out voltage,
vibration limits, aud temperature.

There are four major relay groups that will be covered. These groups
are electromechanical relays, solid state relays, hybrid
electromechanical relays, and hybrid solid stat- relays. Under these
major groups, Lhere are five relay types. These basic types are
balanced armature, balanced-force, low level, magnetic latching, and
polarized.

The electromechanical relays use an electrical input to crease the
motive force which mechanically mcies the metallic contacts to open or
closed Positions. This type offer greater tolerances to overioad
conditions and usually better ilLput to output isolation.

The solid state relays function by the use of electronic components
which perform the relay operaticn. Thi3 type of relay does not contain
moving parts, therefore it is not eycle lifa sensitive.

Thd hyorid electromechanical relay uses electromechanical and electronic
devices to perform the switching functions with an electromechanical
output.

The hybrid solid state relay use electronic devices and occasionally
electromechanical devi.es to perform the switching functions with a
solid stte output. This type offeis an increased sensitivity for
operations at low energy input levels.

Iluider these four relýy groups are five major functional types, These
fun'ctional types are balanced armature, balanced-force, low-level,
magnetic latching, and polarized types.

Balanced armature type relays has the armature pivoted at The center of
the mass, which balances the armature with respect to static and dynamic
external .forces. This type works better than the other types in
environments of extreme shock and vibration.

Balanced-force type relays have th? same amount of force applied to the
armature for both the energized and de-energized states.
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Low level type relays are relays that will switch dry circuit or low
level load. The low level loads are considered to be 1OOmV (open
circuit voltage) or le3s and 10 mA or less. There is normally a gold or
gold alloy plating on the surface of the contacts.

MagnetiL latching type relays use a permanent magnet in conjunction with

the normal soft iron circuit, so that the permanent mi.gnet flux will
hold the armature in the operated condition after the electromagnetic
ccil energy has been removed.

Polarized type relays have many relay styles including telegraph,
crystal can, differential, ferreed, dry reed, magnetic latching,
mercury- wetted contact, and armature type with a permanent core. This
type usually has one or more permanent magnets to provide the polarizing
magnetic flux that normally can flow in either of two symmetrical paths.
It is nercessary to observe the terminal polarity with this type of
relay.

For a more detailed application and design guideline, consult MIL-STD-
1346.

The selected derating levels in this section aru based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upon engineering judgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints

placed upon design freedom. The device complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stress and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Som'I

flexability should be used in application of specific values of
derating. In particular, one derated parareter can be traded off
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).

12.2 Application Guidelines

There are many critical application guidelines to be considered for
different relay applications. This section will call out critical
application guidelines which apply to all of the relays.

'A. Relays should not be energized for emergency ope-ations. They
sliould however be normally energized so that they will release under an
emergency condition.

B. Never pa-allel contacLs to i.ncrease the currenc capacity. Contacts
'ill niot make or break simultaneously, therefore one contact may end up
carrying all of the load under worst case conditions,

C. Switching of circuit transient surges in excess of current ratings
will seriously impair conLact life. Note: surge current greater than
ten times the steady state current can result when switching inductive,
capacitive, and lamp loads.
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D. Observe relay ratings

1. Relays tested and rated for single phase operations should not be
used to switch polyphase circuits.

2. Use of relays to reverse motors should be avoided unless the relay
is rated for this func.tion or unless power is removed prior to reversal.

3. More power is needed to operate relays at elevted ambient
temperatures due to the change in coil resistance.

4. Relays should be located and mounted in areas which will minimize

the probability of contact chatter due to shock and vibration.

12.3 Relay Derating Gtideliaies

Continuous contact current, coil operating voltage, coil drop out
volta.ge, vibration, and temperature are the derating stress parameters
for all four of the relay groups.

The recommended derating for Level I is listed in table 12 1.

The recommended derating for Level II is lited in table 12-2.

The recoutunended derating for Level III is Jisted in table 12-3.
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TABLE 12-1: RELAY DERATING FOR LEVEL 1

PARAMETER DERATING PERCENTAGE (2)
---------------------------- --------I ------------------------- I

CONIINUOUS CONTACT CURRENT

ILOW LEVEL (1) DERATING NOT APPLICABLE

I RESISTIVE LOAD 50% OF RATED RESISTIVE

CAPACITIVE LOAD I
MAXIMUM INRUSH CURRENT 50% OF RATED RESISTIVE

INDUCTIVE LOAD 50% OF RATE INDUCTIVE OR I
35% OF RATED RESISTIVE I

MOTOR LOAD 50% OF PATED MOTOR OR
15% OF RATED RESISTIVE

LAMP (FILAMENT) LOAD 50% OF RATED LAMP OR
7-8% OF RATED RESISTIVE

CONTACT POWER 40% OF RATED VALUE
APPLICABLE TO REED, MERCURY
WETTED OR OTHER LOADS RATED
IN WATTS OR VOLT AMPERES

-------------------------- ---------I-------------------------I
COIL OPERATE VOLTAGE

MINIMUM CONTINUOUS DC OR RMS 90% OF RATED NOMINAL VALUE
AC VOLTAGE

MINIMUM COIL VOLTAGE (3) 110% OF RATED PICKUP VOLTAGE?
- ------------------------- -------I---------------------------I
COIL DROP OUT VOLTAGE

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 110% OF RhATED DROPOUT

MINIMUM ALLOWABLE 90% OF RATED DROPOUT I
----------------------------------------

VIBRATION LIMIT INCLUDING 60% OF MAX RATED

MOUNTING Q

-------------------- -------- ~** ------------------------- I
TENPERAi1URE 20 DEG C LESS THAN MAX RATED

I- ------------------- ----------------------------------- I
(1) Less than 100 mW of power
(2) Use derated resistive ratings when the inductive, motor, or lamp

ratings are not given.
(3) Minimum short duration voltage, worst case limit. Transients of

shorter duration than 10% of release time may be of lower voltage.
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TABLE 12-2: RELAY DERATING FOR LEVEL II

.PAR-A-M-ET-ER- DERATING PERCENTAGE (2)

----------------------------- -----------1----------------
CONTINUOUS CONTACT CURRENT

LOW LEVEL (1) DERATING NOT APPLICABLE

RESISTIVE LOAD 75% OF RATED RESISTIVE

CAPACITIVE LOAD
MAXIMUM INRUSH CURRENT 75% OF RATED RESISTIVE

INDUCTIVE LOAD 75% OF RATE INDUCTIVE OR
40% OF RATED RESISTIVE

MOTOR LOAD -/75% OF RATED MOTOR UR
20% OF RATED RESISTIVE

LAMP (FILAMENT) LOAD 75% OF RATED LAMP OR
10% OF RATED RESISTIVE

GON,'A(.T PO'NEiI 50% OF RATED VALUE
APPLIGABLE TO REEL, MERCURY
WETTED OR OTHER LOADS RATED
IN WATTS OR VOLT AMPERES

-IL---------E----------------------------------------

MINIMUM CONTINUOUS DC OF. RMS 90% OF RATED NOMINAL VALUE

I AC VOLTAGE

MINIMUM COIL VOLTAGE (3) 110% OF RATE) PICKUP VOLTAGE

--- ------------------ I--- -------- ---------------- II----------
COIL DROP OUT VOLTAGE

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 110% OF RATED DRUPCUT,
~~~"I j,..,I

MINIMUM ALLOWABLE 90% OF RATED DROPOUT
---------------------------- I--------------------------------------------K

VIBRATION LIMIT INCLUDING 60% OF MAX RATED
MOUNTING Q 1

------------------------------ --------------------- II------
TEMPERATURE 20 DEG C LESS THAN MAX RATED

(1) Less than 100 mW of power
ý2) Use derated resistive ratings when the inductiv,, motor, or lamp
ratings are not given.
(3) Minimum short duration voltage, worst case limit. Transients of
shorter duration than 10% of release time may be ?f lower voltkge.
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TABLE 12-3: RELAY DEATING FOR LEVEL III

PARAMETER DERATING PERCENTAGE (2)
-------------------- --------1---------------------------I

CONTINUOUS CONTACT CURRENT

LOW LEVEL (1) DERATING NOT APPLICABLE

RESISTIVE LOAD 90% OF RATED RESISTIVE

CAPACITIVE LOAD
MAXIMTH INRUSH CUPRENT 90% OF RATED RESISTIVE

INDUCTIVE LOAD 90% OF RATED INDUCTIVE OR!
75% OF RATED RES.LSTI'E

MCTOR LOAD 90% OF RATED MOTOR OR
75% OF RATED RE f.STIVE

LAMP (FILAMENT) LOAD 90% OF RATED LAMP OR
30% OF RAIED RESISTIVE

CONTACT POWER I 70% OF RATED VALUE
APPLICABLE TO REED; MERCURY
WETTED OR OTHER LOADS RATED
IN WATTS OR VOLT AMPERES

---------------------------- -----I-------------------------I
COIL OPERATE VOLTAGE

MINIIMUM CONTINUOUS DC OR RMS 90% OF RATED NOMINAL VALUE
AC VOLTAGE

MINIMUM COIL VOLTAGE (3) 110% OF RATED PICKUP VOLTAGEI

---------------------------- ------I---------------------------I
COIL DROP OUT VOLTAGE

MAXTMUM ALLOWABLE 110% OF RATED DROPOUT

MINI "UM ALLOWABLE 90% OF RATED DROPOUT
---------------------------- --------I -------------------------

VIBRATION LIMIT INCLUDING 60% OF MAXIMUM RATED
MOUNTING Q

-------------------- --------I--------------------------
TEMPERATURE 20 DEG C LESS T=LiN MAX. RATED

(1) Less than 16U mW of power
(2) Use derated resistiveratings when the inductive, motor, or lamp

ratings sr, not given.
(3) Minimlim short duration voltage, worst case limit. Tygnsients of

shorter duration than 10% of release time may be of lower voltage.
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SECTION 13

SWITCH DERATING GUIDELINES

13.1 Genera!1

The principal derating parameter for switches are the contact current,
voltage, and power.

There are four major switch types that will be covered, they are toggle,
sensitive, rotar:y, and pushbutton switches. Other switches like limit,
proximity, thermal, etc. have many application considerations that must
be followed, therefore, this derating may only apply to their contacts.

Toggle switches -re used to perform a make-and-break action. They can
be used in AC or DC circuits.

Sensitive switches are generally a plunger activated switch which
performs a N. 0. (normally open) or N. C. (normally closed)
electrical swithching function. The plunger is spring loaded and can be
activated be applying direct force (normally 5 once maximum) upon the
top of the plunger or if there is a leaf pivotting arm attached to the
plunger, by applying force to the arm which will in turn apply force to
the plunger.

Rotary switches are generally used as a circuit selector for switching
small signals, frequencies etc., and normally are not considered a power
switching device. The switching is actuatcd by a rotary motion of the
shaft for the selection wf one or more circuits. They are suitable for
use in AC or DC circuits.

Pushbutton switches are operated by the movement of a reciprocating
plunger. These switches vary in complexity from a single circuit
"on-off" switch to a multicircuit switch with a lighted display. These
switches can be used in AC or DC circuits.

For deLailed design and appli;ation guidelines, consult MIL-STD-1132.

The selected derating levelo in this section are based upon review of
limited historical applicatioi's and/or upon engineering jLdgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed upcn design freedom. The device complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship betv- 'n applied stress and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Some
flexability should be used In application of specific values of
derating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded -ff
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next ievel (i.e. Level I to Level II).
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13.2 Application Guidelines

A. Switch contacts may be operated in parallel for redundancy but Lever
to increase the current rating.

B. Switch application in digital circuits must be carefully reviewed to
assure that contact bounce or chatter will not be interpreted as a
circuit interruption which will produce logic errors.

C. Switches are subject to contact chatter in high shock and vibration
environments, therefore they should be mounted in areas which will
minimize shock and vibration.

D. Switches used in low level application, normally with noble metal
contacts, must be rated for low level currents and voltages. Low level
requirements are defined per MIL-STD-202 test method 311 as 10 mA
='ximum at 30 mV maximum open circuit voltage DC or peak AC.

E. Insulation resistance of switches must be considered when used in
high impedance circuits.

F. Temperature and altitude variation must be considered because
moisture condensationA within the switch may occur during
temperature/altitude changes. This moisture may cause contact
conuamination or short circuit.

G. It is usually necessary to use toggle or push button s-,itches for
high current levels. The rating of rotary switches is normally limited
to 15 amperes. Positive break toggle switches per MIL-S-8834 are
preferred types for heavy loads.

H. In humid or d4 - environmenLs sealed switches should be used,
although a larL ompletely open switch is equally good in moist
environments. A poorly sealed switch may allow condensation to
accumulate but not provide for water drainage.

13.3 Derating Guidelines

The contact current, voltage, and power are the pri.ncipal derating
stress parameters. The recommended derating for Levels I, II, and III
are listed in Table 13-1.
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S~TABLE 13-1- SWITCH OERATING GUIDELINES

, DERATIN', PERCENTAGE DERA" N0 PERCENTAGE DERATING PERCENTAGE
PARAMETERS FOR LEVL1 I FOR LEVEL II FOR LEVEL III

, I (2) (2) (2)
~~~~~- -- --.......-...---.-.---- (-...-.--- ----..-....-...-.- - ---- -

I CONTINUOUS CONTACT
CURRENT

LOW LEVEL (1) DERATING NOT APPLICABLE IDERATING NOT APPLICABLE (DERATING NOT A!FPLICABLEI

RESISTIVE LOAD 150% OF RATED RESISTIVE 175% OF RATED RESISTIVE 90% OF RATED RESISTIVEI I
CAPACITIVE LOAD 150% OF RATED RESISTIVE 175% OF RATED RESISTIVE 1Q0% OF RATED RESISTIVE
(MAXIMUM INRUSH I

CURRENT) I

INDUCTIVE LOAD 150% OF RATED INDUCTIVE 175% OF RATED INDUCTIVE 190% O RATED INDUCTIVE
(OR 35% OF RATED (OR 40; OF RATED (OR 50% OF RATED
(RESISTIVE IRESISTIVE IRESISTIVE

MOTOR LOAD 150% OF RATED MITOR LOAD175% OF RATED MOTOR LOADI30% OF RATED MOTOR LOADI
(OR 15% OF RATED IOR 20% OF RATED (OR 35% OF RATED
iRESISTIVE IRESISTIVE (RESISTIVE

I LAMP (GIL•0ENT) LOAD 150% OF RATED LAIIP 175% OF RATED LA*I' 190% OF RATED LAMP
(OR 7-8% OF RATED (OR 10% OF RATED (OR 15% OF RATED
(RESISTIVE IRESISTIVE (RESISTIVE

CONTAQT POWLR (3) 140% OF RATED 150% OF RATED 170% OF RATED

CONTACT VOLTAGE (40% OF RATFD 150% OF RATED 70% OF RATED

(1) Less th.hn 1iOOuri of power.
(2) Use derated resistive ratin'is when thv- inductive, motor, or lamp
ratings are not given.
(3) When contacts are rated for power or volt-ampere capacity sueh as
with reed switches or mercury sw~tch.
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SECTION 14

CONNECTOR DERATING GUIDELINES

14.1 General

The primary factors affectiaig the failure rate of connectors are insert
material, contact current, number of acLive contacts, mate/unmate
cycling, and the environment in which it is operated. The rating of
connectors is determined by the temperatute of the insert material.
This temperature is due to operating ambiet temperature and the
temperature rise caused by current through the contacts.

The selected derat .ng levels in this section are based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upun engineering judgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed upon design freedom. The device complexity anid/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stress and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Some
flexability should be used in application of specific values of
derating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded off
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).

14.2 Application Guidelines

A. Wben the number of active contacts is 100 or more in a single
connector, the reliablity will be increased by using 2 connectors with
the same total number of contacts as the single connector.

B. Using a 200 deg C rated insert over a 125 deg 0 rated insert will
will lower generic failure rate an average of 85% (see Figure 14-1).

C. Scoop-proof connectors should be considered fo., designs susceptable
to bent pin feilures, Also, scoop-proof connectors must always be used
for crdinancc/explosive circuitry.

D. When pins are connected in parallel at the connector to increabe the
current capacity, allow for a mimimuz of 25% surplus of pins over that
required to meet the 50% derating for each pin, assuming equal curreuts
in each. The currents will not divide equally due to variations in
contact recistance. For example, it would require 5 pins rated at 1
ampere each to conduct 2 amperes under 50% derated conditions.
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14.3 Connector Derat3.ng i•uidelines

Voltage, *urrent, and temperature are che stress parameterj that will be

derated for connectors. The recommended derating for each Level is
shown in Table 14-1. Also, the applied voltdge must be derated for

application in altitude as shown in Figure i4-2. The vultage derating

of Table 14-1 and of Figure 14-2 ic not &dditive. The lesser of the two

voltages should be itsd.

The guidelixies pres•.ted herein ira applicý.ble to all three classes of

connectors, circuia,, printed wire board, and coaxial.
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TABLE 14-1: RECOMMENLED CONNECTOR DERATING

PARAMETZR LEVEL I LEVEL II LEVEL III
l~i ili~ii in inwi w Kiil1mil E I ilin~inw~iUlli I I~~lllGl

Max Operating 50% Rated 70% Rated 80% Rated
Voltage Dielectric Dielectric Dielectric
DC or AC Withstanding Withstanding Withstanding
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage

---------- ----------I ------ ------I ----------- I --------------
Max Operating 50% Rated 70% Rated 85% Rated
Current Current Current Cur..ent

---------I ---------------I--.----------------,------------£
IMax Insert IMax Rated Insert lr4ax Rated Insert IMax Rated Insert
:Temperature ITemrp less 50 (dcgC ITemp less 25 degC11emp less 20 degCl
!(Ambient + I I I I
I Heating Factor)j I

(1) Ambient tempevature is thait tewLperature in which the connector will
opurr•L•e. Heating factor is the temperature rise caused by power
transmission through the coutacts.
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* SECTION 15

ROTATING DEVICES DERATING GUIDELINES

15,0 Introduction

The rotary devica -s an electromechaaical device that will rotate in
response to an electrical input or will produce an elec,:rical output in
response to rotation. Examples of this type of device are motors,
generators, synchros, and time meters.

The selected derating levels in this section are based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upon engineering, judgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed nipon design fieedom. The de'rice complexity and/or limited
analytical ±elationship between applied stress and its reliability
effects pievents precise selection of appropriate aerating levels. Some
flexability should be used in application of specific values of
derating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded off

against another but the relief shold no,: be granted all the way to the
next ievel (i.e. Level I to Level U1).

SECTION 15.1

ELECTRICAL MOTOR DERATING GUIDELINES

151.1 General

The principal derating stress parameters for these devices are bearing
loads, winding temperature, and the ambient temperature of operation.

The two major groups of electrical i:otors are alternating current (AC)
devices and direct curreut (DC) devices.

AC motors are also divided into two major subgroups; synchronous and
asynchronous devices, Synchronous devices run at a constant speee (as
related to line frequenpy) regardless of load, while asynchronous
devices run at a less than synchronous level (induction motor). The
actual construct'ion of the AC motor depends on the usage of the device,
whetler it be fractional horsepower or many horsepower. See Figure 15-1
for some examples. AC motors can be single phase or poly phase, but 'A
the-y are c:onstructea and used in the same manner.

DC motors are widely used because the speed-torque relationahip can be
varied to many torms or for the regeneration applicatiou in eitber
direction of rotation. They can be controlled smoothly down to zero
rpms and immediately cccelerated in the opposite direction. See Figure
15-1 for examples of DC tiotors.
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15.1.2 Application Guidelires

A. Temperature is the prime determitning factor in mot:or life and
efficiency. If the temperature of the device becomes too great, the
windings insulation fails; if the tempe:ature goes too low, the bearing6
fall. The pr*oferred operating temperature range is be'ween 0 degrees C
and 30 degrees C.

B. Voltage must be maintainod at the nominal level to achieve maximum
efficiency aud l,fe span,

C. Moist-tre should be minimized to prevent corrosic a, insulation
degradation, and low resistance to electrical leakage.

D. Load and speed also affect efficiency and life span. Excessive
loads or low speed can create high winding temperatures and exceosive
bearing loads.

15.1.3 MotoL Derating Guidelines

The bearing load, winding temperature, and the ambient temperature of
operation are the princi'pal derating "tress parameters for motors (AC
ana DC). The recommended derated valugs for all Lhree Lavels are listed
below:

A. Temperature is the major stress factc- for motors. Figure 15-2
graphs the relative effect of a change in the ambient temperature on the
failure rate. Note that bearings fail at low temperatures while
windiags and insulation failure predominates at high temperature. Note
that the failure rate piotted as a function of temperature (Figare 15-2)
is relative since it will vary for different classes of motors and foi
various quality levels of motor construction. Note that the calculated
failure rate (MIL-11D13K- 217C) plot shows a linear incraaus with
temperaure (above 0 deg C). In actual practice, based upon typical
chemical reaction rates, the failure rate probably increases fasLer than
the calculation indicates. The maximum rated operating temperature
should be derated as follows:

Level I; Max. rated less 40 deg C
Level II; Max. rated less 25 deg C
Level III; Max. rated less 15 deg C

Absolute upper temperature limits are not specified since this will vary
with the class of insulation used in the device dosign. The lower
temperature is limited to apprc-imately 0 degrees C unless heating or
preccutions are taken due to bearing failures as shown 4x Figure 15-2.

B. Bearing load should be derated by 25% of rated load for Level I.
For Levels II and 'll, the bearing ioad should be derated by 10% of the
Ilttgd load.
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SECTION 15.2

SYNCHROS AND RESOLVFERS DEPATING IDELINES

15.2.1 General

The principal deraiiug si.zess parameters for synchros and resolvwrs are
bearing loads and device winding temperature.

Synchros and resolvers are rotary devices t"...', usually perform Logqther
to interpret mechanical angular displacement. The oynchros weasures
physical angular position and transforms I.t into an electrical signal.
The resolve,: converts an iuput electrical ciglnal into an angular
position displacement.

i5.2.2 Application Guideliaes

A. T-mperature is the main factor in predicting the life span for
synchros and resolvers. However, very little heat is internally
generated and thuj the ambient temperature io predouiiuant. The
preferred operating temperature range is between 0 degrees and 30
degrees C.

B. Voltage must be maintainei at the nominal level to achieve maximum
operation and life spar.

C. Moisture should bL minimized to prevent covrosion, insulation
degradation, and low resistance electrical Leakage.

D. Excessive load or speed are detrimental. These are normally low
speed devices.

15.2.3 Synchros And Resolvers Derating Guidelines

Thie bearing load and winding temperature (or ambient temperature of
operation) are the principal derating stress parameters for synchros and

The bearing Icad shiould be derated by 25% of the rated load for Level I.
For Level II and Lwrel III, the bear:ing load shoula 'e derated by 10% of
the rated load.
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Fipure 15-3 gives a relative effect of changes in the ambient
temperature on the failure rate. At the lower ambient temperature, the
failures are due to the bearings and at the higher ambient Lemperature,
the failures are due tU windings and insulation. The maximum rated
temperature should be derated as follows:

Level Y; Maximum Rated less 40 degrees C.
Level II; Maximum Rated less 25 degrees C.
Level III; Maximum Rated less 15 degrees C.

The aosolute upper temperature limits are not specified since this will
vary with the class of insulation used in the device design.

The lower operating temperature is to be limited to approximately 0
degrees C unless heating or other precautions are taken due to bearing
failures shown in Figure 15-3.
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SECTION 15.3

ELAPSED TIME METER DERATING GUIDELINES

15.3.1 General

The principal stress parameters fo• elapsed time meters is bearing
temperature.

Most time meter devices use motor driven rotary components when the
speed needs to be held constant. This is achieved either by the use of
a governor (DC motor types) or by the use of a synchrous motor (AC motor
types).

Most elapsed time meters provide a digital readout and may be resetable.
Some time devices employ electronics or electrochemical operating
principles. The load and speed of the mechanical elements is usually
fixed,, and therefore it can not be deratcd for improved reliability.

15,3.2 Application Guidelines

A. Temperature is the main factor in predicting the life span. If the
temp3rature of the device becomes too great, the winding& insulation
fails; if the temperature goes too low, the bearings and other
mechanical fuction characteristics can cause failurcs.

B. Voltage must be maintained at the nominal level to achieve maximum
e~ienc• and life span.

C. Moisture should be minimized to prevent corrosion, insulation
degradatiop, aid low leakige resistance.

15.3.3 Elasped Time Meter Derating Guidelines (Motor Driven)

The bearing loads, winding temperature, and the ambient temperature of
operation are the principal derating stress porameters for elapsed time
meters. Time meter devices rely on the ability of the rotating motor to
keup the speed constant. Therefore, the facto-s for maximum efficiency
and life span are the same as for the motors. See Section 15.1,J for
the derating guidelines.
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SECTION 16

I A" DE"IATING GUIDELINES

This section will cover the derating ior incandescent and gaseous
(neon/argon) lamps.

The selected derating levels in thii vection are based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upon engineering judgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed upon design freedom. The device complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stress and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Some
flexability should be used in application of apecific values of
derating. In particular, one darated parameter can be traded off
against another but the reli*f should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).

SECTION 16.1

IN"ANDESCENT LAMP DMBATING GUIDELINES

16.1.1 General

The primary derating stress parameter for incandescent lamps is the
applied voltage.

The incandescent lamp is made up of a filament sealed in an inert gas.
This filament is normally made of tungsten and the operating temperature
is between 1600 deg K and 3200 deg X for clear glass bulbs and between
1700 d,.g K and 6500 deg K for color coated bulbs. The application must
protect against damages to the glass seal, mechanical stress (vibration
or shock) to Lhe filament and overheating of the filament.

The primary factor in predicting the life expectancy for incandescent
lamps is the applici voltage. Figure 16-1 illustrates the relationuhip
bet .een the applied voltage, the life expectancy, and the light output.
For example, operating the lamp at 94% of the rated design voltage will
cause the candle power to be decreased by 16%, the current through the
lamp to be decreased by 5%, and the average life to have multiplying
factor of 2X or to be doubled. The life expectancy of an incandescent
lamp is typically 1 to 2K hours, but may be shorter for h~gh intensity
types.

15 .1.2 Application Guideli.les

A. The lamp should not be exposed to extreme shock or vibration near
the resonant frequency of the filament. Ii operated in this
enviror-tent, probable damagc to the filament will take ,iace. Short
filament lamps are not affected by shouk or vibration ak; mticir longer
filament lamps. V1
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B. lf operating above 177 deg C, the solder on the babe may soften and
deform. Operating above 260 deg C, evolved gasses may attack the
filament, or the glass envelope may soften or collapse.

C. Variation in applied voltage from the rated volLage level will
significantly effect the light output and life expectancy (see Figure
16-1). The frequency of on/off cycling will also affect thL life
expectancy.

D. Incandescent lamps can be used with any color lens, however, the
light output will be affected by the color of the lens (i.e. A light
color lens, like yellow or straw, will have little affect on the light
output. Where a green, red, or blue will decrease the light output,).

E. Temperature cycling is especially damaging to incandescent lamps.
Also, the cold verses hot filamei't impedance ratio Ls typically 1:10 and
causes high inrush current at turn-on. These life limiting factors can
be minimized by application of stand-by power (1/2 voltage) and a series
resistance (10% of the hot filament resistance).

F. The incandescent lamps will consuae the mobt power for the given
amount of light over toe other lmp types.

G. DC operation of an incandescent lamp will greatly reduce life

expectancy because the resistance in the lamp will increaso with time
and therefore cauce a higher Noltage drop across the lauip. There are
other factors which may be encountered from DC operation, such as
notching or utieven evsporation of the filament. Theuc factors will also
cause decreased life expectancy.

16.1.3 Incandescent Derating Guidelines

Voitagu is the derating stress parameter for incandecenc lamps. The
recommend'ed voltage l.,vel for all three Levels that will double the life
expectancy with an acceptable drop in light output (16%) is 94% of the
rated level, if operated in normal environments (i.e. no extreme shock,
vibration or ambient tempeirature).
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SECTION 16.2

NEON/ARGON LAMP DERATING GUIDELINES

16.2.1 General

The pincipal derating streir parameter for gaseous lamps are the
current, the starting voltage, and maintaining voltage 1evels. Argon
lamps will follow the same application and derating guidelines as neon

A neon lamp is a cold-cathode gas .Aischarge type device and coiLists of
two closely spaced electrodes in a gas filled glass envw'lope. The gas
will ionize and glow when sufficient voltage is applied. The typical
life expectancy for neon lamps is 10 to 15K hours.

The amount of light output from the lamp in directly proportioned to the
curtcnt through the lmup. A resistor must be placed in scries with the
lamp to prevent instantaneous burnout from excessive c.urrent. With thig
series resistor and the combination of the sustaieing voltage and lamup
characteristics, the current level through the lamp can be determined.
Therefore, the light output cau also be determined.

The primary factors Li predicting the life expectancy of a neon lamp arc
the currunt through the lamp and the starting voltage. Operation above
rated current and starting voltage will cause a decreabe in life
expectancy.

16.2.2 Application Guidelines

A. Thuu tartivg voltagc, needed to start ionization, is normally 20%
highlr than H-'e sustaining vojtage level. Consult the appropriate
spocificatiou ý tr-; ,act values.

I1. Neoin lamps c.i bs operated in cavironmeits of shock and vib-atiou.

C. Neon lamps shoiid not be used in environments where the ambient
temperature exceeds 150 dog C.

V. A variation trom the rated current level will cause significant
changes in the life expectancy and light output (i.A. an increase the
current will increase the brightness and decrease the life expectancy).
The current through the lamp, which is directly proportiuLti tn tie
required series rosibtor, is normally between 0.1mA and 5mA.

F,. Dark colored lens (like green or blhe) should rot be used with neon
lamps because the light output will be quite low.

2?2
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F. The required wtarting and sustaining voltage will increase over the

life of the purt. A typical increase is about 5 to 10% from the initial

valaes. This change may vary for different parts (consult the
appropriata speclification).

16.2.3 Noon Lamp De•ating Guidelines

Current through the lamp is •he principal derating stress parameter.
The recommended current level for all three Levels is 94ý u, the rated
current. With a derating of 94%. the life expectancy will double and

the output will only be decreased by 16%.

The starting aod austaining voltage levels are lamp characteristics and
cannot bo deratod° The starting voltage level can be increased for a
quicker responoe, time, but. the life expectan&cy will be decreased.

22
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SECTION 17

CIRCUIi' B1MWAPER )E!tATINC GUIDELINES

17.1 General

The principal derating parameter for circuit breakers is the current
through the element.

There are three main types of circuit breakers that will be considered
it this section. They are thermal, maagnetic, and thermal compensated
(thermal-magnetic). The type of circuit breaker is d.pendent on the
iollowing: wire protection, load requirome.•ts, interruption
requirements, and envirunmental cons ider• t ions, The trip
characteristics will change slightly between operating with 60 1,1z AC and
DC currents.

The thermal circuit breaker responds only to temperature changes in the
armature. The armature is noz.wally bimetal ýrnd in series with the
circuit it i to protect. The temperature change in the armature is
generated by I R losses. The heat will cause tl'e armature to bend,
which ciuses it to unlatch (for a typical trip curve for thic type, iee
Figuve 17-WA). This typu is normally unsealed.

Magn.!i:C circuit breakers are rmade up of a solenoid coil with a dashpot
time-delay elaienL*. The o,)eration is dependent ,ipon the magnetic flux
generated from the current in the coil. The solenoid coil is wouud such
that the magnetic flux generaued by rated current or les6 will rot cL.use
Lhe spring armature to open. An increase in magnetic Llux (due to an
increase above the rated current) will. cause the arialture tv) pull olpenl
(for a typical trip curve for this type, see Fiaure 17-1b).

A thermal compensated circuit breaker operates in the same wanner as
thermal circuit breakers with Lte exception of the ilnstV.11taneous
tripping point. At the instantaneous tripping point, the magsietic
feature either takes over to help it remain cloued1 or will help the
armature; to open (for a typical trip curve for this I-ypo , see Figure.
17-ic). This type of circuu.t breaker should be use in environments
where the ambient temperature may vary.

For detailed design and application guide)line, consult MIL-STD-1498.
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The selected derating levels in this section are based upon review of
limited historical applications and/or upon engineering jdgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
placed upon aesign freedom. The devz.ze complexity and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stress an~d its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating leveln. Some
flexabi].ity shoul.' be used in application of specitic values of
derating. In particular, one derated parameter can be traded -off
against another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).

17.2 Application Guidelines

A. The power capacity of the generating source is limited by Lhe
traniformer and line impedances and must be considered.

B. The iuterrupt capacity of the circuit breaker must not be exceeded.
The interrupuing capacity is the maximum short circuit current that the
circuit breaker can interrupt without failure occurring (normally 1000 A
to 10000 A, consult the appropriate specificoation for precise values).

C. Thermal and thermal. compensated relays do not have an instantaneous
trip time. Instantaneous trip time is no:rma),ly 15 msec or less (this
value may vary between breakers, consult the appropriate specification).

D. A time delay trip characteristics shoule be used when the load may
cause high inrush (high starting loads) cur-ents.

E. Over the life of the breaker, the nmAximum ultimate trip current will
increase by 10% and the minimum ultimate trip current will decrease by
10% (see Figu-,e 17-2 for this example).

F. Environaentally sealed circuit breakerij should be used when theci
application uf the circuit breake- is in aln environment where particles II
or gesses may cause failures.

17.3 Circuit Breaker Derating Guidelines

Current through a circuit breaker is tl,.e principal deratiug stress
parameter. The recommended current derating for Levels I and II isi 75%
to 80% of the rated level and for Level u.Z, use 90% of the rated level.
At these levels, the ability to protec!: the circuit from a large
overload is still available.
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SECTION 18

FUSE DERATING GUIDELINES

18.1 General

The principal derating stress parameter for fuses is current. The four
basic types of fuses that are covered in this section are normal
response, time-delay, fast-acting, and current limitilig.

The normUl-response fuses may or may not be current limiting. It has a
fusing time whicb is normally faster than the trip time of a circuit
b-eaker. Typically, the fusing time is 0 to 5 second's at an overload ot
200% or 0 to 0.1 seconds at an overload of 300%.

The time-delay fuse also may or may not be current liniting. It
funLctions by the use cf two elements: a thermal, cutouL with a
high-time-lag characteristics and a short-circuit element. The thermal
cutout operates under normal transient overloads and blows on continuous
light overloads. The short-circuit elements will blow under heavy
overloads and short-circuit conditions. The time-delay fuses can bc
used in conditions where a motor starting load or switching transi.ents
may cause normal-response fuses to blow.

The fast-acting fuses are designed to blow extremely fast under
short-circuit conditions. The normal response time is a few msec for
large overloads. These fuses may or may not be cu=ent-limiting. The
fast-acting fusea can be used to provide somu protection in
uemiconductor circuitry because of their fast response time to ait
ovei load.

The current-limiting fuses have the ability to limit tale inat&ntaneous
peak current of a shcrt circuit. It will rot totally eliminate the
effects of a short circuit, but it will lower the current to values much
less than would exist if ,he fuse were rot in the circuit. This type of
fuse under a given shoit-circuit condition will clear the fault within
one-half cycle under ac operation between 50 anO 4001-z.

The selected derating levels in this section ar, based ,'"on review of
limited historical applications ind/or upon engincering judgement to
balance the increased reliability against the relative constraints
).laced upon design freedov. The device CoxaplcxLty and/or limited
analytical relationship between applied stress and its reliability
effects prevents precise selection of appropriate derating levels. Some
flexability should be used in application cf specific values of
derating. in particular, one derated parameter can be traded off
againit another but the relief should not be granted all the way to the
next level (i.e. Level I to Level II).
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I P. 2 Application Guidelines

A. Current limiting fuses should not be used at friquencios higher than
400Hz if single cycle protection is desired.

B. The circuit voltage vhould not exceed the voltage rating of the fusi.,
tu protect from arcing.

C. Changes in ambient temperatuie will cause the rating of the fuse to
change. For typical time-delay and normal response fuses, see Figure
18-1 anu Figure 18-2, respectively.

D. Extreme caution should be observed when using fusee in a srace
applications ( note: the characteristics may •hauae in this
env¢ironment).

E. Extreme shock or vibration may cause premature opening of fuses,
consult the appropriate Spec for limits.

18.3 Fuse Derating Guidelines

Current is the dera&ing stress parame3ter for fuses. The recommended
c irrent derating for fuses is 50% of the rated value for Levels I and II
aUd 70% of the rated value for Level iII. There is an additiortal
derating of 0.5%/degC recommeaded for an increase in the ambient
temperature above 25 dog C. It is alro recommended that voltage rating
of the fusei be derated 20-40% fur fuse current ratings of 1/2 A. or less.
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SECTION 19

CRYSTAL DERATJVG GUIDELINES

19.1 General

The crystal unit is generally made up of a quartz crystal mounted in a
metallic holder. The size oi the crystal is inversely proportiolAial to
the frequenuy of operation. The L ystal unit may also contain a heating
element which will help stabilize the crystal temperat,,re.

The five important parameters of the crystal unit are frequency range,
mode c, oscillation, temperature range, load capacitance, and driving
level. The principal stress parameters are the driving power and the
temperature of operation. The rated power must be applied to aclicvP
the rated frequency and output power.

MIL-C-3098 and MIL-STD-683 specifies military crystal uniti for
frequenci.-n of operation from 16 KHz to 125 MHz and operatiug
temperature rangep from -55 deg C to 1405 deg C and driving powers
varying from 0.1 to 10.0 ioW.

The selected derating level in this section is based upon engineeving
judgement by consideration of the device construction and materials.
Due either to the relative recent technology development and/or the
manner in which the device is integiated into its surrounding &1stem, no
derating history is available. In many cases, due to the operative
Miature of the devices, derating itoelf is inappropriate. However, where
practical, the design should strive to give the maximum stress margin
(below muaximum rated) practical when considered against the design
difficulties thus incurred. Some analysis should be applied to assess
the design difficulties thus incurred. These device types are generally
low population devices in systems and thus have limited reliability
contribution (if their reliability contribution is well bilow that of

the total system).

19.2 Application Guidelines

A. The frequency and frequency stability of a crystal is sensistive to
high levels of moisture and temperature.

B. Environments of shock and vioration can damage the fragile crystal
unit and lower the frequency of the larger types. Consult the
appropiate specification for the recommended safe limits of shock and
vibration.
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C. While not normally considered electrostatic. sensitive devices. most.
cry'~tal units are susceptable LP' Jamage tor elictrup~tatic discharges
greater than 4000 volts, This level of electrostitic voltage can be

induced by~ iuipropcr handling. The damage often results in operational

degradation rather than catastrophi%; failitre.I

1). With excessive cirive voltage applied, crystal fractures can occur
due to mechanical foi.ces exceeding the elastic limics.

B. The input drive power tolerance (typically +/-1.0 %) c.n be
tightened to assure frequency stability.

19.3 Crystal Derating Guidelines

The recommended driviLng power for most crystal units cannot be derated
6ince the rated fiLequency may not be obtainable. Consult. the appropiat'n
specificai-ioti or mianufacturer's literature for possible exceptions.

The operating temperature of the crystal must be maintained between tb.',
maximum audi minimum limits in order to achieve the rated frequency.

I'
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SECTION 20

TUBE DERATING GUIDELINES

20.1 Introduction

This section covers cathoue ray tibes and microwave tubes of the
following types; traveling :,ave tubes, magnetrons, and klystronu.

The selected derating level ia thiE section is based upon engineering
judgement by consideration of the device construction anv materials.
Due either to tihe relative recent technology de-elopment and/or the
maniter iL which the device it integrated into its surrounding system, no
derating history is available. In many caseu, due to the operative
nature of the devices, de ating its-.tt ic inappropriate, HoweveA, wbere
practical, the design should strive to give the maximum stress margin
(below maximum rated) piactical when considered against the design
difficulties thus incurred. Some analysis should be applied to assess
the design difficulties thus incurred. Theae do-ice types are generally
low population devicei in systems aud thus have limited reliability
contribution (if their reliability contribution is well below that of
the total sysLem).

SECTION 20.2

CATHOLE RAY TUBE DERATING GUIDELINES

The design oi systems u~ing cathode ray tubes is highly dependent on
humaiu factois such as visibility, size, color, readability,...,etc.
Because of the specialized nature of the deji-n field and of the data,
it is not practical to establish generalized application and derating
guidelines. However, with vacuum tube devices, the bulb, and. the
,,'thode temperatures are important for reliability. Consult
apecifications and uanufacturer s literature for the optimum conditions
for minimum failure rates. Also, consideration can be given to
waintionin6 cathode temaperature at a reduced temperate during "off"
cu-ditions. This will reduce effects of cold in-rush current and
thermal cycling. Most failures are associaLeu wirh cathode failure dLe
to therzial effects or gun assembly failure due to mechanical stressee
from vibration or shQck.
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SECTION 20.3

MICROWAVE TUBE DERATING GUIDELINES

20.3,1 General

Microwave tubes can be divided into two main claasifications: linear
beas, zvpeg which include traveling wave and kly'.ron tubes and
crossed-field types which includes magnetrons.

In linear beam tubes, a magnetic field with coin, jdc,.t axis to the
electron beam holds the beam tigather as it travels 1,e langth of the
tube. Electrons rece~ve potenti4l energy from tba ,'c beam voltage
before they arrive in the microwave region. In f'Y• mi, rovav'e region the
electrons are accelerated or decelstated by the wizrowewve f,,`0.d and then
bunched as they drift. The bunched electrons eive up kinetic energy to
the microwave fields a. .d induce current in the output ottructuxe.

In the crossed-field tubes, such as magnetr:)us, the dc magnetic field
and the dc electric field are perpendicular to jach oLher. The magnetic
field has a direct part in the RF interaction process. The electrons
emitted by the cathode are accelerated by the electric field. The
higher the electrcoi velocity the more their paths are bent by tie
magnetic field. With a RY field applied tp the anode, electrons
entering the retard~ng field are decelerated and give up energy to the
RF fielld and the anode circuit. Those electrons entering during the
accelerating field receive ener6y from the RY field and are returned
back towards the cathode.

20.3.2 Microwave Tube berating Guidelines

The design usage of microwave tubes is highly specialized and there is
insufficient data to define generalized dierating guidelines for all
conditions. Use the failure rate pred' I LiJA methods ot MIL-UDBK-417G to
cptimize design and usage for ,iaiwiu..n, failure rate. 'he following
recommendatious are guidel,.nes oly and are not necessarily ,ý,t.imum for
all devices under all conditions (see Table 20-1).

2'3
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TABLE 20-1: MICROWAVE TUBE DERATINU

PARAMETER RECOMMý'NDED
MAXIMUM

TEMPERAI TRE 20 do& C LESS THAN MAXIMUM

RATING

POWER OUTPUT 80Z OF MAXI'MUM RATING

I_IREFLECTED) POWER I50% OV' MAXIMUM W~AING

DUTY CYCLE I 752 OF MAXIMUM ILATING

23
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3ECTION 21

LASER DERATING GUIDELINES

21.1 GeneraI.

There are six major types of l1e~rs in general usuge which have failure
rate prodiction okodels def nimd by MT1,-IUD}K-217C.

A. Helh.um/Neoa
B. Ar-ion Ion
C. 002 Sealed
1). C02 Flowing
E. solid State, Nd: YAG Rod
V . Solid SLate, Ruby Rod

The selected durating level in this section ii ba~ed upon engU neering
judg'emernt by consideration of the device 'onstvuctiou and materials.
Due either to the relative recent technology development and/or the

amaner in which the device is integrated into its surrounding systUn, no
devatiug history is availabie. Iln muuy cases, due to the operative
wistu"re of the devicori, derating itsulf is inappropriate. However, vhe-i
praLitcal, the design snould strive to give the umaxLmum stress 1iwrgi.n
(bulow maxinum rated) practical when considered ag inst the design
difficulties th'ts incurred. Some analysis nhould be applied to assess
th deslign difficultles thus .incurred. Ths device types are geuc-ally
low populaLion devices in systems )nri. thus have limited reliability
conmributiou (if their reliability contrribution is wcll bueluw that ofthe,, total Lyuteai).

21.2 raser App licat ion Guidelinos and DeriiLing

Lauer syatwti design is a sipeciulized tield where t0h operating
parameters of each typo oua uzi~qe and interdependent. LiuitiLng It

parameteors by generalized derttiol'g t, notL practicval or advi~able.
Develop designs for fi nimu - pr :-i.rC'?, cd "niluke rate using tih fUil ure
tutu modelu of ftIL-UDB.,2X 7 ! Y.. Lo]'i. nwnufacturer's recominutc-tionos
for operating larutlwtori and (1o,,di .ioins not defined by the fail.ur • r a t

237
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SECTION 22

VIBRATOR DERA'TNG GUIDELINES

22.1 General

Vibrators are not recommended for use in elecLrical circuits becaune of
l 4 mited cyclixag life. If n v.*brator device is needed, the use of a
solid st-ate device like a high power switching trans istor, is
recommended.

The selected derating level in this ectixon is based upon engineering
judgewuvnt by consideration of the 'Lvice constructiou and materialu.
Due either to the relativ2 recent technology developmeat and/or the
matuer in whi'h the device ift integraced into its r'urrounding system, no
derating history irs available. In many cases, due to the operativeuaLuro of the devices, der'ating itself is inappropriate. However, where

practical, the design should strive to give the maximum stress margin
(below maximum rated) practical when considered against the design
difficulties thus incurred. Some analysis ahould be applied to assess
the design difficulties thus incurred. These device types are generally
low population devices in systems and thus have limited reliability
conUribution (if their reliability contribution is well below that of
tho total system),

22.2 Vibrato. Derating Guidoliaes

The current through the contacts , of the vibrator is the principal
derating stres•s parameter. The recomended current deratirg for Levels
I, A., and III are listed in Table 22-1. A reduction in the frequency
of operation, if possible, will extund the life of the vibrator.

238
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TABLE 22-1: VIBRATOR jURRENT DERATING

I LEViUL I I LEVFL II LEVEL III
I-------------I-- ------- I-------------------------

RESISTIVE LOAD 50% OF RATEDI 75% OF RATED 90% OF RATED
RESISTIVE RESISTIVE RESISTIVI

-- ------------- --- I -------
I CAPACITIVE LOADI 50% OF RATEDI 75% OF RATED 90% OF RATED
i(MAXTMUM INRUSH I RESISTIVE RESISTIVE RESISTIVE

CURRENT) I I
1---------I---------1----- -------------- I

INDUCTIV)E LOAD 1 50% OF P&TEDI 75% OF RATED 90% OF RATED
I() INDUCTIVE ORI INDUCTIVE OR INDUCTIVE OR
1 35% OF RATEDI 40% OF RATED 75% OF RATED
I RESTSTIVE I RESISTIVE RESIST'IVE

--------------------------------------. . . . . . . .

(1) bUs derated resistive ratings when iduictive ratiugs
are not given.
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SECTION 23

SURFACE WAVE ACOUSTICAL DLVICE DERATING GUIDELINES

23.1 General

Surface wave acoustical (SAW) devices are designed as oscillators,
filters, and delay lines operating at microwive frequencies to 1.0 GIlz.
Surface waves, known as Raleigh waves, are traveling disturbances on the
surface of solids with the motion of the atoms mostly confined to a
depth of a surface wavelength. Physically SAW devices consist of a
piezoelectric crystal saustrate o-,er whicl the Raleigh waves propagate.
Tho propagation velocity is much less than electronic propagation (and
less than the crystol wave velocity) and thus signal delay and filtering
can be achieved. The input and output electronic interia-ie iu achieved
vitli surface deposited in..erdigitated conductors which creates crystal
distortion with applied electrical potential. The crystal response 1i
sensitive to temperature, surface conditiov, and tho mounting
characteristics. Since it is temperature stable over the fuil military
range to one part in ton thousand, the most commonly used dielectric is
Y-cut quartL crystal.

The selected deraLing level in this snction is based upon engineering
judgement by Gousideration of the device construction and materials.
Due either to the relative recent technology development and/or the
maunir in which the device is integrated into its surrounding system, no
deratiug histury is available. In many cases, due Po the operative
nature of the devices, derating itself iu inappropriate. However, where
pract 4 cal, the design should strive to give the maximum stress margin
(below maximum rated) practical when considered against the design
difficulti'ýs thi's incurred. Some analysis should be applied t.. assess
the design difficulties thus incurred. The•c device types are generally
1,)w population devices in systems and thus have limited reliability
cortribution (if their reliability contribution is vell below that of
the total syLtam).

23.2 Application Guidelines

1'hese devices are sensitive to surface conditions therefore it requires
integrity of this hermetic package, changes in the surface environments
such as gas, moisture, dirt, etc. all will degrade performance. Also
the crystal mounting characteristics must not change from the original
design. These sensitivities require design attention to minimize
original stress to the package and mounting. Temperature cycling and
mechanica, atress should be minimized. Also exposure to excessive
temperature, over long pý.riods will V.jmanently degrade the crystal
characteristics.
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23.3 Saw Derating Guidelines

Derate input power by +10 dBm for devices operating above 100 MHz and
+20 dBm for ,devices operating below 100 MHz. The design should not
subject the SAW devices to the rated maximum of shock. vibration and
temperature cycling.

2i
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SECTION 24

FIBER OPTIC COM,-ONENTS DERATING GUIDELINES

24.1 Introduction

The fiber optic components considered for derat.ng criteria consist of
the four major classes and their subclasses listed in Table 24-1.

Parcticular itecms not considered, primarily becauss they are still in the
developmental stagp and art. uoL mature enough to be classed as off the
shelf components, includle couplers, splitters, repeaters, splices and
non-silicon detectors.

There are no prior ebtablished derating criteria for thi four classes of
fiber optic componentJ. Uowever, the major environmental and operating
stress faccoos are known. Failure rates for these components are being
devuloped.

The selected deral.ing level in this section is based upon engineering
judgement by consideration of the device construction and materials.
Due either to the relative recent technology development and/cr the
manner in which the device is integrated into itL surrounding system, no
derat~ng history is available. Tn many cases, due Lo the operative
nature of the devices, deraLing itself is inappropriate. However, where
practical, the design should strive to give the maximum stress margin
(below maximum rated) practical when considered against the design
difficulties thus i:ncurred. Some atial•°sis should be applied to assess
the design difficulties thus inc:urred. These device types are generally
low population devices in systems and thus have limited reliability
contribution (if their reliability contribution is well below that of
the total system).

SECTION 24.2

FIBER OPTIC LIGHT SOURCES DERATING GUIDELINES

24.2.1 General

The two major source types, light emitting diodes (LEDs) and injection
laser diodes (ILDs), share miost of the failure mechanisws and stre!s
factors. Application choice of the two device types is dependent on two
parameters: optical power and bandwidth. ILD3 are capable of coupled
power to the :iber in the range of a few milliwatts and bandwidths in
the low gigahe.-tz region while LEDs are g-nerally capable of only a few
hundred microwatts of coupled power and a bandwidth in the order if a
few hundred megahertz.
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TABLE 24--1: FIBER OPTIC COMPOLENT -LASSES

CLASS SUB CbiSS

SOURCES Injection Laser Diodes (ILD's)
Light Lmitting Diodes (LED's)

1-- ------------ ---------I-------------------------I

DECTECTORS Pin Diodes
I Avalanche Photo Diodes

--~ I-----------------------------------

CABLES One Single Fiber
Multiple Single Fiber

I------------------I-------------------------I

I CONNECTORS Single Contact I
I I Multiple Contact

I II
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24.2.2 Application Guidelines

24.2.2.1 Electrical Factors

A. Power supplies for ILDs must be carefully designed to completely
eliminate over current pulses which can cause catastrophic failure by
facet damage.

B. Output power should be given a 3dB margin to account for gradual

degradation of the device.

24.2.2.2 Mechanical Factors

A. Gradual degradation of optical power is caused by increased
concenLration of non radiative recombination centers a'id by point
defects with energy levels deep in the forbidden gap. The rate of
degradation is reduced only by reduction of the device temperature.

B. Mechanical stress, such as thermal or mechanical shock and vibration
cause dark line defects (crystal lattice defects) to grow. These
defects will reduce available output power. Stress screening can be
used to eliminate devices with these defects.

C. Excess optical power of ILDs will damage facets and will destroy the
device. Note that optical power output is strongly temperature
dependent and must be monitored and controlled to assure safe operation.
(See Figure 24-1).

24.2.3 Derating Guidelines

Primary stress factors for optical sources are temperature (for boLh
I-Ds and LEDs), voltage-current power dissipation for (LEDs and optical
power dissipation for I;Ds). The following parameters should be
considered for derating:

A. Normalized failure rate versus temperature curves are given in
Figure 24-2 for GaAs devices with 0.7Ev activation energy and for
silicon devices with l.1Ev activation energy.

D. A current derating curve for typical LED scurce3 is included in
Figure 24-3. Tt is based upon a maximum junctioa temperatures of Figure
24-2.

C. For ILDs, in addition to the maximum juncLiun temperature limits of
FiEuLe 24-2 the peak optical power output should be limited to 50% of
rating.
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SECTION 24.3

FIBER OPTIC DETECTOR DERATING GUIDELINES

24.3.1 General

The two major detector types used in present design are silicon diodes
of PIN construction and APD (Avalanche Photo Diode) construction. PIN
diodes are normally operated at a low reverse voltage (5V - 50V),
wherea. APDs are normally operated at high reverse voltage (200V to
40OV). APDs are more subject to suifece contamination and electrolytic
.orros ion.

both detector types opec•te over the same wave length region
(350-11OOnM). The major difference in the two devices is that the APD
is operated in the avalanche mode and has a net photo current gain.
This gain may be up to 100 zimes that of a PIN diode whose outrut is in
the range of 0.4 Amp per watt of incident optical power. The speed of
APD is several times that of the PIN diode and eictends ipto the low
gigahertz region.

24.3.2 Application Guidelines

24.3.2.1 Electi 1.cal Factors

A. Gain of APDs should be derated by 3dB to account for g_'adual
efficiency degradation and Ahifts in the operating point.

B. Reduction of junction temperature will r-.duce failure rate as shown
in Figure 24-2.

C. Operation of PIN diodes at 60% of rated voltage (for all these
crit'cality categerieLE will reduce stress anid still provide an adequAte
drift field to assure low junction capacitance and quick turn off times.

24.3.2.2 Mechanical Factors

A. Lattice defects, and in the case of APDr, surface contamination are
failure mnechanisms; which reduces the life span. The expected failure
activation energy i.s estimatel at l.!Ev. The plot of failure rate
versus case temperature for this energy it' plotted irn Figure 24-4.
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24.3.3 Deratiug Guidalinev

A. Power dcrativg '1 110L noedwesiry bocaufju int:rrtv.l1 d.ib.ipation is not
aignificalu.

B. Reduce junct ion temperature per Figut-as 24-2. ReducAe PIN d.ýodo
reVerSe vULtLgU to 60Z of rating fox.- all threo Levels. Rewverie voltage
Cannot be darated for the AP11 aa the vou.Lae, iv utod to o.t or adiuOt

devica gain and is typically aet uo t. li.ig h t].y below th. breaIkdown
vol tage ,.
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SECTION 24.1k

FIVER OP0C CABLES/FBUIB DMRATING GUIDELINES

24.4.1 General

The two primary cable configurations arc the aingle fiber cable oud a
4able tade up of a group of aeparately sheathed single fibers, (eacb
fiber beitui a separatu data channel). Two fiber typew used in each of
the cable configurations are the glass clad glass core type and the
plastic clad glaais core type. The second. type is coi%=only abbreviated
to PK:S (P1lastic Clad Silica). The all glass fiber iu primarily used for
"long Iiii," (ovor 2 kdlometer) applic:ations, whereas the PCS fiber is
usad in "Ohort haul" (less than I kilometer) applications.

24.4.2 AppliUation Guidelines (MeChArM.cal)

Failare modes evicountered are cataatL:ophic failure (fiber breok.age) or
attenuation, Uoth are cauned by se-V'aX 'tress factors: temperature,
tension and nuclear radiation. The effctgi o'f the first two factors are
4a *fulction primirily of cable fiber ton4tructicn and installation, whilu
the a ffects of radiation are determined entirely by trie liber .herb core
and cladding) oatfrial.

A. Tomptrature creates mechanical atress on the fiber due to
tomparature coefficients of expansion between the jacketing and the
fiber and ir the case of PC$ fiber, between the core and the cladding.
Proper cable ,esign miuimizes these stresses and assures longer life.

B. TempeLrature i duced changes in cladding refractive index can also
cauja attenuation and extinction in PCS fibers.

C, The use of % buffer coating applied to the fibur, immediately after
drawing, as a moisturo. barrier and a mechanical stiffenov: iixereaoea
tensile strength of the fiber (see Figure 24-5).

D. L•nd radius induced tension will ultimately caur.e a fiber to break
even ufter up to 20 yearn of use. The stress relationship is non-linear Iand there are no real models upon which to base predictions of life

span.

E. Rad'iatiok effec'ts on fibers other than rate offect, are primarily
mnifested by an increase in attenuation. Change is measured in units
of dB/Km (see Figure 24-6). Low dose levels have to be allowed tor so
that the fiberi are not rendered useless, particularly in "long line"
appi icat ions.

.2
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Figure 24-5: Effects of Coating Thickness on Tensile Strength of
Optical Fibers.
Sakaguchi, S., and M. Nakahara. Review of the
Electrical Ooninunication Laboratories, Vol. 27, no. 3-4,
March-April 1979
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Friebele, £.J3., •t a'l. (U.S. tlava1 Res. Lab.,~ Washington, DC).

Laser Focus. Sept. 1978
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24.4.3 Derating Guidelines

Cable construction is the key to high reliability in the particular
applications of fiber optic cables. The use of strength members,
buffers, jackets, and moisture barriers in the developmet.t of optimum
cable designs is an emerging technology and little data ts available on
performance of present designs or of future products. New products
procured under specification control for use outside of known
performance levels should be qualified before use.

Primary stress factors should be derated as follows:

A, Temperature: 20 deg C inside both upper and lower limits.

B. Tension: For fiber - 20% of proof test. For cable - 50% of the
rated tensile.

U. Bend radius: 200% of minimum.

D. Radiation - No criteria at this time (consult the supplier). See
Figure 24-6 for radiation effects.
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SECTION 24.5

FIBER OPTIC CONNECTOR DERATING GUIDELINES

24.5.1 General

Fiber optic connectors available today are primarily single contact
type, although se-jreral multicontact types are in low volume use. Some
available singi.e connectors include the "ISVA" derivatives, several
plaoftic types and a few environmenttal types. The available
v'.dltticontacts include the jack screw, rack and panel, and circular type,
with a few ruggedized environmental version6 in low volume production.

The primary virpose of a fiber optic connector is to hold two opposed
fibers in proximiity with axial, angular, and lateral alignment while
protecting those fibers from the environment.

24.5.2 Application Guidelines (Mechanical)

A. Recommend 50% reduction in guaranteed mated/unmated cycles to reduce
d egrad4. t ion.

be Connector insertion loss performance parameter should be increased
by 100% to account for fiber voriation between fiber actually used inSe
the design and the fiber used by the connector supplier when
characterizing the c hojnector, i.e. a 1.5dB loss coanector should be
wonsidered a 3.1B toss connector.

C. Stiffness transitioa at the cable/connector interface should be
ac~hieved by use of cable stiffeners or a heat shrinkable outer sheath.

D.f Position adjustment should be available on at least one of the
connector pairs to allow the mating of the two terminations as required.
This design feature must be such that it is restrained after mating, and
the inating position is not affecte,' by outside stress.

E. To :..rLcrease life, a cover is used to protect Lhc fiber mating
surfaces from contamination in the unmated condition.

24.5.3 Derating Guidelines

The primary degrading environment is temperature. This is true of
conventional connectors as well. See derating fox conventional
connetors in Section 14 for derating guidelines.
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